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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOTOENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,
Vs.

IRA TANKOVICH,
FRANK TANKOVICH,
WILLIAM TAN KOVICH,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)

Case No. CR09-22657
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)
)
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)
)
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JURY INSTRUCTIONS
(GIVEN)
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INSTRUCTION NO.

\

Now that you have been sworn as jurors to try this case, I want to go over with

YOLI

what will be happening. I will describe how the trial will be conducted and what we will be
doing. At the end. of the trial, I will give you more detailed guidance on how you are to
reach your decision.
Because the state has the burden of proof, it goes first. After the state's opening
statement, the defense may make an opening statement, or may wait until the state has
presented its case.
The state will offer evidence that it says will support the charge(s) against each
defendant. The defense may then present evidence, but is not required to do so. If the
defense does present evidence, the state may then present rebuttal evidence.

This is

evidence offered to answer the defense's evidence.
After you have heard all the evidence, I will give you additional instructions on the
law. After you have heard the instructions, the state and the defense will each be given
time for closing arguments. In their closing arguments, they will summarize the evidence to
help you understand how it relates to the law. Just as the opening statements are not
evidence, neither are the closing arguments. After the closing arguments, you will leave
the courtroom together to make your decision. During your deliberations, you will have
with you my instructions, the exhibits admitted into evidence and any notes taken by

YOLl

in

court.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
Your duties are to determine the facts, to apply the law set forth in my instructions to
those facts, and in this way to decide the case.

In so doing, you must follow my

instructions regardless of your own opinion of what the law is or should be, or what either
side may state the law to be. You must consider them as a whole, not picking out one and
disregarding others. The order in which the instructions are given has no significance as to
their relative importance. The law requires that your decision be made solely upon the
evidence before you.

Neither sympathy nor prejudice should influence you in your

deliberations. Faithful performance by you of these duties is vital to the administration of
justice.
In determining the facts, you may consider only the evidence admitted in this trial.
This evidence consists of the testimony of the witnesses, the exhibits offered and received,
and any stipulated or admitted facts. The production of evidence in court is governed by
rules of law. At times during the trial, an objection may be made to a question asked a
witness, or to a witness' answer, or to an exhibit. This simply means that I am being asked
to decide a parti.cular rule of law. Arguments on the admissibility of evidence are designed
to aid the Court and are not to be considered by you nor affect your deliberations.

If I

sustain an objection to a question or to an exhibit, the witnes;; may not answer the question
or the exhibit may not be considered. Do not attempt to guess what the answer might have
been or what the exhibit might have shown.

Similarly, if I tell you not to consider a

particular statement or exhibit you should put it out of your mind, and not refer to it or rely
on it in your later deliberations.
During the trial I may have to talk with the parties about the rules of law which
should apply in this case. Sometimes we will talk here at the bench. At other times I will
excuse you from the courtroom so that you can be comfortable while we work out any
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problems. You are not to speculate about any such discussions. They are necessary from
time to time and help the trial run more smoothly.
Some of you have probably heard the terms "circumstantial evidence," "direct
evidence" and "hearsay evidence." Do not be concerned with these terms. You are to
consider all the evidence admitted in this trial.
However, the law does not require you to believe all the evidence. As the sole
judges of the facts, you must determine what evidence you believe and what weight you
attach to it.
There is no magical formula by which one may evaluate testimony. You bring with
you to this courtroom all of the experience and background of your lives. In your everyday
affairs you determine for yourselves whom you believe, what you believe, and how much
weight you attach to what you are told. The same considerations that you use in your
everyday dealings in making these decisions are the considerations which you should
apply in your deliberations.
In deciding what you believe, do not make your decision simply because more
witnesses may have testified one way than the other.

Your role is to think about the

testimony of each witness you heard and decide how much you believe of what the witness
had to say.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

j

A defendant in a criminal action is presumed to be innocent. This presumption
places upon the state the burden of proving the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt. Thus, a defendant, although accused, begins the trial with a clean slate with no
evidence against the defendant. If, after considering all the evidence and my instructions
on the law, you have a reasonable doubt as to the defendant's guilt, you must return a
verdict of not guilty.

Reasonable doubt is defined as follows: It is not mere possible doubt, because
everything relating to human affairs, and depending on moral evidence, is open to some
possible .or imaginary doubt. It is the state of the case which, after the entire comparison
and consideration of all the evidence ,leaves the minds of the jurors in that condition that
they cannot say they feel an abiding conviction, to a morai certainty, of the truth of the
charge.
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INSTRUCTION NO.~
If during the trial I may say or do anything which suggests to you that I am inclined
to favor the claims or position of any party, you will not permit yourself to be influenced by
any such suggestion. I will not express nor intencl to express, nor will I intend to intimate,
any opinion as to which witnesses are or are not worthy of belief; what facts are or are not
established; or what inferences should be drawn from the evidence. If any expression of
mine seems to indicate an opinion relating to any of these matters, I instruct you to
disregard it.
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INSTRUCTION NO .

..5-

Do not concern yourself with the subject of penalty or punishment.

That subject

must not in any way affect your verdict. If you find any of the defendants guilty, it will be my
duty to determine the appropriate penalty or punishment.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
If you wish, you may take notes to help you remember what witnesses said. If you
do take notes, please keep them to yourself until you and your fellow jurors go to the jury
room to decide the.case. You should not let note-taking distract you so that you do not hear
other answers by witnesses. When you leave at night, please leave your notes in the jury
room.
If you do not take notes, you should rely on your own memory of what was said and
not be overly influenced by the notes of other jurors. In addition, you cannot assign to one
person the duty of taking notes for all of you.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

7

It is important that as jurors and officers of this court you obey the following
instructions at any time you leave the jury box, whether it be for recesses of the court
during the day or when you leave the courtroom to go home at night.
First, do not talk about this case either among yourselves or with anyone else during
the course of the trial. You should keep an open mind throughout the trial and not form or
express an opinion about the case. You should only reach your decision after you have
heard all the evidence, after you have heard my final instruction and after the final
arguments. You may discuss this case with the other members of the jury only after it is
submitted to you for your decision. All such discussion should take place in the jury room.
Second, do not let any person talk about this case in your presence. If anyone does
talk about it, tell them you are a juror on the case. If they \ivon't stop talking, report that to
the bailiff as soon as you are able to do so. You should not tel/ any of your fellow jurors
about what has happened.
Third, during this trial do not talk with any of the parties, their lawyers or any
witnesses. By this, I mean not only do not talk about the ca3e, but do not talk at all, even to
pass the time of day. In no other way can all parties be 2ssured of the fairness they are
entitled to expect from you as jurors.
Fourth, during this trial do not make any investigation of this case or inquiry outside
of ~he courtroom on your own. Do not go any place mentioned in the testimony without an
explicit order from me to do so.

You must not cOllsult any books, dictionaries,

encyclopedias or any other source of information unless I specifically authorize you to do
so.
Fifth, do not read about the case in the newspapers.
television broadcasts about the trial.

Do not listen to radio or

YOLI must base your verdict solely on what is
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presented in court and not upon any newspaper, radio, television, internet or other account
of what may have happened.

INSTRUCTION NO.

S

In order for the defendant, IRA GINO TANKOVICH, to be guilty of Conspiracy to Commit

Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about 16th day of August, 2009;

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant,IRA GINO TANKOVICH, agreed with Frank James Tankovichandlor
William Michael Tankovich, Jr.;

4.

to commit the crime of malicious harassment;

5.

the defendant intended that the crime would be committed;

6.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one of the follow act(s):
a. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
andlor Frank James Tankovich andlor William

Mich~el

Tankovich,

Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, Ira Gino Tankovich
returned to Kenneth Requena's horne with a fIrearm.
b. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
andlor Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich,

Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, William Michael
Tankovich, Jr. and Frank James Tankovich returned to Kenneth
Requena's horne and did threaten by word or act to cause physical
injury to Kenneth Requena and made disparaging racial remarks in
regards to Kenneth Requena
7.

and such act was done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement.
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If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must fmd
the defendant guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

q

YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, is .
charged in Count I with the crime of Malicious Harassment alleged to have been committed as
follows: that the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, on or about the 16th day of
August, 2009, in the County of Kootenai, State ofIdaho, did maliciously and with the specific intent
to intimidate or harass another person because of that person's race and/or color and/or ancestry
and/or national origin, threaten by word or act to cause physical injury to another person, to wit:
Kenneth Requena, giving said person reasonable cause to believe the action would occur, or did aid
and abet in the commission of said offense. To this charge the defendant has pled not guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

I0

In order for the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, JR., to be guilty in Count II of
Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about 16th day of August, 2009;

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, JR., agreed with Ira Gino Tankovich

.

and/or Frank James Tankovich;
4.

to commit the crime of malicious harassment;

5.

the defendant intended that the crime would be committed;

6.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one of the follow act(s):
a. On or about the 16 th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich, and/or
Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich, Jr. made
contact with Kenneth Requena, Ira Gino Tankovich returned to Kenneth
Requena's home with a firearm.
b. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich, and/or
Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich, Jr. made
contact with Kenneth Requena, William Michael Tankovich, Jr. and Frank
James Tankovich returned to Kenneth Requena's home and did threaten by
word or act to cause physical injury to Kenneth Requena and made
disparaging racial remarks in regards to Kenneth Requena.

7.

and such act was done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement
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If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must fInd the defendant
not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must fInd the defendant
guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO. \ \
YOU ARE INSTRUCTED that the defendant, FRANK lA.MES TANKOVICH, is charged in
Count I with the crime of Malicious Harassment alleged to have been committed as follows: that the
defendant, FRANK JAMES TANKOVI CH, on or about the 16th day of August, 2009, in the County
of Kootenai, State of Idaho, did maliciously and with the specific intent to intimidate or harass
another person because of that person's race and/or color and/or ancestry and/or national origin,
threaten by word or act to cause physical injury to another person, to wit: Kenneth Requena, giving
said person reasonable cause to believe the action would occur, or did aid and abet in the
commission of said offense. To this charge the defendant has pled not guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

A

In order for the defendant, FRANK JAMES TANKOVICH, to be guilty in Count II of
Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about 16th day of August, 2009;

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant, FRANK JAMES TANKOVICH, agreed with Ira Gino Tankovich
and/or William Michael Tankovich, Jr.;

4.

to commit the crime of malicious harassment;

5.

the defendant intended that the crime would be committed;

6.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one of the follow act(s):
a. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
and/or Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich,
Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, Ira Gino Tankovich
returned to Kenneth Requena's home with a firearm.
b. On or about the 16 th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
and/or Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich,
Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, William Michael
Tankovich, Jr. and Frank James Tankovich returned to Kenneth
Requena's home and did threaten by word or act to cause physical
injury to Kenneth Requena and made disparaging racial remarks in
regards to Kenneth Requena

7.

and such act was done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the
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defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must fmd
the defendant guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

l

3

Each count charges a separate and distinct offense.

You must decide

each count separately on the evidence and the law that applies to it,
uninfluenced by your decision as to any other count. A defendant charged with
two offenses may be found guilty or not guilty on either or both of the offenses
charged.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

,t..\

You must give separate, personal consideration to the charge against
each defendant.

Each is entitled to a verdict based upon the evidence and the

law which applies to that defendant.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

t5

The Information in this case is of itself a mere accusation or charge against the
defendant and does not of itself constitute any evidence of the defendant's guilt; you are
not to be prejudiced or influenced to any extent against the defendant because a criminal
charge has been made.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
You have now heard all the evidence in the case. My duty is to instruct you as to
the law.
You must follow all the rules as I explain them to you. You may not follow some and
ignore others. Even if you disagree or don't understancl the reasons for some of the rules,
you are bound to follow them. If anyone states a rule of law different from any I tell you, it
is my instruction that you must follow.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
As members of the jury it is your duty to decicle what the facts are and to apply
those facts to the law that I have given you.

YOLI

are to decide the facts from all the

evidence presented in the case.
The evidence you are to consider consists of:
1.

sworn testimony of witnesses;

2.

exhibits which have been admitted into evidence; and

3.

any facts to which the parties have stipulated.

Certain things you have heard or seen are not evidence, including:
1.

arguments and statements by lawyers.

The lawyers are not witnesses.

What they say in their opening statements, closing arguments and at other
times is included to help you interpret the evidence, but is not evidence. If
the facts as you remember them differ from the way the lawyers have stated
them, follow your memory;
2.

testimony that has been excluded or stricken, or which you have been
instructed to disregard;

3.

anything you may have seen or heard when the court was not in session.

In deciding the facts of this case, you will have to decide which witnesses to believe
and which witnesses not to believe. You may believe anything a witness says or only part
of it or none of it. In making your decision, you may take into account a number of factors
including the following:
1.

Was the witness able to see, or hear, or know the things about which that

witness testified?
2. How well was the witness able to recall and desuibe those things?
3. What was the witness's manner while testifying?
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4.

Did the witness have an interest in the outcome of this case or any bias or

prejudice concerning any party or any matter involved in the case?
5.

How reasonable was the witness's testimony considered in light of all the

evidence in the case?
6. Was the witness's testimony contradicted by what that witness has said or done
at another time, or by the testimony of other witnesses or by other evidence?
In deciding whether or not to believe a witness, keep in mind that people sometimes
forget things. You need to consider therefore whether a contradiction is an innocent lapse
of memory or an intentional falsehood, and that may depend on whether it has to do with
an important fact or with only a small detail.
The weight of the evidence presented by each side does not necessarily depend on
the number of witnesses testifying on one side or the other.

You must consider all the

evidence in the case, and you may decide that tile testimony of a smaller number of
witnesses on one side has greater weight than that of

a larger number on the other.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~

It is alleged that the crime charged was committed "on or about" a certain date. If
you find the crime was committed, the proof need not show that it was committed on that
precise date.

417

INSTRUCTION NO.

1~

In every crime or public offense there must exist a union or joint operation of act and
intent.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

au

A defendant in a criminal trial has a constitutional right not to be compelled to testify.
The decision whether to testify is left to the defendant, acting with the advice and
assistance of the defendant's lawyer. You must not draw any inference of guilt from the
fact that the defendant does not testify, nor should this fact be discussed by you or enter
into your deliberations in any way.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
In order for the defendant, IRA GINO TANKOVICH, to be guilty of Conspiracy to Commit

Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about 16th day of August, 2009;

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant,IRA GINOTANKOVICH, agreed with Frank James Tankovich and/or
William Michael Tankovich, Jr.;

4.

to commit the crime of malicious harassment;

5.

the defendant intended that the crime would be committed;

6.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one ofthe following acts:
a. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
and/or Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich,
Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, Ira Gino Tankovich
returned to Kenneth Requena' s home with a fIrearm.
b. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
and/or Frllilk James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich,
Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, William Michael
Tankovich, Jr. and Frank James Tankovich returned to Kenneth
Requena's home and did threaten by word or act to cause physical
injury to Kenneth Requena and made disparaging racial remarks in
regards to Kenneth Requena

7.

and such act was done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement.
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If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find
the defendant guilty.

421

INSTRUCTION NO. ~'J...
You are instructed that in order to convict Ira Gino Tankovich of
Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment the state must prove the
defendant intended the crime would be committed.
The crime of Malicious Harassment provides that it is unlawful for
any person to maliciously threaten by word or act to cause physical
injury to Kenneth Requena; with the specific intent to intimidate or
harass Kenneth Requena because of Kenneth Requena's race and/ or
color and/ or ancestry and/ or nation origin; thereby giving Kenneth
Requena reasonable cause to believe said physical injury would occur.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~

If your unanimous verdict is that the Defendant, Ira Gino Tankovich, is not guilty of
Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event,
you must next consider the included offense of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

~

In order for the Defendant, Ira Gino. Tankovich, to be guilty of the offense of Conspiracy
to Commit Disturbing the Peace, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about August 16, 2009

2.

In the state ofIdaho

3.

the Defendant, Ira Gino. Tankovich agreed with William M Tankovick, Jr. and/or
Frank Tankovich.

4.

to commit the crime of Disturbing the Peace against Kenneth Requena

5.

Defendant, Ira Gino. Tankovich, intended that the crime of Disturbing the Peace
would be committed

5.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one act in furtherance of the
crime of Disturbing the Peace, and

6.

such act was done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the
Defendant, Ira Gino Tankovich not guilty of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace. If
each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the Defendant, Ira
Gino Tankovich guilty of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

25

It is for you, the jury, to detem1ine from all the evidence in this case, applying the law as
given in these instructions, whether Defendant, Ira Gino Tankovicb is guilty or not guilty of the
offenses charged or of any included offense.
With respect to the facts alleged in Count I of the Indictment, the offense of Conspiracy
to Commit Malicious Harassment includes the offense of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the
Peace. It is possible for you to retum on Count I anyone, but only one of the following verdicts:
__ GUILTY of Conspiracy to Commit IVIalicioLl) i-Ianlssment
_

GUILTY of Conspiracy to Coml11it Disturbing the Peace
NOT GUILTY .

When you are deliberating you should first consid·;r the crime charged. You should
consider the included offenses in the order listed unly in he c\cnl the state has failed to convince
you beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt wiJ respect to the crime charged and
each preceding included offense.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
In order for the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, to be guilty in Count I of .

Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about 16th day of August, 2009;

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, did maliciously threaten by
word or act to cause physical injury to Kenneth Requena;

4.

with the specific intent to intimidate or harass Kenneth Requena because of Kenneth
Requena's race and/or color and/or ancestry and/or nation origin;

5.

thereby giving Kenneth Requena reasonable cause to believe said physical injury
would occur;

6.

or did aid and abet in the cornnlission of said offense

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must fmd
the defendant guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
If your unanimous verdict is that the Defendant, William M. Tankovich is not guilty of
Malicious Harassment, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider
the included offense of Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
In order for the Defendant, William M. Tankovich, Jr., to be guilty of the offense of
Disturbing the Peace, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about August 16, 2009

2.

In the state of Idaho

3.

the Defendant, Frank Tankovich maliciously and willfully

4.

disturbed the peace or quiet of Kenneth Requena

5.

by tumultuous or offensive conduct or by threatening, traducing, quarreling, or
challenging Kenneth Requena to fight.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the
\ It ,~' ~,\

lj\,.t \ i ~,.

. Ai"

~JJ''''

Defendant, F-rnTI'.k Tankovich not guilty of Disturbing the Peace. If each of the above has been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the Defendant, William M. Tankovich, Jr.
guilty of Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~9
In order for the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, JR., to be guilty in Count II of

Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about 16th day of August, 2009;

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant, WILLIAM MICHAEL TANKOVICH, JR., agreed with Ira Gino Tankovich
and/or Frank James Tankovich;

4.

to commit the crime of malicious harassment;

5.

the defendant intended that the crime would be committed;

6.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one of the following acts:
a. On or about the 16 th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich, and/or
Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich, Jr. made
contact with Kenneth Requena, Ira Gino Tankovich returned to Kenneth
Requena's home with a firearm.
b. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich, andlor
Frank James Tankovichandlor William Michael Tankovich, Jr.made
contact with Kenneth Requena, William Michael Tankovich, Jr. and Frank
James Tankovich returned to Kenneth Requena's home and did threaten by
word or act to cause physical injury to Kenneth Requena and made
disparaging racial remarks in regards to Kenneth Requena.

7.

and such act was done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement
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If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must fInd the defendant
not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must fInd the defendant
guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO. jD

If your unanimous verdict is that the Defendant, William M. Tankovich, Jr., is not guilty
of Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment, you must acquit him of that charge. In that
event, you must next consider the included offense of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the
Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO,

3J

In order for the Defendant, William M. Tankovich, .ir. to be guilty of the offense of
Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace, the state mLlst prove each ofthe following:
1.

On or about August 16, 2009

2.

In the state of Idaho

3.

the Defendant, William M. Tankovich, Jr. agreed with Ira Tankovick and/or
Frank Tank:ovich.

4.

to commit the crime of Disturbing the Peace against Kenneth Requena

5.

Defendant, William M. Tankovich, Jr., intended that the crime of Disturbing the
Peace would be committed

~j)

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one act in furtherance of the
crime of Disturbing the Peace, ane!

. . 6.
l

such act was done for the purpose of carryll1g out the agreement.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the

Defendant, William M. Tankovich, Jr. not guilty of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace.
If each ofthe above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the Defendant,
William M. Tankovich, Jr., guilty of Conspiracy to COl11l1lir Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION No.l~
It is for you, the jury, to detern1ine from all the evidence in this case, applying the law as
given in these instructions, whether Defendant, William 1\1 Tankovich, Jr., is guilty or not guilty
ofthe offenses charged or of any included offense.
With respect to the facts alleged in Count I of the Jndictment , the offense of Malicious
Harassment includes the offense of Disturbing the Peace. It is possible for you to return on
Count I anyone, but only one of the following verdicts:
GUILTY of Malicious Harassment
_

GUILTY of Disturbing the Peace
NOT GUILTY .

With respect to the facts alleged in Count II ofthe hdictment , the offense of Conspiracy
to Commit Malicious Harassment includes the offense of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the
Peace. It is possible for you to return on Count II anyone but only one of the following verdicts:
__ GUILTY of Conspiracy to Commit MalicioLl:; :-Iarassment
_

GUILTY of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace
NOT GUILTY .

When you are deliberating you should first consider the crime charged. You should
consider the included offenses in the order listed only in tile event tIle state has failed to convince
you beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt wi [ll respect to the crime charged and
each preceding included offense.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

-3-2

In order for the defendant, FRANK JAMES TA.NKOVICH, to be guilty in Count I of

Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about 16th day of August, 2009;

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant, FRANK JAMES TA,NKOVICH, did maliciously threaten by word or
act to cause physical injury to Kenneth Requena;

4.

with the specific intent to intimidate or harass Kenneth Requena because of Kenneth
Requena's race and/or color and/or ancestry and/or nation origin;

5.

thereby giving Kenneth Requena reasonable cause to believe said physical injury
would occur;

6.

or did aid and abet in the commission of said offense

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must find the
defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find
the defendant guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~\
If your unanimous verdict is that the Defendant, Frank Tankovich is not guilty of

Malicious Harassment, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event, you must next consider
the included offense of Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

M

In order for the Defendant, Frank Tankovich to be guilty of the offense of Disturbing the
Peace, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about August 16, 2009

2.

In the state of Idaho

3.

the Defendant, Frank Tankovich maliciously and willfully

4.

disturbed the peace or quiet of Kenneth Requena

5.

by tumultuous or offensive conduct or by threatening, traducing, quarreling, or
challenging Kenneth Requena to fight.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the
Defendant, Frank Tankovich not guilty of Disturbing the Peace. If each of the above has been
proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the DefGndant, Frank Tankovich guilty of
Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

3 Co

In order for the defendant, FRANK JAMES TA.1\TKOVICH, to be guilty in Count II of

Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On

2.

in the state ofIdaho;

3.

the defendant, FRANK JAMES TANKOVICH, agreed with Ira Gino Tankovich

0f

about 16th day of August, 2009;

and/or William Michael Tankovich, Jr.;
4.

to commit the crime of malicious harassment;

5.

the defendant intended that the crime would be committed;

6.

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one of the following acts:
a. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
and/or Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich,
Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, Ira Gino Tankovich
returned to Kenneth Requena's home with a firearm.
b. On or about the 16th day of August, 2009, after Ira Gino Tankovich,
and/or Frank James Tankovich and/or William Michael Tankovich,
Jr. made contact with Kenneth Requena, William Michael
Tankovich, Jr. and Frank James Tankovich returned to Kenneth
Requena's home and did threaten by word or act to cause physical
injury to Kenneth Requena and made disparaging racial remarks in
regards to Kenneth Requena.

7.

and such act was done for the purpose of carrying out the agreement

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, then you must fmd the
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defendant not guilty. If each of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must fmd
the defendant guilty.
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INSTRUCTION NO.

3 11

If your unanimous verdict is that the Defendant, Frank Tankovich is not guilty of
Conspiracy to Commit Malicious Harassment, you must acquit him of that charge. In that event,
you must next consider the included offense of Conspiracy to Conul1it Disturbing the Peace.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
In order for the Defendant, Frank Tankovich to be guilty of the offense of Conspiracy to
Commit Disturbing the Peace, the state must prove each of the following:
1.

On or about August 16, 2009

2.

In the state of Idaho

3.

the Defendant, Frank Tankovich, agreed with Ira Tankovick and/or William
Tankovich, Jr.

4.

to commit the crime of Disturbing the Peace against Kenneth Requena

5.

Defendant, Frank Tankovich intended that the crime of Disturbing the Peace
would be committed

o

one of the parties to the agreement performed at least one act in furtherance of the
crime of Disturbing the Peace, and

~!

such act was done for the purpose of caITying out the agreement.

L.

If any of the above has not been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the

Defendant, Frank Taruwvich not guilty of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace. If each
of the above has been proven beyond a reasonable doubt, you must find the Defendant, Frank
Tankovich guilty of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the Peace:
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INSTRUCTION NO. _~C\
It is for you, the jury, to determine from all the evidence in this case, applying the law as

given in these instructions, whether Defendant, Frank Tankovicb is guilty or not guilty of the
offenses charged or of any included offense.
With respect to the facts alleged in Count I oftbe Indictment, the offense of Malicious
Harassment includes the offense of Disturbing the Peace.

(j

is possible for you to return on

Count I anyone, but only one of the following verdicts:
GUILTY of Malicious Harassment
_

GUILTY of Disturbing the Peace
NOT GUILTY .

With respect to the facts alleged in Count II of the Indictment) the offense of Conspiracy
to Commit Malicious Harassment includes the offense of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbing the
Peace. It is possible for you to return on Count II anyone hIt only une of the following verdicts:
__ GUILTY of Conspiracy to Commit J-./laliciou; ii.arassment
_

GUILTY of Conspiracy to Commit Disturbin,c; rhe Peace
NOT GUILTY .

When you are deliberating you should first

consid~J

consider the included offenses in the order listed only in

tl(;

the crime charged. You should
event the state has failed to convince

you beyond a reasonable doubt of the defendant's guilt witb respect to the crime charged and
each preceding included offense.
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INSTRUCTION NO. -=tQ

The crime of Conspiracy involves an agreement by two or more persons to commit a
crime. They need not agree upon every detail. The agreement may be established in any manner
sufficient to show an understanding of the parties to the agreement. It may be shown by evidence
of an oral or written agreement, or may be implied from the conduct of the parties. It does not
matter whether the crime agreed upon was actually committed.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~

All of the parties to a conspiracy need not enter into the agreement at the same time. A
person who later joins an already formed conspiracy with knowledge of its unlawful purpose is a
party to the conspiracy.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~

The word "defendant" as used in these instructions applies equally to each defendant
except as you may be otherwise instructed.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~

"Malice" and "maliciously" mean the desire to annoy or injure another or the intent to do
a wrongful act.
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INSTRUCTION NO. L.{

11

All persons who participate in a crime either before or during its commission, by
intentionally aiding, abetting, advising, hiring, counseling, procuring another to commit the crime
with intent to promote or assist in its commission are guilty of the crime. All such participants
are considered principals in the commission of the crime. The participation of each defendant in
the crime must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt.
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INSTRUCTION NO. &.;, 5

The law makes no distinction between a person who directly participates in the acts
constituting a crime and a person who, either before or during its commission, intentionally aids,
assists, facilitates, promotes, encourages, counsels, solicits, invites, helps or hires another to
commit a crime with intent to promote or assist in its commission. Both can be found guilty of
the crime. Mere presence at, acquiescence in, or silent consent to, the planning or commission of
a crime is not in the absence of a duty to act sufficient to make one an accomplice.
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INSTRUCTION NO. "'1 "
I have outlined for you the rules of law applicable to this case and have told you of
some of the matters which you may consider in weighing the evidence to determine the
facts. In a few min.utes counsel will present their closing remarks to you, and then you will
retire to the jury room for your deliberations.
The arguments and statements of the attorneys are not evidence. If you remember
the facts differently from the way the attorneys have stated them, you should base your
decision on what you remember.
The attitude and conduct of jurors at the beginning of your deliberations are
important. It is rarely productive at the outset for you to make an emphatic expression of
your opinion on the case or to state how you intend to vote.

When you do that at the

beginning, your sense of pride may be aroused, and you may hesitate to change your
position even if shown that it is wrong. Remember that you are not partisans or advocates,
but are judges. For you, as for me, there can be no triumph except in the ascertainment
and declaration of the truth.
As jurors you have a duty to consult with one another and to deliberate before
making your individual decisions. You may fully and fairly discLiss among yourselves all of
the evidence you have seen and heard in this CQurtrOJ!1l about this case, together with the
law that relates to this case as contained in these instructions.
During your deliberations, you each have a right to re-examine your own views and
change your opinion. You should only do so if you are convinced by fair and honest
discussion that your original opinion was incorrect bc:s9d upon the evidence the jury saw
and heard during the trial and the law as given you in th2se instructions.
Consult with one another.

Consider each ot!l8r'S views, and deliberate with the

objective of reaching an agreement, if you can c!e so without disturbing your individual
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judgment. Each of you must decide this case for yourself; but you should do so only after a
discussion and consideration of the case with your fellow jurors.
However, none of you should surrender your honest opinion as to the weight or
effect of evidence or as to the innocence or guilt of the defendant because the majority of
the jury feels otherwise or for the purpose of returning a unanimous verdict.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
You have been instructed as to all the rules of law that may be necessary for you to
reach a verdict.

Whether some of the instructions apply will depend upon your

determination of the facts. You will disregard any instruction which applies to a state of
facts which you determine does not exist. You must not conclude from the fact that an
instruction has been given that the Court is expressing any opinion as to the facts.
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INSTRUCTION NO. ~
Upon retiring to the jury room, select one of you as a presiding juror, who will
preside over your deliberations. It is that person's duty to see that discussion is orderly;
that the issues submitted for your decision are fully and fairly discussed; and that every
juror has a chance to express himself or herself upon each question.
In this case, your verdict must be unanimous. When you all arrive at a verdict, the
presiding juror will sign it and you will return it into open court.
Your verdict in this case cannot be arrived at by chance, by lot, or by compromise.
If, after considering all of the instructions in their entirety, and after having fully
discussed the evidence before you, the jury determines that it is necessary to
communicate with me, you may send a note by the bailiff.

YOLI

are not to reveal to me or

anyone else how the jury stands until you have reached a verdict or unless you are
instructed by me to do so.
A verdict form suitable to any conclusion you may reach will be submitted to you
with these instructions.
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CHRISTOPHER D. SCHWARTZ

SCHWARTZ LAW OFFICE, PC
Conflict Public Defender
206 Indiana Ave., SuitQ 102
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Telephone: (208) 9304970
Facsimile: (208) 930-4972

ISBN 7060
Attorney for Ogfgndant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO.

CASE NO.

Plaintiff,

CR 09-22648

MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF

VS.

TRANSCRIPT
WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH. JR.,

Defendant.

COMES NOW, Defendant. William ~M. Tankovich, Jr., by and through his attorney,
Christopher D. Schwartz ofthe law firm of SCHWARTZ'LAW OFFICE, PC, Conflict Public

Defender, and hereby respectfully moves the Court for an Order directing the Clerk of the
Court to prepare and complete the transcript of the Trial held in the above-entitled matter

on the 29th through the 30th day of March, 2010, and ,the Trial held in the above-entitled
matter on the 12th through the 19th day of April,

2010'

before the Honorable John P.

Luster.
This Motion is made for the reason and upon the grounds that the transcript of said
hearing is necessary for defense counsel to prepare a.defense on behalf of Defendant in
••

•

• •

·V·

the above-entitled matter.

Received

Apr-ZG-ID 11 ;49am

From-ZOB930497'Z

To-J'UDGE LUSTER

Pale 01
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Counsel for Defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary

for the preparation and completion of the transcript be exempt.

DATED this

.M

day of April. 2010.
SCHWARTZ LAW

By;----.,~...,&:;.._~~_----

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of April, 2010, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing oy the method indicated below, and addressed to
the following:
.

Kootenai County Prosecutor's Office
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83816-9000

[ ] Facsimile to: 446-1833

Daniel G. Cooper
Attorney for Co-Defendant

I ] Facsimile to: 765-5079

.' . ~,

Received

Apr-ZG-l0 11 ;49am

From-ZOB930497Z

To-JUDGE LUSTER

Paae OZ
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SCHWARTZ LAW

2089304972 .

CHRISTOPHER D. SCHWARTZ
SCHWARTZ LAW OFFICE, PC
Conflict Public Defender

206 Indiana Ave .. Suite 102

/

Coeur d'Alene. 10 83814
Telephone: (20S) Q30-4970
Facsimile: (208) 930-4972
ISBA#7060

(

Attorney for Defendant

r;

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF JDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
) Case No. CR 09-22648
)
) MOTION TO CONTINUE ST~IUS
) CONFERENCE AND TRIAL
)
)

Petitioner,
VS.

WII.I.IAM M. TANKOVICH, JR.,

)
)

Defendant,

)

----------------------------)
COMES NOW,. the ahove-entitled Defendant; by and through his atto

.

,

meYof

record, CHRISTOPHER O. SCHWARTZ of the lawflrm of SCHWARTZ LAW OFF
ICE,
PC, Conflict Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court to continue the S
.
tatus
Conference scheduled for the 28th day of April. 2010,' atthe hour of 3:00 P rn a d
.

\..

'

'l

n the

Trial that has yet to be scheduled, to be rescheduled by the Clerk of Court.
This motion is made on the following grounds:

From-ZIJS930497Z

<,

. To-JUDGE LUSTER
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SCHWARTZ

04/26/2810 10;47

1.

OFFICE

2089394972

#fJ38

page t1L/tJ4

Counsel for Defendant has filed a Motion for Preparation of Transcript in the

above mentioned case.
This motion is not intended to disturb the orderly dispatch of the business of this

Court.
DATED this

d-6 day of April, 2Q10.
By.~~~~~,-

__________

Christopher D. Schwartz
Attorney for Defendant

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBV CERTIFY that on theA.t- day of April, 2010, I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing oy the method indicated below I and addressed to

the following:
Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83816
TELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 446-1833
Daniel G. Cooper
Attorney for Co-Defendant
TELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 765-5079 "

Received

Apr-ZG-l0 11 ;55am

Frcm-ZOB930497Z

To-JUDGE LUSTER

Pale 02
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OFFICE

10:37

2989394972

#926
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CHRISTOPHER D. SCHWARTZ
SCHWARTZ LAW OFFICE, PC
Conflict Public Defender

ClER~RICT COURT

~TY ~

206 Indiana Ave .. Suite 102
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814
Telephone: (208) 930-4970
Facsimile: (208) 930-4972
ISBA#7060
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Petitioner,
vs.
WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH, JR.,
Defendant.

) Case No. CR 09-22648
)
) MOTION TO CONTINUE STATUS
) CONFERENCE AND TRIAL
)
)
)
)
)

------------- )
COMES NOW, the above-entitled Defendant, by and through his attorney of
record, CHRISTOPHER D. SCHWARTZ of the law firm of SCHWARTZ LAW OFFICE,
PC, Conflict Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court to continue the Status
Conference scheduled for the 28th day of April. 2010, at the hour of 3:00 p.m., and the
Trial that has yet to be scheduled, to be rescheduled by the Clerk of Court.
This motion is made on the following grounds:
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OFFICE
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Counsel for Defendant has filed a Motion for Preparation of Transcript in the
above mentioned case.

This motion is not intended to disturb the orderly dispatch of the business of this
Court.
DATED this

~ day of April. 2010.

CERTI':ICATE
OF SERVICE
•
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of April. 2010. r caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing oy the method indicated below. and addressed to
the following:

Kootenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. GovemmentWay
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83816
TELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 446-1833
Daniel G. Cooper
Attorney for Co-Defendant
TElECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 765-5079
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CHRISTOPHER D. SCHWARTZ
SCHWARTZ LAW OFFICE, PC
Conflict Public Defender
206 Indiana Ave., Suite 102
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814
Telephone: (208) 930-4970
Facsimile: (208) 930-4972
ISBN 7060
Attorney for Defendant

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO. IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO.

CR 09-22648

MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF
TRANSCRIPT

vs.
WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH, JR.,
Defendant

COMES NOW, Defendant, William M. Tankovich, Jr., by and through his attorney,
Christopher D. Schwartz of the law firm of SCHWARTZ LAW OFFICE. PC, Conflict Public
Defender. and hereby respectfully moves the Court for an Order directing the Clerk of the
Court to prepare and complete the transcript of the Trial held in the above-entitled matter
on the 291h through the 30th day of March, 2010, and the Trial held in the above-entitled
matter on the 12th through the 19th day

'of April,

2010 before the Honorable John P.

Luster.
This Motion is made for the reason and upon the grounds that the transcript of said
hearing is necessary for defense counsel to prepare a defense on behalf of Defendant in
the above-entitled matter.
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Counsel for Defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary
for the preparation and completion of the transcript be exempt.

DATED thiS.:a£ day of April, 2010.

By:~~~__~~~_________

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the~ day of April. 2010. I caused to be served a
true and correct copy of the foregoing 6y the method indicated below, and addressed to
the following:
Kootenai County Prosecutors Office
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, 1083816-9000

[] Facsimile to: 446-1833

Daniel G. Cooper
Attorney for Co-Defendant

[J Facsimile to: 765-5079
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Court Minutes:

Session: LUSTER042810P
Session Date: 04/28/2010
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter:

Division: DIST
Session Time: 14:08

Courtroom: Courtrooml

Clerk(s):
Butler, Wanda
Burrington, Talisa
State Attorneys: Verharen, Art
Public Defender(s): Chapman, Brad
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

Case ID: 0008
Case Number: CR2009-22648
Plaintiff:
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH JR, WILLIAM M
Pers. Attorney:
Co-Defendant(s):
State Attorney: Verharen, Art
Public Defender:
04/28/2010
15: 14:29
Recording Started:
15: 14:29
Case called
15: 14:33

Add Ins: CR2009-22648

15:14:35

Add Ins: CR2009-22548

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER042810P
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15: 15 :31

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL

15:15:34

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

15: 15:35

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
YES READY TO PROCEED WITH RE TRIAL IN THIS
MATTER.

15: 15:45

Judge: Luster, John
TIME FOR TRIAL
MR SCHWARTZ MOTION TO CONTINUE PT AND TRIAL

15:15:49
15: 16:02

Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
PRESENT

15:16:24

Other: TANKOVICH, FRANK
PRESENT IN CUSTODY

15: 16:28

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
STATE IS READY TO PROCEED TO TRIAL LIKE TIME FOR
SUBPEONAS AND AVAILABILITY
LAST WEEK IN MAY OR JUNE.

15: 16:46
15:16:53

15:17:11
15: 17:27
15:17:43
15: 17:56
15:18:12
15: 18:25
15: 18:36
15: 18:49
15: 19:00

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
TRIAL - IF THAT IS STATES POSITION WELL HAVE TO
DO THAT. I HA VE FILED MOTION
FOR PREP OF TRIAL TRANSCRIPTS ALSO. APPROPRIATE
MOTION - MRFRANK TANKOVICH
INCLUDE PREP OF TRANSCIPT SHOULD WITNESSES
TESTIMONY BE DIFFERENT IN 3RD
TRIAL. FRANK IN CUSTODY ON CASE TRIED TWICE ON
SECOND TIME IN TRIAL JURY
CAME BACK 11 AND 1 TO ACQUIT THE MAL HARASSMENT
CHARGE AND 7 TO 4 ON THE
OTHER CHARGE. NOTED MOTION FOR OR RELEASE OR
REDUCTION OF BOND. SET OUT
WOULD ASK COURT TO GRANT OR RELEASE BASED ON
MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES OF
JURIES POLL ON WHAT THEY RETURNED AND THEIR
VOTES TO ACQUIT. PERSUASIVE
INFORMATION POTENTIALLY NO VERDICT WOULD BE
RETURNED OF GUILTY. IN CUSTODY
GREAT DEAL OF TIME FAMILY ALL PRESENT. WILLIAM,
AUNTS NIECES AND NEPHEWS ALL

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER042810P

Page 2, ...
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15:19:18

LIVE IN CDA. CERTAIN BROTHER BILL WOULD ASSIST
IN COMING TO COURT

15: 19:36

Judge: Luster, John
BOND REDUCTION WILL TAKE UP SEPERATEL Y UNDER
RULE 46 TO BE EXAMINED ON WHAT
OCCURRED PREVIOUSLY. TRIAL-DONTKNOWABOUT
ABSOLUTE RIGHT TO TRANSCRIPT IF YOU WISH TO HAVE IT - NOT SURE HOW LONG IT
WOULD TAKE MY COURT REPORTER TO
PREPARE SHE IS GONE TODAY. IMPACT THE ABILITY
TO RESET CASE AND CUSTODY
STATUS IS LEGITIMATE CONCERN. ISSUE TO FACTOR
IN.

15:19:48
15 :20:02
15:20:15
15:20:27

15:20:36

15:20:50
15:21:04
15 :21 :08

15 :21: 12

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
CONCUR WITH MR COOPER. WOULD LIKE A TRANSCRIPT
BEFORE THEN. I THINK STATE
WILL TRY TO CHANGE WITNESS TESTIMONY. MOTIONS
TO SEPERATE OUT. WILL NEED
SOME TIME BEFORE TRIED AGAIN.
State Attorney: Verharen, Art
NOTHING.
Judge: Luster, John
MR COOPER GO AHEAD AND ARGUE MOTION FOR BOND
REDUCTION.

15 :21 :24
15 :21 :43
15 :21 :59
15:22:11
15:22:23
15 :22:37
15 :22:49
15:23:03

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
THE EVIDENCE BASED UPON THOSE MATTERS COURT
ALREADY HAVE NOTED IN HAVING
DEALT WITH THIS CASE. IS WHAT I JUST STATED.
MR FRANK TANKOVICH HELD IN
CUSTODY SINCE NOV 4 OR 5TH CLOSE TO 6 MONTHS.
GOOD PORTION OF THOSE MONTHS
WAS IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT OR LOCKDOWN OWING TO
BROTHER WAS ALSO IN CUSTODY
STATUS. RULE 46 SEVERAL FACTORS PERMITTED TO
LOOK AT - ONE IS NATURE OF
CURRENT CHARGE AND AGGRAVATING OR MITIGATING
CIRCUMSTANCES ON CONVICTION.
BEEN THROUGH TRIAL 2 TIMES 2 JURIES AFTER LAST
TRIAL JURY HUNG AS TO FRANK
TANKOVICH PLETHERA OF A THINGS THEY COULD FIND
11 TO 1 ON MAL HARA AND 8 TO 4

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER042810P
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15:23:16
15:23:29
15:23:41
15:23:52
15:24:03
15:24:12
15:24:26
15:24:38
15:24:50
15:25:05
15:25:28
15:25:40
15:25:52
15:26:09
15:26:19
15:26:29
15:26:43
15:27:06
15:27:22
15:27:36
15:27:49
15:28:21

ON CONSPIRACY CHARGE. EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE
FELONY CHARGES GRA VENMEN OF
OFFENSE TWO PEOPLE TALKED AND AGREE TO DO
SOMETHING. MAL HARASSMENT OFFENSE
GRA VEMAN OF OFFENSE IS TO ACT AGAINST ANOTHER
PERSON OR THEIR PROPERTY
BECAUSE OF THEIR RACE. TESTIMONY FROM PREVIOUS
TRIAL VICTIM HIMSELF NO
STATEMENT MADE ABOUT RACE UNTIL POLICE SHOWED UP
WHEN THINGS WERE BEING
SORTED OUT. NOT DISCUSSING CHARGES THAT PRESENT
THREA T TO THE COMMUNITY.
CHARGES OF IF TAKEN IN WORST LIGHT - AGREE TO DO
SOMETHING THERE IS RACIAL
BIAS WE CONTEND THIS CASE IS NOT A CONSPIRACY
CASE AND WASNT ABOUT RACE.
MILTATE AND JURY PERSPECTIVE IN FAVOR OF
REDUCTION OR OR RELEASE. TIES TO
THE COMMUNITY. FAMILY. BROTHER, SISTER N LAW,
NEPHEWS, NIECES. NO
LIKELIHOOD TO FLEA JURISDICTION. FAMILY IN
SUPPORT OF HIM TO MAKE IT TO
COURT ON TIME. THATS ALL I HAVE.
State Attorney: Verharen, Art
LEA VB BOND WHERE SET - 2ND BOND REDUCTION - WAS
REDUCED TO $70K - THAT IS
APPROPRIATE. HABITUAL OFFENDER ALLEGATION VERY
SERIOUS CHARGES - COURT
DISCRETION CAN BE LIFE IN PRISON. EXTENSIVE
CRIMINAL HISTORY IN CALIFORNIA.
80'S WITH INDECENT EXPOSURE 86, BURGLARY '96,
BURGLARY ARREST IN 96 TO MISD
AND RAPE CONVICTION 98 PAROLE VIOLATIONS - 2000,
2001,2002 - ALSO MISD DRUG
CONVICTION - 2007 WARRANT ISSUED FALSE
INFORMATION - SEX OFFENDER REGISTERED
IN IDAHO. PARKED MOTOR HOME AT BROTHERS HOUSE
LAST YEAR. BECAUSE OF HISTOY
AND SEVERITY OF CHARGES - LEAVE BOND AT $70K.
Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
ARGUE THERE IS SOME LEVEL OF SUPERVISION OF MR
FRANK TANKOVICH TO ENSURE
CONDITIONS WHAT HE DOES IN COMMUNITY. IN FAVOR
OF BOND REDUCTION OR OR
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15:28:40

RELEASE. I DONT THINK $35K WOULD BE ENOUGH MORE
SIGNIFICANT OR OR RELEASE.

15:28:53

Judge: Luster, John

15:29:19
15:29:32
15:29:52
15:29:57
15:30:17
15:30:45
15:30:55
15:31:11
15:31:33
15:31:47
15:32:04
15:32:37
15:32:49
15:33:56
15:34:17

MOTION PROPERLY SUBMITTED. STATE MADE ARGUMENT
BOND REMAIN AS SET.
NOT A LOT OF CIRCUMSTANCES HA VE CHANGED UNDER
RULE 46 SAME FAMIL Y,
EMPLOYMENT, HISTORY, ETC. WHAT HAS CHANGED IS
THE TRIAL ALLEGED FACTS AND
SUB PARAGRAH 6 READS ....
A WARE OF NOW SINCE PROCEEDED TO TRIAL.
FACT OF MISTRIAL WEIGHS ON THAT FACTOR CUTS BOTH
WAYS - LIKLIHOOD OF
CONVICTIO - GIVES DEFENDANT REASON TO SEE THIS
MATIER THROUGH. SEVERITY OF
ALLEGATIONS. USE OF THE FIREARM NO LONGER PART
OF THE DIRECT ALLEGATIONS.
PART OF CASE THOSE FACTORS CHANGED A LITTLE BIT.
CRIMINAL HISTORY HASNT
CHANGED. BODES NOT CONSIDERING OR RELEASE.
BAIL REDUCTION IS APPROPRIATE
UNDER FACTOR NUMBER 6 - AFTER REVIEW OF
CIRCUMSTANCES OF CASE - HIGHLY TO MR
TANKOVICHS DISADVANTAGE NOT TO SEE THIS THROUGH.
REDUCE BAIL TO $20,000 SO WILL GRANT MOTION TO THAT RESPECT MR COOPER
PREPARE ORDER.
AS THE TRIAL DATE - WEEK OF 24TH AND 31 ST IS
VERY DIFFICULT MONDAY 21ST OF
JUNE - SET TRIAL ON 6121110 - 3 DAYS?

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
THINK SO

15:34:20

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
PROBABLY GOOD

15:34:25

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
4 DAYS

15:34:27

Judge: Luster, John
61211109 AM

15:34:31

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
PT?
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15:34:35

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
REQUESTPT?

15:34:40

Judge: Luster, John
6/11110 9:30 PT ON THOSE CASES.

15:36:09

MR SCHWARTZ - MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF
TRANSCRIPT

15:36:23

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
I FILED MINE THIS MORNING

15:36:27

Judge: Luster, Johu

15 :36:42

GO AHEAD AND ENTER THAT - COST OF TRANSCRIPT
EXEMPT WAS DELETED - COURT
REPORTER TRANSCRIPT DOESNT COME FROM DC BUDGET
BUT FROM PD1S OFFICE - SOURCE
IS DIFFERENT LOCATION.

15:36:55
15:37:02

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
JUST TOOK J. MITCHELLS INFORMATION.

15:37:09

Judge: Luster, John
ALTERED THAT A BIT.

15:37:15

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
SUBMIT ORDER TO MY MOTION FOR TRANSCRIPT AS
WELL?

15:37:23

Judge: Luster, John

15:37:36
15:37:50

ABSOLUTEL Y. LOOK AT APPELLATE RULE - SMALL
NOMINAL FEE TO ALLOW THE 2ND
TRANSCRIPT TO BE PREPARED. EITHER WAY GRANT
SAME ORDER FOR YOU. MR FRANK
TANKOVICH REMANDED BACK TO CUSTODY BOND $20,000

15:38:07

Stop Recording

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER042810P
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STATE OF IDAHO

}

COUNIY OF KOOTE~ / ss
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DEPUTY

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
) Case No. CR 09-22648
)
) ORDER CONTINUING STATUS

Plaintiff,

vs.

) CONFERENCE AND TRIAL

WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH. JR,

)
)

)
Defendant.

)
)

-------------------------)
THE COURT HAVING BEEN presented with a Motion to Continue Status
Conference and Trial, and good cause appearing. NOW, THEREFORE:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Status Conference scheduled for the 28th day
of Apri', 2010, at the hour of 3:00 p.m., and the Trial n()tyetsch~uled, shall be continued

and rescheduled by the Clerk of Court.

DATED this _

/" \

'

eO

(// d~/"),,~\\o
d

~_
I~
day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2010.

.

Hen. JOhn/p~,Luster',~
L
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the-])t+\(jay of f n
, 2010, I caused to
be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by e method indicated below, and
addressed to the following:
I

·kotenai County Prosecuting Attorney
501 N. Government Way
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83816

U,s; MAIL

JELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 446-1833
/christoPher D. Schwartz
Schwartz Law Office, PC
206 Indiana Ave., Suite 102
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814

U.S. MAIL
vTELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 930-4972
JOaniel Cooper
Attorney for Co-Defendant
U~.

MAIL
Jf'ELECOPY (FAX) to: (208) 765·5079

DANIEL J. ENGLISH
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By:

/DJrdo8(.ti:! LA
DEPUTY

SUBSTITUTION OF COUNSEL

-2OtO(.'O

coon,,...,._
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DANIEL O. COOPER
Conflict Public Defender
P.O. Box 387
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-0387
(208) 664-5155; Fax (208) 765-5249
Bar Number: 6041

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
)

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff,

v.
FRANKJ. TANKOVICH,

)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR·09-22548
Misd

MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRIAL
TRANSCRlPTS

)

Defendant.

)

----------------------)
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Daniel G.
Cooper, Conflict Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for its order directing the Court's
stenographer to prepare a transcript of the witness testimony taken in the two (2) previous trials
held in the above matter on the 30th day of March, 2010 and from Apri112 tb through April 19th,
2010 before the Honorable John P. Luster, District Judge, presiding.
This motion is made upon the grounds that the preparation of the transcript of the witness
testimony is necessary for defense counsel to prepare and maintain his defense of Defendant in
the above entitled matter.

MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRIAL TRANSCRIPTS - Page 1
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DANIEL G
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Counsel for defendant further moves the Court to order that the costs necessary for
preparation of the transcript be paid at county expense and at no expense to Defendant as he has
been deemed indigent in this matter by previous court order.
Counsel requests that this motion be set for hearing in order to present oral argument,

evidence andlor testimony in support thereof. Requested time is 10 minutes.
DATED this

2~±

day of April, 2010.

DANIEL G COOPER
CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER

MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF TRIAL TRANSCRTPTS - Page 2
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CERTIFICAIE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that I:t true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox or as otherwise provided below on the
Z.~~day of April, 2010, addressed to:

Kootenai County Prosecutor
By Fax: (208) 446-1833

MOTION FOR PREP ARATlON OF TRlAL TRANSCRIPTS· Page 3
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STATE OF IDAHO
COUNTY OF KOOTEjN

FILED:
AT

L-

31

} SS

)( 10
c
o'CLOCK,~M

. W~~~1R~~m~~_
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

DEPUiY

THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
) Case No. CR 09-22648

Plaintiff,
vs.
WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH JR.,
Defendant.

)

) ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF
) TRANSCRIPT
)
)
)
)
)

)

----------------------------)
THE COURT having before it the foregoing Motion and good cause appearing:
now, therefore,
IT IS HEREBY OROERED that the Clerk of the Court shall prepare and complete
the transcript of the Jury Trial held in the above matter on the 29th through the 30lh day of
March. 2010, and the Jury Trial held in the above matter on the 12th through the 19th day
of April, before the Honorable John P. Luster.
fF~S

I JERSS¥-fURTHER ORDEReo that the eests necessary for the preparation

-and -eempletion of said transcript shall be e*empt

~~

IT IS HEREBY FURTHER ORDERED that the transcript shall be completed and
submitted to all parties to this action no later than the \ 7~y of
+V'
1\
\
DATED this
day of h~~
, 2010.

.JU \11 e

,2010.

L8

-b..e- PJzb-r:LJb

Hon. John P. Luster
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the

;}It''- day of Dr) Q

,2010, I caused to be

served a true and correct copy of the foregoing by th method IndIcated below, and
addressed to the following:
./.

(.11=acsimile to: 208-446-1833
[J US Mail

v*ootenai County Prosecutor's Office
P.O. Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83816-9000

'-J~csimile to: 208-930-4972

vChristopher D. Schwartz

[1 us Mail

206 Indiana Ave .• Suite 102
Coeur d'Alene, 10 83814

f~csimile to: 208-765-5079

v6aniel G. Cooper
Attorney for Co-Defendant

[] US Mail

vr'nscript Department

. _Facsimile to:

/

;£{.nterofficeMail

0.", f\L \-,·A c. N~Cl {U}J:l

DANIEL J. ENGLISH
CLERK OF THE DISTRICT COURT

By:

[DOD nt Dc 01 &-H U\.
Q

Deputy
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Court Minutes:

Session: LUSTER042810P
Session Date: 04/2812010
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter:

Courtroom: Courtroom1

Division: DIST
Session Time: 14:08

Clerk(s):
Butler, Wanda
Burrington, Talisa
State Attorney(s): Verharen, Art
Public Defender(s): Chapman, Brad
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

1

.~

/)

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _--I.oLALLlL!!{Ql:.!-!n~uCULtt\,"_.tO~ Ltj--LtlL_________ _
Case ID: 0004
Case number: CR2009-22548
Plaintiff:
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
Pers. Attorney:
Co-Defendant(s):
State Attorney: Verharen, Art
Public Defender:
04/2812010
15: 14:29
Recording Started:
15: 14:29
Case called
15:14:33

Add Ins: CRZ009-22648
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15:14:35

Add Ins: CR2009-22548

15: 15 :31

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL

15:15:34

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

15: 15 :35

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
YES READY TO PROCEED WITH RE TRIAL IN THIS
MArrER.

15: 15 :45

Judge: Luster, John
TIME FOR TRIAL
MR SCHWARTZ MOTION TO CONTINUE PT AND TRIAL

15:15:49
15:16:02

Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
PRESENT

15:16:24

Other: TANKOVICH, FRANK
PRESENT IN CUSTODY

15: 16 :28

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
STATE IS READY TO PROCEED TO TRIAL LIKE TIME FOR
SUBPEONAS AND AVAILABILITY
LAST WEEK IN MAY ORJUNE.

15:16:46
15:16:53
15:17:11
15:17:27
15:17:43
15:17:56
15:18:12
15: 18:25
15:18:36
15: 18:49

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
TRIAL - IF THAT IS STATES POSITION WELL HAVE TO
DO THAT. I HAVE FILED MOTION
FOR PREP OF TRIAL TRANSCRIPTS ALSO. APPROPRIATE
MOTION -MRFRANK TANKOVICH
INCLUDE PREP OF TRANSCIPT SHOULD WITNESSES
TESTIMONY BE DIFFERENT IN 3RD
TRIAL. FRANK IN CUSTODY ON CASE TRIED TWICE ON
SECOND TIME IN TRIAL mRY
CAME BACK 11 AND 1 TO ACQUIT THE MAL HARASSMENT
CHARGE AND 7 TO 4 ON THE
OTHER CHARGE. NOTED MOTION FOR OR RELEASE OR
REDUCTION OF BOND. SET OUT
WOULD ASK COURT TO GRANT OR RELEASE BASED ON
MITIGATING CIRCUMSTANCES OF
JURIES POLL ON WHAT THEY RETURNED AND THEIR
VOTES TO ACQUIT. PERSUASIVE
INFORMATION POTENTIALLY NO VERDICT WOULD BE

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER042810P
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15: 19:00
15:19:18

15: 19:36

15: 19:48
15 :20:02
15:20:15
15:20:27

15:20:36
15:20:50
15:21:04

RETURNED OF GUILTY. IN CUSTODY
GREAT DEAL OF TIME FAMIL Y ALL PRESENT. WILLIAM,
AUNTS NIECES AND NEPHEWS ALL
LIVE IN CDA. CERTAIN BROTHER BILL WOULD ASSIST
IN COMING TO COURT
Judge: Luster, John
BOND REDUCTION WILL TAKE UP SEPERATEL Y UNDER
RULE 46 TO BE EXAMINED ON WHAT
OCCURRED PREVIOUSLY. TRIAL - DONT KNOW ABOUT
ABSOLUTE RIGHT TO TRANSCRIPT IF YOU WISH TO HAVE IT - NOT SURE HOW LONG IT
WOULD TAKE MY COURT REPORTER TO
PREPARE SHE IS GONE TODAY. IMPACT THE ABILITY
TO RESET CASE AND CUSTODY
STATUS IS LEGITIMATE CONCERN. ISSUE TO FACTOR
IN.
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
CONCUR WITH MR COOPER. WOULD LIKE A TRANSCRIPT
BEFORE THEN. I THINK STATE
WILL TRY TO CHANGE WITNESS TESTIMONY: MOTIONS
TO SEPERATE OUT. WILL NEED
SOME TIME BEFORE TRIED AGAIN.

15 :21 :08

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
NOTHING.

15:21:12

Judge: Luster, John
MR COOPER GO AHEAD AND ARGUE MOTION FOR BOND
REDUCTION.

15:21:24

Add Ins: COOPER,DANIEL
THE EVIDENCE BASED UPON THOSE MATTERS COURT
ALREADY HAVE NOTED IN HAVING
DEALT WITH THIS CASE. IS WHAT I JUST STATED.
MR FRANK TANKOVICH HELD IN
CUSTODY SINCE NOV 4 OR 5TH CLOSE TO 6 MONTHS.
GOOD PORTION OF THOSE MONTHS
WAS IN SOLITARY CONFINEMENT OR LOCKDOWN OWING TO
BROTHER WAS ALSO IN CUSTODY
STATUS. RULE 46 SEVERAL FACTORS PERMITTED TO
LOOK AT - ONE IS NATURE OF
CURRENT CHARGE AND AGGRAVATING OR MITIGATING
CIRCUMSTANCES ON CONVICTION.
BEEN THROUGH TRIAL 2 TIMES 2 JURIES AFTER LAST

15:21:43
15:21:59
15:22:11
15:22:23
15:22:37
15:22:49

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER042810P
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15 :23:03
15:23:16
15:23:29
15:23:41
15:23:52
15:24:03
15:24:12
15 :24:26
15:24:38
15:24:50
15:25:05
15:25:28
15:25:40
15:25:52
15:26:09
15:26:19
15:26:29
15 :26:43
. 15:27:06
15:27:22
15:27:36
15:27:49

TRIAL JURY HUNG AS TO FRANK
TANKOVICH PLETHERA OF A THINGS THEY COULD FIND
11 TO 1 ON MAL HARA AND 8 TO 4
ON CONSPIRACY CHARGE. EVEN THOUGH THEY ARE
FELONY CHARGES GRA VENMEN OF
OFFENSE TWO PEOPLE TALKED AND AGREE TO DO
SOMETHING. MAL HARASSMENT OFFENSE
GRA VEMAN OF OFFENSE IS TO ACT AGAINST ANOTHER
PERSON OR THEIR PROPERTY
BECAUSE OF THEIR RACE. TESTIMONY FROM PREVIOUS
TRIAL VICTIM HIMSELF NO
STATEMENT MADE ABOUT RACE UNTIL POLICE SHOWED UP
WHEN THINGS WERE BEING
SORTED OUT. NOT DISCUSSING CHARGES THAT PRESENT
THREAT TO THE COMMUNITY.
CHARGES OF IF TAKEN IN WORST LIGHT - AGREE TO DO
SOMETHING THERE IS RACIAL
BIAS WE CONTEND THIS CASE IS NOT A CONSPIRACY
CASE AND WASNT ABOUT RACE.
MILTATE AND JURY PERSPECTIVE IN FAVOR OF
REDUCTION OR OR RELEASE. TIES TO
THE COMMUNITY. FAMILY. BROTHER, SISTERNLAW,
NEPHEWS, NIECES. NO
LIKELIHOOD TO FLEA JURISDICTION. FAMILY IN
SUPPORT OF HIM TO MAKE IT TO
COURT ON TIME. THATS ALL I HAVE.
State Attorney: Verharen, Art
LEA VE BOND WHERE SET - 2ND BOND REDUCTION - WAS
REDUCED TO $70K - THAT IS
APPROPRIATE. HABITUAL OFFENDER ALLEGATION VERY
SERIOUS CHARGES - COURT
DISCRETION CAN BE LIFE IN PRISON. EXTENSIVE
CRIMINAL HISTORY IN CALIFORNIA.
80'S WITH INDECENT EXPOSURE 86, BURGLARY 96,
BURGLARY ARREST IN 96 TO MISD
AND RAPE CONVICTION 98 PAROLE VIOLATIONS - 2000,
2001,2002 - ALSO MISD DRUG
CONVICTION - 2007 WARRANT ISSUED FALSE
INFORMATION - SEX OFFENDER REGISTERED
IN IDAHO. PARKED MOTOR HOME AT BROTHERS HOUSE
LAST YEAR. BECAUSE OF HISTOY
AND SEVERITY OF CHARGES - LEAVE BOND AT $70K.
Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
. ARGUE THERE IS SOME LEVEL OF SUPERVISION OF MR

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER042810P
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15:28:21
15:28:40

15:28:53

15:29:19
15:29:32
15:29:52
15:29:57
15:30:17
15:30:45
15:30:55
15:31:11
15:31:33
15:31:47
15:32:04
15:32:37
15:32:49
15:33:56
15:34:17

FRANK TANKOVICH TO ENSURE
CONDITIONS WHAT HE DOES IN COMMUNITY. IN FAVOR
OF BOND REDUCTION OR OR
RELEASE. I DONT THINK $35K WOULD BE ENOUGH MORE
SIGNIFICANT OR OR RELEASE.

Judge: Luster, John
MOTION PROPERLY SUBMITTED. STATE MADE ARGUMENT
BOND REMAIN AS SET.
NOT A LOT OF CIRCUMSTANCES HAVE CHANGED UNDER
RULE 46 SAME F AMIL Y,
EMPLOYMENT, HISTORY, ETC. WHAT HAS CHANGED IS
THE TRIAL ALLEGED FACTS AND
SUB PARAGRAH 6 READS ....
A WARE OF NOW SINCE PROCEEDED TO TRIAL.
FACT OF MISTRIAL WEIGHS ON THAT FACTOR CUTS BOTH
WAYS - LIKLIHOOD OF
CONVICTIO - GIVES DEFENDANT REASON TO SEE THIS
MATTER THROUGH. SEVERITY OF
ALLEGATIONS. USE OF THE FIREARM NO LONGER PART
OF THE DIRECT ALLEGATIONS.
PART OF CASE THOSE FACTORS CHANGED A LITTLE BIT.
CRIMINAL HISTORY HASNT
CHANGED. BODES NOT CONSIDERING OR RELEASE.
BAIL REDUCTION IS APPROPRIATE
UNDER FACTOR NUMBER 6 - AFTER REVIEW OF
CIRCUMSTANCES OF CASE - HIGHLY TO MR
TANKOVICHS DISADVANTAGE NOT TO SEE THIS THROUGH.
REDUCE BAIL TO $20,000 SO WILL GRANT MOTION TO THAT .RESPECT MR COOPER
PREPARE ORDER.
AS THE TRIAL DATE - WEEK OF 24TH AND 31STIS
VERY DIFFICULT MONDAY 21ST OF
JUNE - SET TRIAL ON 6/21110 - 3 DAYS?

State Atto~ney: Verharen, Art
THINK SO

15:34:20

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
PROBABLY GOOD

15:34:25

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
4 DAYS

15:34:27

Judge: Luster, John
6/211109 AM
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15:34:31

State Attorney: Verharen, Art
PT?

15 :34:35

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
REQUESTPT?

15 :34:40

Judge: Luster, John
6/11/10 9:30 PT ON THOSE CASES.
MR SCHWARTZ - MOTION FOR PREPARATION OF
TRANSCRIPT

15:36:09

15:36:23

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
I FILED MINE THIS MORNING

15:36:27

Judge: Luster, John
GO AHEAD AND ENTER THAT - COST OF TRANSCRIPT
EXEMPT WAS DELETED - COURT
REPORTER TRANSCRIPT DOESNT COME FROM DC BUDGET
BUT FROM PD'S OFFICE - SOURCE
IS DIFFERENT LOCATION.

15 :36:42
15:36:55
15:37:02

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
JUST TOOK J. MITCHELLS INFORMATION.

15:37:09

Judge: Luster, John
ALTERED THAT A BIT.

15:37:15

Add Ins: COOPER, DANIEL
SUBMIT ORDER TO MY MOTION FOR TRANSCRIPT AS
WELL?

15:37:23

15:37:50

Judge: Luster, John
ABSOLUTELY. LOOK AT APPELLATE RULE - SMALL
NOMINAL FEE TO ALLOW THE 2ND
TRANSCRIPT TO BE PREPARED. EITHER WAY GRANT
SAME ORDER FOR YOU. MRFRANK
TANKOVICH REMANDED BACK TO CUSTODY BOND $20,000

15:38:07

Stop recording

15:37:36
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DANIEL G. COOPER
Conflict Public Defender
P.O. Box 387
Coeur d' Alene, ID 83816-0387
(208) 664-5155; Fax (208) 765-5079
Bar Number: 6041
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK J. TANKOVICH,

Defendant.

CASE NUMBER

CR-09-22548

ORDER FOR BOND REDUCTION

th

This matter having come before the Court on April 28 2010 on Defendant Frank
Tanchovich's Motion for Bond Reduction and/or OR Release with the Defendant, Frank
Tanchovich represented by his attorney, Daniel G. Cooper, Conflict Public Defender, and the
State of Idaho represented by Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Kootenai County
Prosecuting Attorney's Office; the Court having considered the arguments of counsel and finding
circumstances that warrant, under Rule 46 of the Idaho Criminal Rules, reducing the previous
bond set in this matter, now, therefore:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Defendant, Frank Tankovich's bond in this matter is
reduced to a total of Twenty-Thousand Dollars and NO Cents ($20,000.00).
ENTERED this

,,0 +V\
'- -t,

day of April, 2010.

~.LR.tJd~
JOHN P. LUSTER
DISTRICT JUDGE
ORDER FOR BOND REDUCTION - Page 1
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CLERK 's CERTIFICATE

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by
placing a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox or as otherwise provided below on the

~1++·. . . day of April, 2010, addressed to:

J

\/ Kootenai County Prosecutor
vBy Fax: (208) 446-1833
v/Daniel G. Cooper
Conflict Public Defender
vBy Fax (208) 765-5249
vKCSD/Warrants

vBfFax (208) 446-1407

Deputy Clerk

•
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DANIEL G. COOPER
Conflict Public Defender
P.O. Box 387
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-0387
(208) 664-5155; Fax (208) 765-5249
Bar Number: 6041

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

V.
FRANK J. TANKOVICH,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-09-22548

ORDER FOR PREPARATION OF TRIAL
TRANSCRIPTS

This matter having come before the Court on April 28 th 2010 on Defendant Frank
Tanchovich's Motion for Preparation of Trial Transcripts with the Defendant, Frank Tanchovich
represented by his attorney, Daniel G. Cooper, Conflict Public Defender, and the State ofIdaho
represented by Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Kootenai County Prosecuting
Attorney's Office; and the Court having considered the motion; and, good cause appearing, now,
therefore:
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that Court Reporter, Anne McManus shall prepare and
complete a transcript of the Jury Trial held in the above matter on March 29 th and 30 th , 2010 and
a transcript of the Jury Trial held in the above matter on Aprillth through April 19th , 2010.
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IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the transcripts shall be completed and submitted to all
parties to this action no later than the 17th day of June 2010.
ENTERED this

~ ,,~

day

Of~, 2010.

,--I\~~

JOHN P. LUSTER
DISTRICT JUDGE
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CLERK'S CERTIFICATE

I hereby certifY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by
placiJ(g)a copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox or as otherwise provided below on the

3 10« day of

~l,

2010, addressed to:

YPj

Kootenai County Prosecutor
[ ] By Fax: (208) 446-1833

~

Daniel G. Cooper
Conflict Public Defender
~ By Fax (208) 765-5249

Christopher D. Schwartz
206 Indiana Ave., Suite 202
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
.--V1 By Fax: (208) 930-4972
Anne McManus
Court Reporter to Judge Luster
By Interoffice Mail

yr
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.
C0IJ..N,TY OF t\OOT~H'\I?SS
FILtJ):
.... ,

BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
501 Government Way/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83816-9000
Telephone:
(208) 446-1800
Facsimile:
(208) 446-1833

ZDIDM,AY-4 AIi/O:33
CLER~ ISTRICT COURT
,/

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Plaintiff,
vs.
FRANK J. TANKOVICH,
WILLIAM M. T ANKOVICH,
Defendant.

Case No. CR-F09-22548IF09-22648
MOTION TO RELEASE
PLAINTIFF'S EXHIBITS

COMES NOW, ARTHUR VERHAREN, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County
Idaho, and hereby moves the above entitled Court for an order releasing to the Prosecutor's office the
Plaintiffs exhiblt(s), admitted into evidence at the jury trial. This request is made on the grounds that
the exhibit( s) are needed for trial.
.:

;.1

IN

DATED this _J-L__ day of _ _ _ _ _ _ _, 2010.
BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney for

Kootena~j~lb

ARAR

VERHAREN

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
MOTION TO RELEASE PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBITS: Page 1
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Prosecutor's Certificate of Transmittal
I hereby certify that on the »-;
day of
the foregoing was caused to be mailed:
DAN COOPER, FAXED
CHRISTOPHER, SCHWARTZ, FAXED

/J11t1

, 2010, a true and correct copy of

MOTION TO RELEASE PLAINTIFF'S
EXHIBITS: Page 2
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DI
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUN

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

)

vs.

RIC

FKOOTENAI
~

o. CR-F09-22548 09-22648

Case

ORDE TO
RELEAS

)
)
)
)
)
)

FRANK J. TANKOVICH,
WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH,
Defendant.

The Court having before it the State's motion, and good cause appearing now, therefore;

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above entitled Plaintiffs Exhibit(s) entered at the
jury trial, and the same hereby are, released to the Prosecutor's office.
, vENTERED this \ '1 T day of %(>." \
, 2010.

~~9~~
JUDGE

CLERK;S~R IFICAT OF MAILING

~

/(~;a \ ,2010, that a true and correct copy of

I hereby certify that on the
day of
the foregoing was mailed/delivered by regular U.S.
il
Delivered, R~ fax~9J9.Q.
J
Prosecutoq16"" f7:iC:t-.J
Defense Attome~
KCPSB
Auditor
i

Bonding Co.

"Other
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osta1~aid' Interoffice Mail, Hand
0
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efendant _ _ __
Police Agency _ _ _ _ _ __
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Deputy
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Jedediah J. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
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PO Box 9000
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Bar Number: 6084
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ST ATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK TANKOVICH,

Defendant.

CASE NUMBER

CR-09-0022S48

MOTION TO CONTINUE
PRETRIAL AND JURY TRIAL

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jedediah J.
Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the
Pretrial and the Jury Trial hearings now set for June 11,2010 and June 21,2010.
This motion is made on the grounds that Defense counsel was reassigned to this case
from Daniel Cooper and there are substantial records to review to prepare for trial.

?

DATED this --E~=---:--- day of June, 2010.

"NO OBJECTION"

"NO OBJECTION"

p~c-- a:?£? 125&~ 1//;;:4
ARTVERHAREN
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR

1~~~?0~

MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING

CHRISTOPHER SCHWARTZ
CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER
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L__ day of June, 2010.

DATED this _ _

OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

-~

.~
_ _ _ __

B'

/J DEDI H J. WHITAKER
( DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
. I hereby certify that a true and correct copy ~ foregoing was personally served by placing a copy
of the same as indicated below on the
day of June, 2010, addressed to:

Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Christopher Schwartz, Conflict Public Defender
Attorney for William Tankovich
Via Fax 208-930-4972
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STATE OF IDAHO

Jedediah J. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6084

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK TANKOVICH,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-09-0022S48

ORDER TO CONTINUE HEARING

The Court having before it the Motion to Continue Hearing and good cause appearing,
now, therefore

IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the Pretrial and the Jury Trial hearings now set for June
11,2010 and June 21,2010 are to be continued and regularly reset.

DATED this

day of June, 2010.

JOHN P. LUSTER
DISTRICT JUDGE

CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
I hereby certify that a true and correct cOPA ~f,the foregoing was personally served by placing a copy
ofthe same as indicated below on the l{t1\... day of June, 2010, addressed to:
vKootenai County Public Defender FAX 446-170 1
vK:ootenai County Jail FAX 446-1407
~ootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
VChristopher Schwartz, Conflict Public Defender
011a Fax 208-930-4972
L

~ 2Y

J 1F\3J

ORDER TO CONTINUE HEARING

n 0, 1 P I A
l/'1L2tUL Qt,e\t-/\')j L
'1
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SrATE. OF !DAHO
!
COUNT \1I n~
_ • •v\ Oir'Te~.' t, 1,',55
FILE[),
_..1

ledediah 1. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83814
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6084
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK TANKOVICH,
Defendant.

CASE NUMBER

CR-09-0022S48
Fel

MOTION FOR JURY VIEW

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jedediah 1.
Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order for the Jury to view
the scene of the alleged offense.
I.C. § 19-2124 provides authority for a court to order ajury vi~w of a place in which
an offense is alleged to have occurred. The decision to permit a jury view is entrusted to the sound
discretion ofthe trial court and is reviewed only for an abuse of discretion. State v. Klier, 69 Idaho
491,210 P.2d 388 (1949); State v. Meyers, 94 Idaho 570,494 P.2d 574 (1972); State v. Welker, 129
Idaho 805, 932 P.2d 928 (Ct. App. 1997).

In exercising its discretion, a trial court may consider many factors, including whether the
scene has been altered or changed since the time ofthe alleged offense, Klier, supra, Myers, supra;
whether, based upon the trial testimony, something critical needs to be seen by the jury, State v.
MOTION FOR JURY VIEW

Page 1
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Welker, 129 Idaho 805, 932 P.2d 928 (Ct. App. 1997); the possibility of injury because of the
physical makeup of the premises, id.; whether the view would be time consuming; Us. v. Triplett,
th

195 F.3d 990 (8 Cir. 1999); whether the view would be cumulative to trial exhibits and testimony;

id.; whether there is anything so factually peculiar to the case that cannot be addressed through the
nonnal adversarial process, Us. v. Woolfolk, 197 F.3d 900 (ih Cir. 1999); whether there is sufficient
evidence in the fonn oftestimony, diagrams, video or photographs, Us. v Crochiere, 129 F.3d 233
(1 st Cir. 1997); and, whether cross examination has been pennitted regarding the details ofthe scene,

id.
The scene ofthe alleged offense is a roadway which will not change in width and slope; both
of which are crucial for the jury to understand the expected testimony. In this case photographs are
not sufficient. The angle of the camera and area of focal point in the photographs do not give an
accurate view ofthe entire scene. Looking at the roadway in person and viewing through pictures
. are entirely different. Counsel for the defendant has viewed numerous photographs of the scene, and
also has viewed the area in person and believes it is necessary for the jury to see the scene to
accurately understand the testimony.

DATED this

U

day of June, 2010.
OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

~-::W7'"L~H-IT-AKE--R-
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

MOTION FOR JURY VIEW
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the for~was personally served by placing a
ay of June, 2010, addressed to:
copy of the same in the interoffice mailbox on the >-/_

+-

Kootenai County Prosecutor
Interoffice Mail

MOTION FOR JURY VIEW
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S lA1E OF IDAHO
~SS
COUNTY OF KOOTFIUdf

fiLED:

BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
501 Government WaylBox 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Telephone: (208) 446-1800

zelc JUri 23 AM 10: 26

ASSIGNED ATTORNEY:
ARTHUR VERHAREN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH and
FRANK J. TANKOVICH,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. F

09-22648
09-22548

MOTION IN LIMINE
REGARDING PLAINTIFF'S
EXPERT WITNESS

COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and
hereby moves this Court to admit at trial in this matter evidence as set forth in Plaintiff's
Supplemental Response to Discovery Regarding Expert Witness.
DATED this ~ day of June, 2010.

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the ~ Lday of June, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing was caused to be sent to PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE and . HRIS SCHWARTZ

(;lJi \
MOTION IN LIMINE REGARDING
PLAINTIFF'S EXPERT WITNESS - 1
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BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
501 Govt. Way/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Telephone: (208) 446-1800
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ASSIGNED ATTORNEY:
ARTHUR VERHAREN
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)

Plaintiff,

)

Case No. F09-22648
F09-22548

)

vs.

)

WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH and
FRANK J. TANKOVICH,
Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION IN LIMINE

INTRODUCTION
The State has moved to admit at trial evidence as set forth in Plaintiffs Supplemental
Response to Discovery Regarding Expert Witness. For the reasons discussed below, the State
respectfully requests that the Court grant its Motion in Limine Regarding Plaintiffs Expert
Witness.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
The decision to allow or exclude expert testimony is within the discretion of the trial court
and will not be set aside absent a showing of abuse of discretion. State v. Faught, 127 Idaho 873,
875,908 P.2d 566, 568 (1995). In reviewing the trial court's exercise of discretion, the reviewing
court must determine whether the trial court: (1) correctly perceived the issue as one inv,olving the
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION IN LIMINE

1
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exercise of discretion; (2) acted within the outer boundaries of its discretion and consistently with
any legal standards applicable to specific choices it had; and (3) reached its decision by an
exercise of reason. State v. Powell, 125 Idaho 889, 891, 876 P.2d 587, 589 (1994).

ARGUMENT
LR.E. 702 states: "If scientific, technical, or other specialized knowledge will assist the
trier of fact to understand the evidence or to determine a tact in issue, a witness qualified as an
expert by knowledge, skill, experience, training, or education, may testify thereto in the fonn of
an opinion or otherwise." LR.E. 704 further states: "Testimony in the fonn of an opinion or
inference otherwise admissible is not objectionable because it embraces an ultimate issue to be
decided by the trier of fact."
I.

Tim Higgins Is Qualified as an Expert on White Supremacist Culture, Gangs, and
Their Associated Symbols.
To give expert testimony, a witness must first be qualified as an expert on the matter at

hand. State v. Trevino, 132 Idaho 888, 895, 980 P.2d 552, 559 (1999). There must be some
demonstration that the witness has acquired, through some type of training, education or
experience, the necessary expertise and knowledge to render the proffered opinion. State v.

Eytchison, 136 Idaho 210, 213,30 P.3d 988,991 (Ct. App. 2001). Whether a witness is
sufficiently qualified as an expert is a matter largely within the discretion of the trial court.

Sidwell v. William P,ym, Inc., 112 Idaho 76, 81, 730 P.2d 996, 1001 (1986). See State v.
Radebaugh, 124 Idaho 758,764,864 P.2d 596,602 (1993) (holding a witness to be qualified as
an expert on blood splatter patterns where he had only taken one course on blood splatter
patterns, investigated a number of crime scenes, and given testimony in some other cases).

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION IN LIMINE
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As required by Eytchison, Tim Higgins' curriculum vitae (attached to the State's Motion)
demonstrates a level of training and experience that thoroughly qualifies him to render an
opinion on the defendants' tattoos and their relation to the defendants' associations and beliefs.
Higgins has over 30 years oflaw enforcement experience and has completed an associate's
degree and 300 hours of law enforcement coursework. Higgins has spent much of his career
working with various correctional institutions and with gang investigation units. He has served
as an expert on gangs for the Idaho Criminal Justice Commission and has taught multiple gang
awareness classes at Boise State University and to law enforcement officers. Furthermore, he
has been subpoenaed as an expert witness in numerous gang-related cases, including many
within the last year. These are only a sampling of Higgins' many qualifications, and his training
and experiences place him in a unique position to offer expert testimony on the culture and
symbols of associations such as the Aryan Nations and other neo-Nazi gangs.

II.

Tim Higgins' Testimony Will Assist the Jury in Understanding the Defendants'
Tattoos and the Defendants' Motive to Commit the Charged Offense.
Once a witness is qualified as an expert, the trial court must determine whether such

expert opinion testimony will assist the trier of fact in understanding the evidence. State v.

Hopkins, 113 Idaho 679,680-81, 747 P.2d 88,89-90 (Ct. App. 1987). Expert testimony is
generally admissible if evidence is beyond the common experience of most jurors and the jurors
would be assisted by the testimony. State v. Hester, 114 Idaho 688, 694, 760 P.2d 27, 33 (1988).
Although Idaho courts have not addressed the issue, numerous other courts have upheld
the admission of expert testimony to explain the culture and beliefs of white supremacy groups
and to interpret tattoos and symbols associated with such groups, particularly when dealing with
racially motivated crimes. In Skillman, the defendant was associated with "skinheads" and was
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION IN LIMINE
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charged with a racially motivated crime; the Ninth Circuit held that expert testimony describing
skinheads as a violent neo-Nazi group was properly admitted because it established the
defendant's racial animus, an element of the charged offense.

u.s. v. Skillman, 922 F.2d 1370,

1374 (9th Cir. 1990). In Skinner, the Court specifically held that the trial court did not abuse its
discretion by admitting expert testimony to explain that the defendant's tattoo could be viewed as
a symbol of white supremacist beliefs. People v. Skinner, 53 P.3d 720, 724 (Colo. App. 2002).
In another case illustrative of the issue, the New York Appellate Division held that the trial court
properly permitted an expert to testify with respect to the defendant's white supremacist tattoos,
because the tattoos were relevant to the defendant's motive and intent to commit aggravated
harassment. People v. Wagner, 811 N.Y.S.2d 125, 126-27 (N.Y. App. Div. 2006).
The general population-from which a jury is selected-has very little experience with
white supremacist ideology and culture, or with the related symbolism. For example, the
average person would not recognize or know the significance of the SS runes ("bolts"). Thus,
Higgins' expert testimony would be of tremendous assistance to ajury in understanding what the
defendants' tattoos reveal about their associations, beliefs, and motives. As noted in Higgins'
report (attached to the State's Motion), the defendants' tattoos are highly indicative of white
supremacist gang membership. Such gangs often encourage or require their members to harass
or commit acts of violence against non-white people. Without Higgins' testimony, most jurors
would not have the advantage of this knowledge. Accordingly, as held in Skillman, Skinner, and
Wagner, Higgins' expert testimony regarding the defendants' tattoos should be admitted because
it will assist the jury in understanding and analyzing tIns crucial evidence, particularly as it
relates to the element of the defendants' racial animus in maliciously harassing Mr. Requena.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
OF MOTION IN LIMINE
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CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, the State's Motion in Limine Regarding Plaintiffs Expert
Witness should be granted. The State reserves the right to make additional arguments at the
hearing on its Motion.

DATED this

J4-

day of July, 2010.

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on the )LJ day of July, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregoing MEMORANDUM IN SUPioRT OF MOTION IN LIMINE was mailed, faxed,
and/or hand-delivered to PUBLIC DEFENDER'S OFFICE and CHRlS SCHWARTZ

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT
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FILED:
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BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
501 Government Way!Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Telephone: (208) 446-1800

2010 AUG -4 AM 10: 35

ASSIGNED ATTORNEY:
ARTHUR VERHAREN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

Wll.,LIAM M. TANKOVICH and
FRANK J. TANKOVICH,""Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. F

09-22648
09-22548

MOTION IN LlMINE
REGARDING I.R.E.
404(B) EVIDENCE

--------------------------~)

COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and

hereby moves this Court to admit at trial in this matter evidence as set forth in the Second Notice
ofIntent to Produce I.R.E. 404(b) Evidence and Offer of Proof:
DATED this 0

/:?

day of August, 2010.

rkR';s) 1/ U/\¥fo1~

AR
VERHAREN
Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

I

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
I hereby certify that on the .3
foregoing was caused to be sent to PUBLIC DEFENDER' OFFICE and CHRIS S HW ARTZ

tv

/(jV"-
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COUNTY OF t<OOTUJAI7 SS
FILED:

Jedediah J. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6084
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
ST A TE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK J. TANKOVICH, and
WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

CR-09-0022548
CR-09-0022648

MOTION TO CONTINUE
PRETRIAL AND JURY TRIAL

)

COMES NOW, the above named defendant, by and through his attorney, Jedediah J.
Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order continuing the
Pretrial and the Jury Trial hearings now set for August 13, 2010 and August 16, 2010.
The motion is made on the grounds that transcript of the second trial is not yet complete
and counsel cannot effectively be prepared for re-trial without the second trial transcript.
Counsel has discussed this matter with the attorneys for the State of Idaho, Arthur Verharen and
Christopher Schwartz, attorney for co-defendant William Tankovich. All parties are in
agreement with the court granting a continuance.

MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING

Page 1
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DATED this

'/
'-7

day of August, 20 I O.

"NO OBJECTION"

"NO OBJECTION"

AJo Obf?ol-,~/" -nr-fttA..J - B~
ART VERHAREN
DEPUTY PROSECUTOR
DA TED this

L)
I

'1-10

{k42

0tJt~C;/6l---,- ~r 7(Gv· g-4"-/u
CH ISTOP R SCHWARTZ
CONFLICT PUBLIC DEFENDER

day of August, 2010.

OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

B .
J.
AKER
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certifY that a true and correct cO P.2:)he foregoing was personally served by placing a copy
of the same as indicated below on the
day of August, 2010, addressed to:
Kootenai County Prosecutor FAX 446-1833
Christopher Schwartz, Conflict Public Defender
Attorney for William Tankovich
Via Fax 208-930-4972

MOTION TO CONTINUE HEARING
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2010/AUG/06/FRI 14: 15

KO

841

FAX No; 208-

P. 002/004

..... ;,

BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
. :;01 Government Way/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814

: Telephone~ (208) 446-1800
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY;
. ARTHUR VERHARBN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF 'THE FIRST JUDICiAL DISTJUCT OF THE
\

j,

STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

'}

STATE OF IDAHO,

CaSe No~'F'

)

09-22648
09c..22548

)
'Vs.

)

)
)

:MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF

WILLIAM M.. TANKOVICH and

)

MOnONIN'Lll\I.IINE REGARDING

FRANK J. TANKOVICH,

)

LR.E. 404(B) EVIDENCE

)

Defendants.

)
)

C.OMES NOW, A:rtb.ur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and
,

!

'.

;

~

hereby submits the state's Memorandum inStipport ofM.6tiotiinLimine Regarding I.R.E.
"
~.~

404(b) Evidence.

.",.>
' ••.••~;

':'.-

.1

APPLJCABLELAWANDARGu.MENT
•.

;

t •••.

Evidence of prior bad acts, wrongs or, crimes can be admissible at trial for purposes other
\

than proof of character. I.RE. 404(b). Such;evicknce may be admissible for "other pmposes"
J

such as "proof of motive, opportunity, .intent, preparation, plan. knowledge, identity, or absence
1'1

of mistake or accident." I.RE.404(b). Before admitting such evidence, there must be a showing

that the prior bad uct:s Ddually occunvd and t1mt tho:so ud::s urv rcl.VVDllt. State"Y. Grist, 147 Idaho
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Following a determination that the acts have a substantial factual basis and are

. relevant, the second step for the trial court is to determine wheLher the probative value of the
evidence is substantially outweighed by other considerations. including the danger of unfair
prejudice. lAE. 403. This second part of the analysis is a balancing test and is subject to the
trial court's discretion. State v.

POrler~

130 Idaho 772, 784 (Idaho 1'997).
~na1

EvidcDtic of motive is typically rtlcvant in a

prosccution. Cadiz v. State. 683

N.E.2d 597,599 (Ind. App. 1997). Evidence of.ra.cialbias may be indicative of motive.

Stat~..,.,.

, Hargrave-- P.3d - . 2010 WL 2346657 (Ariz. 2010). Evidence of prior racially motivated
• assaults may be admissible in the prosecution of a racially motivated crime on the basis of intent,
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_:

preparation and plan. Chaddock..,.,. State, 203 S.W.3d 9.16 (Tex...App. 2006). Prior racial slurs
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can establish motive and inten't. Sanchez v. State. 142 P.3d 1134 (Wyo. 2006).
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In our case the state must prove that a threat to cause physical mJury was made with the

ofthit.tperson's race or color, etc.

intent to intlnudate or harass another person. because

issues of motive, intent, plan and preparation

Thus,

are all at issue. PUrsuant to the state·s Second

.... \~
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Notice ofIntent'to Producc I.RE. 404(b) EVidence azi'd Offer ofProot: Defendant Frank
: Tankovich has, in the past, used a racially ~.ffensive ~ord'~ ~ assaultive situation involving a
, .:,,: ,'.

.:.-\l:-,

j'

person who is not white. Such evidence is probative in our case in regards to motive and intent.
I
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As illustrated by the first trial. intent and m~vc arc ~quan:;iy ~t issuc in this casco Evidcmcc
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pertaining to motive and intent distinguish the criminat
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oonduCt in this case; that is, whether the

•

•
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actions of the Defendants' amount to simply disturbing ~ pe~ce or Whether they threatened
i,.

another person because of his race. In addition, the factilru setbhario surrounding the 1989
incident in te.rms of the use of a dog to facilItate the raciarhar~ssnient is remar.k:ably similar to
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the use of a dog in the case at bar. Suoh evidenoe is instructive in terms of preparation and plan

in regards to the :purpose for bringing the dog back to the victim's house.
The prejudicial impact of this evid'ilDce does not override the probative value, The state
. intends to negate any prejudicial impact of the evidence by:presonting only the testimony of
Deborah Ah1 which is expected to be relatively brief The state does not intend to present

. evidence. in its case-in-chief. that Frank Tankovich was co~vi~ted of any criminal conduct
arising from this incident. Finally, a curative jury instruction, 'given orally before the evidence is
presented as well as in the written instructions presented at the close of the trial should

effectively dampen any prejudice to the Defendants. As such. the evidence should be admissible
at trial.
'.

}<

CONCLUSION , ... , ~
For the above reasoDS. the state resp~CifullY requests tbe'Coun grant the state's Motion in
•

..

_i·',,-,

. LUUllle Regarding I.R.E. 404(b) Evidence.

DATED this ~ day of Augu~. 2010,

~

Pep~ Pr~se~ting Attorney

CERTIFICATE OFMAll..ING
I hereby certify that on the Cz .. '. day of August, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
foregolng was caused to be sent to PUBLIC: ~~i7~~ARTZ

'\
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BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
, :501 Government Way/Box 9000
Coeur d'Alen~ ID 83814

: Telephone~ (208) 446-1800
ASSIGNED ATTORNEY:
, ARTHUR VERHAREN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF '11:1E FlRST JUDICiAL DISnuCT OF THE
, !

t·

' "

STATE ,OF IDAHQ, IN AND FQR THE CQUNTY OF KOOTENAI

'}

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff

CaSe No:F

)
)

09-22648
09'-22548

)

'Vs.

)
)
WlLLIAM M.. TANKOVICH and

)

FRANK J. TANKOVICH,

)
)
)

Defendants.

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPOR.T OF
MOTlON.lN LIMINE REGARDING

LR.E. 404(B) EVIDENCE

)

COMES NOW, .Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and
hereby submits the state's Memorandum inStipport of:M:otiohin Limine Regarding I.R..B.

404(b) Evidence.
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Evidence of prior bad acts, wrongs Or' crimes can be admissible at trial for purposes other
than proof of character. LRE. 404(b). Such;evidence may be admissible for "other purposes"
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such as "proof of motive, opportunity, intent, preparation, pIan. knowledge, identity, or absence
of mistake or accident." I.R.E. 404(b). Before admitting such eVidence, there must be a shoWing
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Following a determination that the acts have a substantial factual basis and are

, relevant, the second step for the trial court is to determine whether the probative value of the
evidence is substantially outweighed by other considerations. including the danger of unfair
prejudice. I.RE. 403. This second part of the analysis is a balailcing test and is subject to the
trial court'" discretion. State-v.

POrler~

130 Idaho 772, 784 (Idaho 1'997).

Evidc:::ntiei of motivc::: is typitially relevant in a tiriminal proSC:::CiPtion. Cadiz 'Y. State, 683

N.E.2d 597,599 (Ind. App. 1997). Evidence of~ialbia.s may be indicative of motive.
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assaults may be admissible in the prosecution of a racially motivated crime on the basis of intent,
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preparation and plan. Chaddock v. State, 203 S.W.3d 916 (rex..App. 2006). Prior racial slurs
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In our case the state must prove that a threat to cause physical Injury was made with the

ofthitt person's race or color) etc.
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intent to intlmidate or harass another person because

Thus,

issues of motive, intent, plan and preparation ~~e all at issue. °:puisuant to the state's Second
Notice ofIntent"to Producc 1.R.E. 404{b) Evidence

and Offer of Proof, Defendant Frank

Tanko"Vieh has, in the past, used a racially o.ff~nsive ~oi-d'iD: ~ assaultive situation involving a
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person who is: not white. Such e~dence is probative in our case in regards to motive and intent.
,

As illustrated by the tim triiU. intent and

"

m~vc::: Wei ;~~iy ~t issue in this tiasei. Evidcmcei
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pertainillg to motive and intent distinguish the oriminal oonduCt in this case; that is, whether the
actions of the Defendants' amount to simply disturbing

the peB:c'e
or Whether they threatened
,
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another person because of his race. In addition, the factUal scenario surrounding the 1989
incident in terms of the use of a dog to faciiitS.te the racjaJbar~ent is remarkably simUar to
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the use of a dog in the case at bar. Such evidence is instructive in terms of preparation and plan

in regards to the purpose for bringing the dog back to the victim: shouse.
The prejudicial impact of this evidence does llot override the probative value. The state
. intends to negate any prejudicial impact: of :the evidence by'presenting only the testimony of
Deborah Ah1 which is expected to be relatively brief The state does not intend to present

co~vi~ted of any criminal conduct

evidence• .in its case-in-chief. that Frank Tankovich was
,

.
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arising from this incident. Finally, a curative jury instruction, 'given orally before the evidence is
presented as well as in the written instructions presented at the close of the trial should

effectively dampen any prejudice to the Defendants. As such. the evidence should be admissible
at trial.

CONCLUSION " ..

4

#

For the above reasons, the state re~:p~ctlullY requests the'Coun grant the state's Motion in
••

Limine Regarding lR.E. 404(b) Evidence.. ,- ...

•J

DATlID this ~ day of August, 2010.' ,

:qep~Prpse~ting

Attorney

CERTIFICA'IE OF'MAILING
I hereby certify that on the Cz ...'.day of AUgust, 2010, a true and correct copy of the
furegoing was caused to be ..... to
CHRIS SCHWARTZ

PUl3LlCDEFENDER.:j7k
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l
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Jedediah 1. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6084
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK J. T ANKOVICH,
Defendant.

1.

)
)
)

CASE NUMBER

)
)
)

OBJECTION TO MOTION IN LIMINE

CR-09-0022S48

)
)
)
)

LEGAL BASIS FOR REQUESTED RELIEF

Rule 404(b) disallows the admission of evidence of other crimes, wrongs, or acts to prove
a defendant's criminal propensity. See State v. Needs, 99 Idaho 883, 892 (1979); Stale v.

Winkler, 112 Idaho 917, 919 (Ct.App.1987). However, such evidence may be admissible for a
purpose other than that prohibited by the rule, such as to show proof of motive, opportunity,
intent, preparation, plan, knowledge, identity, or the absence of mistake. I.R.E. 404(b); State v.

Avila, 137 Idaho 410, 412 (Ct.App.2002).
The inference forbidden by I.R.E. 404(b) is that because the defendant committed some
other misconduct, he is "the kind of person who does things like this," and, therefore, he must
have committed the misconduct charged. Jerome A. Hoffman, Res Gestae's Children, 47 Ala.
L.Rev. 73,90 (1995); see also State v. Wade, 98 Wash.App. 328,336 (1999). This forbidden
inference is rooted in the fundamental American criminal law belief in innocence until proven

~Q8

guilty, a concept that confines the fact finder to the merits of the current case in judging a
person's guilt or innocence. Wade, 98 Wash.App. at 336 (citing Eric D. Lansverk, Note,
Admission Of Evidence Of Other Misconduct In Washington To Prove Intent Or Absence Of
Mistake Or Accident: The Logical Inconsistencies Of Evidence Rule 404(b), 61 Wash. L.Rev.

1213 (1986)).
Propensity evidence is not prohibited because it is irrelevant; "on the contrary, it is said to
weigh too much with the jury and to so over persuade them as to prejudge one with a bad general
record and deny him a fair opportunity to defend against a particular charge." Michelson v.
United States, 335 U.S. 469,475-76 (1948). If evidence is relevant independently ofthe

perpetrator's propensities, the trial court has discretion to balance its probative value against the
danger of the unfair prejudice. Id.
In determining the admissibility of evidence of prior bad acts, the Idaho Supreme Court
has utilized a two-tiered analysis. The first tier involves a two-part inquiry: (1) whether there is
sufficient evidence to establish the prior bad acts as fact; and (2) whether the prior bad acts are
relevant to a material disputed issue concerning the crime charged, other than propensity. State
v. Parmer, 147 Idaho 210, 211 (Ct. App. 2009). The second tier in the analysis is the

determination of whether the probative value of the evidence is substantially outweighed by
unfair prejudice. Id.

A. Two recent Idaho cases, State v. Grist and State v. Parmer, have specifically
addressed the use of prior uncharged sexual misconduct during trial.
In Stale v. Grist, 147 Idaho 49, ---, 205 P.3d 1185, 1187 (2009), the Idaho Supreme Court
spoke directly; "any decision from this Court or the Court of Appeals that suggests that evidence
offered in a case involving an allegation of sexual misconduct with a child should be treated

509

differently than any other type of case is no longer controlling authority in Idaho's courts."
The Court reiterated the rule that evidence of uncharged misconduct may not be admitted
pursuant to I.R.E. 404(b) when its probative value is entirely dependent upon its tendency to
demonstrate the defendant's propensity to engage in such behavior. ld. at 1190.
Furthermore, the Grist Court held that evidence sufficient to satisfy the first tier of the
prior bad acts analysis is only relevant if the jury could reasonably conclude that the act occurred
and the defendant was the actor. ld at 1188.
The Grist Court clarified that evidence of other bad acts may properly be admitted '''if
relevant to prove ." a common scheme or plan embracing the commission of two or more crimes

so related to each other that proof of one tends to establish the other, knowledge, identity, or
absence of mistake or accident." ld. (emphasis added) at 1190-1191 quoting State v. Pizzuto, 119
Idaho 742 (1991).
In State v. Parmer, 147 Idaho 210,207 P.3d 186, 189 (Ct. App. 2009), the defendant was
charged with lewd conduct with a child under sixteen. The victim in that case reported that
Parmer, who provided massage services to her, used a vibrating device designed to relieve
muscle tension in a manner to cause her sexual arousal and engaged in manual-genital contact
with her. /d. Following the state's notice of intent to use I.R.E. 404(b) evidence, the district
court held a hearing in which the content of the testimony of the witnesses was addressed by
each party and the district court ultimately held that there had been an "adequate showing that,
under the guise of whether it was characterized as a massage or physical therapy, that the
defendant is engaging in otherwise legitimate contact with the apparent purpose of engaging in
inappropriate sexual contact." ld. at 192.

510

The Parmer Court held that the district court had made the required finding that there
was an adequate showing that the defendant in that case had committed the prior bad acts of
engaging in inappropriate sexual contact under the guise of legitimate massage techniques and
that the district court properly articulated the purpose, other than propensity, for admission of the
evidence-to show common scheme or plan, absence of mistake or accident, and intent. ld.
Furthermore, the Parmer Court also found that in addition to satisfying the two steps of the first
tier in the Rule 404(b) admissibility analysis, the district court also satisfied the second tier of the
analysis by finding that the probative value was not substantially outweighed by the danger of
unfair prejudice. ld.
DATED this

,/()

day of August, 2010.

OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of/o/\foregoing was personally served by placing a
copy of the same as indicated below on the
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Christopher Schwartz, Conflict Public Defender
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NKJAMES

16:40:42
Recording Started:
16:40:42
Case called
16:40:47

16:41: 11'

Judge: Luster, John
Calls cases Wm Tankovich 09-22648 and Frank
Tankovich 209-22548 - PA
VerHaren present and DA Whitaker and DA Schwartz

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER081010P

Courtroom: Courtroom 1

16:41:27
16:41:43

present with defendants. We
have talked in chambers about rescheduling to my
second week in October trial
week - is that acceptable?

16:42: 12

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Yes

16:42:15

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Yes

16:42:19

Add Ins: WHITAKER,JEDEDIAH
Yes

16:42:22

Judge: Luster, John
WE have 2 motions of the state - motion in
limine re: expert witness & 404(b)
evidence

16:42:40
16:43:12
16:43 :25
16:43:37
16:43:50
~

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
The motion for expert witness is building on the
issue of tattoos. I guess
it was a little too optomistic that everyone
would know what lightening boIts
and other racial tattoos mean. I guess that
isn't the case and expert
testimony would be beneficial to the tryer of
fact.

'-----~

General:
~
CLERK CHANGE TO PAM JOK~

16:44:23

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART

16:45:04

State Attorney:

16:45:13

Judge: Luster, John
Ira's Tattoo as determined by the Jury was found
Not Guilty - he is not
considered a CO-Conspirator

16:45:56
16:46:14

I

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
just because he was convicted ofthe original
but of a lesser offense - it

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER081010P

Page 16, ...
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16:46:29
16:46:44
16:46:54

16:47:20
16:47:39
16:48:05
16:48:21
16:48:35
16:49:04

does not make sense - it is related to the
swatzika on the truck - it is
malicisiolls harrassment

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Once we get the transcript - ask to exclude
Ira's testimonhy - as to the
tattoos - rule 403 - you sat through the trialno one saw the tattoo - no
probative value - highly prejudical - discovery
issue - disclose your experts
- it was almost a year ago - they never as- they
want to fix the problems
with there case - benefit from there own
misconduct - to make his case better
- it should not benefitthe state - it does not
comply with expert witness ihave a one page document -

16:49:10

Judge: Luster, John
I also included the persons eduction

16:49:23

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
It just lays down his opinion - does not give
substance to data - I cannot
prepare to cross examine the expert witness - it
doesw not comply iwth the
expert testimony - it would be beneficial to the
tryer of facts - he needs to
prove that he is in a specific gang - it says he
is in a gang but he does not
state what gang he is in -

16:49:52
16:50:53
16:51: 17
16:51 :33
16:51:51

16:52:12
16:52:28

16:52:48

16:53 :06

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JEDEDIAH
The report is very limited to my client - he has
one tattoo - he m ay or may
not have been in prison - we don't know ifhe
does qualifY as an expert - no
data formmulated where he got his data - concurr
with Mr Schwartz

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
I did send out supplemental discovery - it was
not that they are part of a
gang - basis for the reason to believe that the
tattoo's are racial - these

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER081010P
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16:53:23
16:53:36
16:53:57
16:54:01

16:54:24
16:54:51
16: 5 5: 17
16:56:11
16:57:47
16:58:00
16:58: 19
16:58:45
16:59: 18
16:59:35
17:00:04
17:00:27
17:00:45
17:0 I :23
17:01:53
17:02:27
17:02:45
17:03:03
17:03:37

threats were racially motivated - they wre there
to disturb the peace or to
comit a hate crime - they are very probative this is not the 11 th hour Le it in

Judge: Luster, John
Motion in Limine before me - I do appreciate
that hte state is trying to
clarify - it is hard to be dispositive as to the
expert witness - If this
Tattoos should be admitted to the element of
intent - any threat by word or
action - Intent is a question before the court Idaho Rule 702 - Testimony
by form of testimony or opinion - Frank
Tankovich does not have any tattoos
to any racial motivation - at this point and
time are not relevent - expert
witness should not be able to testify to Frank as to Ira Tankovich and his
tattoos and if it should be held against his
brothers - I will not rule on
that becaus Mr Schwartz will have some other
issues raised - I can recognize
that a tattoo that someone afixes to his body intnent or belief as to the
element that hte state has to prove - Question
is if the Expert should be
alloed to testiify - It is not based on any
scientific test - I can
understand the defenses objection - the expert
is relying on his experience Provided the expert can provide the creditials he should not be allowed to
testify to Williams beliefs are - Having a
swatztka on a body can be an
inference - The expert cannot tell us what
William or Frank were think ing
whe they got these tatttooos - the jury can make
that cooralation - Partial
ruling as to teh expert witness - I do realize
that there is late disclosure
- Continuance ofhte trial would give both side
the time they need to get
ready - Allow the expert testify as to the

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER081010P
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17:03:59
17:04: 17

17:04:45

17:05:13

17:05:34
17:06:05
17:06:33
17:07:28
17:07:46
17:08: 10
17:08:31
17 :09:01
17:09:28
17:09:44

17: 10:43
17: 11 :05
17: 11 :30
17: 11 :51
17: 12:09
17: 12:42

general tattoos - training and
experience - but not what they intented to do
taht day or the day they got
there tattoos - Issue ofIra tattoos will be
held right now

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
i will be filing a disclosure in regards to
expert and hiring my own expert
Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
looking at Franks NCIC and Civil Rights charges
- I have tried to get those There is a Civil Federal Court case - I have
contacted the Victim - I have 2
methods to verifY - first is the actual body of
what the victim will testifY
t - sufficient actual basis to rule on it Situation that the victim was in
back in 1989 - it is the same thing that
happened last year - it is reacially
motivated - the insistances are clearly similiar
- it isth highly probative They went back to the house with the dog - it is
racially motivated or not Ifwe do it right - we can take care of the
prejudice - I am going to put Ms
All to testifY as to living next door to Mr
Frank Tankovich - I will not have
her testifY about the Civil Lawsui
Add Ins: WHITAKER, JEDEDIAH
I have filed an objection to the 404b evidence I thought this was premature
hen I got the Evidence 404B - I am not quite
sure if we are there yet because
we do not have affd of the victim - We do not
have a certified copy of the
Civil Judgment - It does look like a Default
Judgment - I would you think you
would need more evidenc e- Prior Bad Acts - This
is not rei event to this
case- I have spoken to my client about hte case
back in 1989 - I am concern
tht we will have a seperate case - We will end
up with a trial within a trial

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER081010P
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17: 13:02
17: 13:39
17: 13:58
17: 14:04

17: 14:25

17: 14:53

17: 15:56
17: 16:14
17: 16:44
17: 17:51
17: 18: 19
17: 18:44
17: 19:25
17: 19:48
17:20: 12
17:20:34
17:21 :44

- The state states they cannot find the police
report - they are trying to
get taht in - do not allow the testimony - Under
the factors or tiers it is
improper - Deny the Motion
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
If you do grant this - I will ask to sever this
case - It is less toward
Willam Tankovich - The state wants to use this
in there case in chief
Judge: Luster, John
i have read the submissions - 404b consideration
- The state has made an
offer - I will consider the offer sufficientcopy of civil decision phone calls - The state can establish - Make the
determination as to motive
and intent - Probative valuie as to unfair
advantage to the defendant - It
hasto weight in - as to prejudicial impact - the
court has to examinne There is undisputed evidence that Frank has
called Mr Requena a "Beaner" the state is not trying to establish just
conduct alone - The fundamental
issue is whether a gun was pulled out or just
racial - Based on the evidence
ofthe day not by the conduct - My concern is if
they offered the evidence Frank Tankovich would be convicted of an act 21
year ago not the act of today
- I am not inclined to allow the testimony That will be the courts rulin gSet ptc - that it will be the friday prior10/25/10 - ptc will be 1010811 0

17:22:20
17:22:44

Stop recording
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ledediah 1. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK T ANKOVICH,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER CR-09-0022S48
Fel
MOTION IN LIMINE

---------------------------)
COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, ledediah 1
Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves the Court for an Order in limine prohibiting
any testimony, reference or exhibits regarding Ira Tankovich, that Ira Tankovich had a gun and/or
was found guilty to possessing a gun. This motion is brought pursuant to IRE 402, 403 and/or any
other applicable rules of evidence or relevant portions of the Idaho Code. The grounds for this
motion are that such information is not relevant to the case at hand and to the extent, if any, that
court finds that it is relevant, is would by highly inflammatory and unduly prejudicial against Frank
Tankovich.
In addition, to this motion in limine, Frank Tankovich reserves the right to join in any
Motions in Limine and/or Motions to dismiss filed by William Tankovich.

MOTION IN LIMINE
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DATED this

Z§

day of September, 2010.

OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

~~
~WHITAKER
DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certifY that a true and correct copy ofthe foregoing was personally served by placing a copy
of the same as indicated below on the d <is
day of September, 2010, addressed to:
Kootenai County

~ ViaFax

Interoffice Mail
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ledediah 1. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6084
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK TANKOVICH,

Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER CR-09-0022S48
Fel
MOTION TO SEVER

Comes now the defendant Frank Tankovich by and through his attomey Jedediah .T.
Whitaker pursuant to I.R.c.P. 14 and/or any other relevant Idaho Statute or Rule and moves the
comi for an order for an Order severing the trial of the Defendants Frank Tankovich and William
Tankovich.
Frank Tankovich will be unduly prejudiced by the states anticipated testimony regarding
the allegedly racist tattoos of William Tankovich. I.R.C.P. 14 Provides: "[i]f it appears that a
defendant...is prejudiced by a joinder of offenses or of defendants in a ... trial together, the Court
may ... grant separate trials of counts, grant a severance of defendants ...
A motion for separate trials is directed to the sound discretion of the court. State v.
Gooding, 110 Idaho 856, 7 I 9 P .2d 405 (Ct. App. 1986). The burden of showing the prejudice is

MOTION TO SEVER
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on the party assel1ing it. State v. MaI1inez, 109 Idaho 61, 704 P.2d 965 (Ct. App. 1985).
It is anticipated that the State will seek to introduce evidence in addition but not limited
to expert testimony regarding tattoos on William Tankovich that purp0l1 to show that he is a
racist and/or member of a white supremacist gang or group. Such testimony is not anticipated
against Frank Tankovich. The anticipated testimony of the State's expert witness with regard to
the alleged racist tattoos would unfairly tie Frank to Wi lIiam likely resulting in juror bias against
Frank Tankovich. In addition, such evidence would by highly and be unduly prejudicial against
Frank Tankovich to the point that he cannot receive a fair trial. It simply put is a bell that cannot
be unrung.
Counsel wishes to present oral argument on this matter.
DATED this

2&

day of September, 2010.
OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

~HJWHITAKER

DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICA TE OF DELIVERY
I hereby certify that a true and correct co~ ofthe foregoing was personally served by placing a copy
of the same as indicated below on the oS-day of September, 2010, addressed to:
Kootenai County
Via Fax

.A-

Interoffice Mail
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Jedediah J. Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender
Office of the Kootenai County Public Defender
PO Box 9000
Coeur d'Alene, Idaho 83816
Phone: (208) 446-1700; Fax: (208) 446-1701
Bar Number: 6084
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI
STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,

v.
FRANK TANKOVICH,
Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

CASE NUMBER CR-09-0022S48
Fel
MOTION TO DISMISS

COMES NOW, the above named defendant by and through his attorney, ledediah J
Whitaker, Deputy Public Defender, and hereby moves to dismiss Count II, Conspiracy to Commit
the Crime of Malicious Harassment.
The basis for this motion is that in allowing Count II it violates the due process rights of
Frank Tankovich as well as creating the likelihood of inconsistent verdicts. See Rosenthal v. US,
276 F. 417 (9 th Cir. 1921).
As the Court is well aware, this is the third trial of these matters. During the second trial,
Count II Malicious Harassment was alleged against Frank Tankovich and co-defendants William
Tankovich and Ira Tankovich. Following the second trial, Ira Tankovich was convicted of the lesser
charge of conspiracy to disturb the peace. He was not found guilty of Malicious Harassment. The
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Jury was hung as it relates to Frank and William Tankovich. If the Jury were to return a verdict of
guilty for Malicious Harassment against Frank Tankovich it could not and be reconciled with the
verdict against Ira Tankovich.
Therefore, Frank Tankovich respectfully requests that the court enter an order dismissing
Count II.
DATED this

day of September, 20ID.

OFFICE OF THE KOOTENAI
COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

BY'~

~

~I5Wh-W-H-IT-A~K-E-R--

DEPUTY PUBLIC DEFENDER

CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY

I hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing was personally served by placing a copy
ofthe same as indicated below on the
day of September, 20ID, addressed to:

aft

Kootenai County
ViaFax

X-

Interoffice Mail
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Court Minutes:

Session: LUSTER 10081 OA
Session Date: 10107/2010
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter: MacManus, Anne

Division: DIST
Session Time: 16:58

Courtroom: COUl1room 1

Clerk(s): Booth, Kathy
State Attorney(s):
Public Defender(s):
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):
~--~----~-----~----------

N

--~-~-~~-----~-

OqJ;2~t/~

Case ID: 0009
Case number: C{, 09~ ~:5
Plaintiff:
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK & WILLIAM
Pers. Attorney:

ig

Co~Defendant(s):

State Attorney:
Public Defender:
10108/2010

09:48:17
Recording Started:
09:48: 17
Case called
09:48:50

Judge: Luster, John
Calls cases ~PTC vacated cases set to proceed
to trial the week of 10/25

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100810A

)
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Court Minutes:

Session: LUSTER 10041 OA
Session Date: 10104/2010
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter: MacManus, Anne

Division: DIST
Session Time: 07:51

Clerk(s): Booth, Kathy
State Attorneys:
Public Defender(s):

Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

Case 10: 0002
\
Case Number.
Plaintiff: STAT
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
Pers. Attorney:
Co-Defendant(s):
State Attorney:
Public Defender:
10/04/2010
08:07:30
Recording Started:
08:07:30
Case called

Judge: Luster, John
CaIls cases CR09-22548 and CR09-22648 - PA
McHugh, PA VerHaren, DA Whitaker
08:08:06 . an DA Schwartz present with clients - not in
08:07:35

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100410A

Courtroom: Courtroom 1

08:08:39
08:08:59

custody
Do we have a state's motion before the court?

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
That was taken care of

08:09:08
08:09:25
08:09:37

08:09:58
08: 10: 15
08: 10:35
08: 10:53

08:11:13

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Our expert witness re: gangs is not available
for trial and we motion to
continue. They're going to come in and say this
is some sort of Nazi gang
and we need to have someone rebutt this. I know
that PA will object.

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I filed a motion to continue - whatever the
outcome I know that the
nonprevailing side will appeal. Out of caution
we should appeal this one
more time. Our of all counsel in this case I'm
the only one working on my
own. I'm looking for some sort of tattoo
expert. Wm

General:
Time stamp

08:11:18

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
perjury trial is scheduled to proceed the day
after this one.

08: II :30

Judge: Luster, John

08: 11 :44

Do you have some sort of offer of proofas to the
importance you have on this
ned?

08: 11:47

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

08: 12:04

We'll try to fine an expert to say that symbol
is not solely a racist symbol.
I've seen no basis for that symbol meaning what
they say it does.

08:12:23

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED

08: 12:37'

We have an expert gang witness out of CA and
he'll testifY to what Mr.
Schwartz said he will. We have forwarded him

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100410A
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08: 12:47
08: 12:58

08: 13: 19
08: 13:33
08: 13:52
08: 14:07
08: 14:21
08: 14:35

down all the evidence that the
state has said their expert will produce.
Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
We discovered the expert in June, his CV and
his testimony. It'll be 4 mos
that they've had the expert by the time of
trial. We argued this issue on
August 10 indicating this was the expert we were
going to use. The court
didn't rule re: Ira's tattoos but I believe the
court said Williams tattoos
would be relevant. They've had this notice for
4 months and could have
gotten an expert. It's time to get this thing
tried again. The state is
oppoed to any motion to continue.

08:14:42

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Nothing additional

08: 14:49

General:
Time stamp

08: 14:50

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
They disclosed a CV and the statement that this
was a racist symbol. There
is no treatis as to what this symbol is. There
is no documentation provided
for why this expert believes as he does. I'm
not the PA or PD with others
behind me. 1 have the internet to look on for an
expert and that takes time.
There is no reason to not give it the time so
that it can be properly briefed
and prepared.

08: 15 :02
08: 15: 18
08: 15:57
08: 16: 11
08: 16:21
08: 16:24

08: 16:41
08: 16:58
08: 18:01

Judge: Luster, John
The question of the tattoo is not something just
before the court is August.
The issue of the tattoo on Ira and William the
state intended to offer and
that was discussed prior to the first trial. DA
Schwartz has argued as to
the foundation for this witness -1 don't know
about the foundation for the

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100410A
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08: 18: 13
08: 18:28
08:] 8:46
08: 19:27
08: 19:55
08:20: I 0
08:20:24

08:20:38
08:20:57
08 :21: 13
08:21 :35
08:21 :46

witness to be offered at trial but I ruled as to
the general principle as to
what an expert may require and what a tattoo may
mean to a certain group of
individuals. Whether the tattoo (double
lightening bolt) means to defwhat
it means to others I don't know. It's a fair
and relevant offer and the
defense has had ample opportunity to deal with
this. I'm not inclined to
continue for that purpose - deny motion.

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Motion for jury view - I struggled with whether
or not to withdraw this
motion. I looked at every I should withdraw
this motion - I looked at all
the photos the jury saw and then went by the
home and it really cleared this
up to me. It will give a lot of perspective to
the jury - this is pretty
close to the same time of year when this
happened and I'll ask for a jury
view.

08:21:57

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I have no objection.

08:22:15

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
We· object - privacy interests of the victim.
There is a lot of evidence that
documents the house and overview photographs.
To haul 13 people in a van
with counsel is an invasion of privacy.

08:22:28
08:22:55
08:23:08

08:23:22

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
The Requena's have been giving interviews at
their house since this began.
I've seen them on the news.

08:23:29

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Nothing further.

08:23:32

Judge: Luster, John
This is a discretionary matter and views do give
some perspective to

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100410A
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08:23:48
08:24:51
08:25:56
08:26:25
08:26:53

critical issues. The key focus seems to be the
words used and I'm not sure a
whole lot of that can be elucidated from the
jury view. With appropriate
limitations I can exercise my discretion. We're
only 15 blocks away from the
courthouse. I'm not overwhelmed that this is a
substantial invasion of their
right to privacy. The incident was in August?

08:27:17

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Correct

08:27:20

Judge: Luster, John
There may not be leaves on the trees at trial
time but it might be more of a
problem for you than the state. DA Whitaker to
prepare order.

08:27:31

08:27:48

08:28:05
08:28:25
08:28:35
08:28:51
08:29:30

08:29:46
08:29:53

08:30: 11
08:30:28
08 :31: 16
08 :31 :29

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Motion re: Gang tattoo - we need separate
trials. The case is going to try
and make William out as a racist and that will
prejudice Frank. I ask for
separate trials. If all this stuff comes in
against William I don't know
thatit can be distinguished against Frank.
believe that just with the
tattoos coming in.
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I would not that if the court does not sever
than the ability to introduce
evidence should be limited.
Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
I don't agree that in a conspiracy case info as
to one co-conspirator should
only be introduced against one. It's no
difference than the swastica on the
truck. If the court were to sever the cases I
still think the information
could be entered.
Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I do not agree - with separate trials I don't

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100410A
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08:31 :45
08:32:09

think you can get the
information in against Frank. This would be a
bell that cann't be unrung. I
ask that you wever the trial.

08:32:16

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Nothing additional.

08:32:21

Judge: Luster, John
This matter has been addressed earlier by Mr.
Cooper prior to the initial
trial. I'm not aware of any antagonistic
defenses. We have essentially the
same issue that was raised earlier. Ultimately
the issue is not if they are
racists or harbor racial indifference but ifon
the date in question they
made statements because of the victims natural
origin or race. I don't see
that severing the trials will make a big
dofference. The cases will remain
together - DENY MOTION.

08:32:34
08:33:03
08:34:12
08:34:25
08 :35: 18
08:36:06
08:36:14

08:36:38
08:36:49
08:37:20
08:37:50
08: 3 8: 1 1
08:38:36
08:39:33

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Motion to dismiss Count II - the jury found Ira
guilty of conspiracy to
commit disturbing the peace. The finding of the
jury finds insufficient
evidence to sustain a trial against these two
defendants. The state should
not be allowed to retry the case until they get
the verdict that they want.
Neither William or Frank are mentioned in the
overt act - it makes absolutely
no sense. The only overt act they can go
forward on is the 2nd act - that
they returned. If the person who brought the gun
is not guilty then that
cannot be an overt act used against the other
defendants.

08:39:51

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I filed a motion and DA Schwartz said everything
I would have said.

08:40: 13

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART

Court Minutes $ession: LUSTER100410A
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The overt act listed all 3 defendants.
08:40:28

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
For the record I'm using the jury instruction
presented by the state.

08:40:46

General:
Time stamp
Time stamp

08:40:46
08:40:48

08:41 :09
08:41 :26
08:41 :39
08:41 :45

08:42:09
08:42:21
08:42:35

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
With Ira there was the gun which is different
than the statements made by
Frank and William. I think that the jury can
find different verdicts. The
state will call an expert which will go a long
way at presenting issues not
pesented at the first trial.
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
That is a red herring. The only option is to
dismiss or amend that charge
down to conspiracy to commit disturbing the
peace and go from there. From
thjury instruction there is absolutely no way
that all 3 did this and the
state cannot argue that.

08:42:42

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I stip to amending to conspiracy to commit
disturbing the peace.

08:42:58

Judge: Luster, John
I'll take a look at that in a minute - proceed .

. 08:43:10

08:43:27
08:43:45
08:44:02

08:44:21

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
There is no evidence that William or Frank knew
that Ira had the gun - this
is prejudicial to these defendants. There is no
evidence that there is any
discussion, that they even knew about the gun
being brought. The only reason
for presenting the gun is to justifY Mr.
Requena's brandishing the gun.
Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER1 0041 OA
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Ijoin.
08:44:28

08:44:42
08:45:31

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Ira having the gun when he came back is the
strongest showing of the
conspiracy. The court shouldn't dismiss the
strongest evidence of conspiracy
in this case.

08:45:35

Judge: Luster, John
Re: strongest evidence - estoppel - the
defendant was found not guilty of

08:45:42

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
jurys don't always do the same thing. To
exclude the evidence ofIra doesn't

08:45:57

Judge: Luster, John
what the state indicates is the strongest
evidence?

08:46:43

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
make much sense if you think about it.

08:46:51

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
What the state is arguing is that Ira is still
guilty of Conspiracy that he
was found not guilty of. Ifhe's NG of the
conspiracy they're still arguing
that he was.

08:47:06
08:47:24
08:47:29

Judge: Luster, John
Continue with the next motion

08:47:35

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Part II - The state cannot show that any acts of
conspiracy is the same as
that of these 2 defendants.

08:47:52
08:48:08

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I filed the same motion - no argument

08:48:18

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
This is pretty similar to the same motion.

08:48:27 . Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100410A
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08:48:43
08:48:56
08 :49:09
08:49:43
08:50:03

The next argument is re: state's expert - Idaho
prison gang expert - they'll
attempt to say this is a prison gang tattoo and
this tells the jury that he
was in prison and the state ruled previously
that they cannot do this.
William has never been in an Idaho prison.
They should be precluded from
any mention of "prison" If they believe it is
racist they should only use
that language and have no indication of prison

08:50:17

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Join in the motion to the extent it may be
admissible to Frank.

08:50:35

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
It's not the state's intent to put on evidence
that these are prison tattoos
just that they are racist tattoos. The expert
works for dept of corrections
for many years and that evidence will come out.
It will be testimony in line
with the court's ruling.

08:50:49
08:51 :02
08:51:21
08:51 :27
08 :51 :45
08 :52:28
08:52:34
08: 5 3 :31
08:53:50
08:54:07
08:54:27
08:54:38

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Letting him make foundation that he works in a
prison and that's where he got
his information - the implication is that it's a
prison gang tattoo on
William as well.
Judge: Luster, John
This is a tattoo that anyone can get in all
walks of life and in all
locations - the expert just works for the
prisons. I agree that we should
take this up outside the presence of the jury to
see what he can testify to.
explains. This could become problematic
depending on his testimony. We may
need to engage in out of the presentee of the
jury inquiry of the witness and
we can safeguard when we get to trial. I agree
with the concerns.
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08:54:57

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
No questions

08:55:01

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
No questions. I'm going ot need some sort of
protection from the court or
agreement of the state that Mr. Tankovich's
other case - it's set to proceed
the day after this trial is to start.

08:55:20
08:55:33
08:55:43

08:56:06
08:56:11

08:56:36

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Ms. Laird is handling this case and I'm sure she
will have no objection to
setting that the 2nd week.
Judge: Luster, John
I'm sure that the court will cooperate with you.
I think we can accommodate
that without a protection order.

08:56:47

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Are you taking under advisement the motion to
dismiss?

08:56:57

Judge: Luster, John
The issues I reserved ruling on all stem from
the acquittal of Ira .. I want
to take a closer look at this to see how we're
going to proceed re: overt
acts. I'll take that under advisement.

08:57:22
08:57:40
09:58:44

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Briefing?

09:58:47

Judge: Luster, John
That would be helpful.

09:59:24

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I can have something in by the end of the week.

09:59:36

Judge: Luster, John
by the 8th and PA by the 15th

10:00:02

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Sgt would like to be gone Mon-Wed and available
Thurs. I expect to rest

Court Minutes Session: LUSTER100410A
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10: 00:22

probably Thursday am.

10:00:26

Judge: Luster, John
OK Is there another PTC?

10:00:41

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Yes -

10:00:44

Judge: Luster, John
Vacate PTC for Friday. Trial is still set.

10:01:37

Stop Recording
(On Recess)
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BARRY McHUGH
Prosecuting Attorney
501 Government WaylBox 9000
Coeur d'Alene, ID 83814
Telephone: (208) 446-1800

2010 OCT: 4 PM 3: 26
CLERc, IS TRleT COURT

h

ASSIGNED ATTORNEY:
ARTHUR VERHAREN

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF KOOTENAI

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
vs.

WILLIAM M. TANKOVICH and
FRANK J. TANKOVICH,

Defendants.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Case No. F

09-22648
09-22548

MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION
TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND
MOTION IN LIMINE

COMES NOW, Arthur Verharen, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Kootenai County, and
hereby submits the state's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion to Dismiss and Motion in
Limine.
APPLICABLE LA WAND ARGUMENT
Inconsistent verdicts are an unusual but accepted byproduct of utilizing juries as the
finders of fact in criminal cases. The rationale behind accepting inconsistent verdicts takes into
account the reality that juries will reach verdicts based upon "impermissible reasons."

u.s. v.

Powell, 469 U.S. 57,63 (1984). Those reasons can either favor the government or the accused.

Id at 64. Acceptance of inconsistent verdicts acknowledges that jury nullification, while not
MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO MOTION TO DISMISS AND MOTION IN LIMINE - 1

536

permissible, nonetheless occurs and in such situations the state is left with no recourse. Id at 65.
Ultimately, because inconsistent verdicts can result in outcomes that may in one instance benefit
a defendant and in another, the state, they remain not reviewable. Id at 66. This rule of law
extends to conspiracies: "Consistent verdicts are unrequired in joint trials for conspiracy: where
all but one of the charged conspirators are acquitted, the verdict against the one can stand." US.

v. Andrews, 850 F.2d 1557, 1561 (1Ith Cir. 1988).
Collateral estoppel does not bar the prosecution of one charged with aiding and abetting
another, even when the person who had been aided and abetted is acquitted. Standefer v. US.,
447 U.S. 10(1980). Justification for the differential application of collateral estoppel in terms of
the civil and criminal realms include the criminal discovery process, the rules of evidence as
applied to criminal cases and, again, jury nullification. Id at 22-24. Most importantly,
extending collateral estoppel to the criminal arena would "spread the effect of an erroneous
acquittal to all those who participated in a particular criminal transaction." Id at 25.
In our case the defense argues that if Frank and William Tankovich are convicted of the
charged offenses it would result in inconsistent verdicts in terms of the verdicts already rendered
for Ira Tankovich. While that possibility certainly exists, an inconsistent verdict or verdicts in
these matters, as reflected in federal case law, do not equate to dismissals. The legal rationale for
accepting inconsistent verdicts is certainly no less true in this matter; the jury could have
acquitted Ira Tankovich for a host of impermissible reasons such as developing opinions based
upon the reading of newspaper articles. At any rate, if the ultimate jury verdict in Frank and
William's trial is inconsistent with that rendered in Ira Tankovich's verdict then so be it, as
inconsistent verdicts are a part of our judicial system.
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The defense further argues that because Ira Tankovich was acquitted of the charged
offenses his conduct in the incident should be excluded from trial. Certainly, such a ruling from
the Court would be a considerable windfall for the defense, especially since the defense did not
specifically raise the issue of collateral estoppel. At the hearing held on October 4, 2010, the
Court, on its own volition, brought forth the issue of collateral estoppel and the Court's concerns
that it may appiy in this situation.
However, based upon Standefer v. U.S., the Court's concern as to collateral estoppel
should be allayed. In that case the U.S. Supreme Court found no basis to apply collateral
estoppel to acts that the principal committed, even though the principal was acquitted, in the trial
of Mr. Standefer, who was charged with aiding and abetting the principal. Id at 22. In our case
Ira Tankovich stands acquitted of the crimes for which Frank and William again face trial. The
conduct ofIra Tankovich is a key component of the charged three-way conspiracy, indeed, his
conduct makes up much of the state's first overt act in the Third Amended Information. As such,
the judicial concerns in terms of repetitive litigation would seem to be more acute in the
Standefer situation than in those at issue in our case.
In terms of jury nullification as to Ira Tankovich, there was ample opportunity, based on
the torturous history of the Tankovich matters, for the jury in the second trial to acquit Ira
Tankovich for impermissible reasons. It is possible the acquittal was based upon a juror,
contrary to court order, assessing media coverage of the trial. It is equally plausible that the
acquittal ofIra Tankovich was based upon the fact he never uttered a racial slur. Perhaps the
verdict was arrived at by lot. Whatever basis the jury utilized in reaching the verdict in Ira
Tankovich's case is simply not relevant to the third and hopefully final trial involving Frank and
William Tankovich. In the end, the appropriate legal action is to not exclude the evidence
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pertaining to Ira Tankovich on the basis of collateral estoppel for the reasons set forth in

Standefer v. US.
CONCLUSION
For the above reasons, the state respectfully requests the Court deny the Defendants'
Motion to Dismiss and Motion in Limine.
DATED this

lS

day of October, 2010.

~~

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney
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Court Minutes:

Session: LUSTER1025 lOA
Session Date: 10/25/2010
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter: MacManus, Anne

Division: DIST
Session Time: 08:15

Courtroom: Courtroom 1

Clerk(s): Booth, Kathy
State Attorneys:
Public Defender(s):
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

Case ID: 0001
Case Number: CR2009-22548
Plaintiff: STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
Pers. Attorney:
Co-Defendant( s):
State Attorney:
Public Defender:
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0002.
10/25/2010
09:42:57
Recording Started:
09:42:57
Case called
09:43:28

09:43:49
09:44:24

Judge: Luster, John
Calls case - PA McHugh, PA VerHaren, DA Schwartz
and DA Whitaker present with
counsel. We're here on 09-22548 Frank Tankovich
and CR09-22648 William
Tankovich set for trial today. Comments to
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09:46:22
09:47:02
09:47:33

09:52:15
10:02:28
10:02:50
10:04:12
10:04:41
10:05:06
10:05:30
10:05:53

10:06:28
10:09:55
10:41: 17

jurors re: jury selection
process. We'll dismiss jurors #16 Marion
Daniel, #18 Joey Dixon (not
present) - we should pursue his nonappearance.
Excuse Lindsey Holbert and
Roert Strait and #70 Carmel Thomas. Explains
jury process to jurors.

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears jurors for voir dire
Calls #45 Meyer #1 Andreasson #57 Sample
#42 Miani #58 Schroeder
#22 Foster #60 Shioya #50 Niemi #59 Sego
#54 Reynolds #34 Jones #2
Arhutick #62 Smith #27 Hanson #33 Hyslop
#67 Stork #19 Elicker #32
Humphreys #25 Givens #12 Burgess #7
Billick #63 Snethen #17 Deever
#61 Smjdt #9 Boni #46 Michael #65
Standal #49 Nichol #44 Meredith
#72 Widener #64 Stamsos #14 Carmack
Judge: Luster, John
Asks counsel to introduce themselves and
witnesses - done
General voir dire
Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Voir DireChafIenge #62 Smith for cause

10:42:06

Judge: Luster, John
Juror #32 excused for cause

10:42:14

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHDraws #23 Friedberg

10:42:23

Judge: Luster, John
Voir Dire - no affirmative response

10:42:34

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Voir Dire - cont - pass for cause

10:44:39

Judge: Luster, John
Recess
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10:45:06

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

11 :00:00
Recording Started:

1 1:00:00

Record
TANKOYICH, FRANK JAMES

11 :00:06

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session

11 :00:13

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED

11 :08:35

Voir DireChallenge for cause #12 Burgess

11 :08:54

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
No objection

11 :08:57

Judge: Luster, John
Excyse #12 Burgess for cause

11: 10:01

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Draws #66 Starr

11:10:07

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Continues voir dire

11: 11 :00

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED

1 1: 11 :09

Challenge #58 Schroeder for cause
No objection

1 1: 11 : 13

Judge: Luster, John
Excuse #58 Schroeder for cause

11: 11 :48

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Draws #39 Ledbetter

11: 11 :55

Judge: Luster, John
voir dire #39 Ledbetter - no affirmative
response

11: 12 :22

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED

11: 16:53

Voir Dire
Pass for cause
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11:17:00
11 :23:06
11:23:12

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Voir Dire
pass for cause
Voir dire jurors called following challenges
#39Ledbetter and #66 Starr

11:24:11

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Challenge #39 Ledbetter for cause

11 :24: 19

Judge: Luster, John
Questions #39 Ledbetter - EXCUSE #39 FOR CAUSE

11 :28:24

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Draws # 15 Crook

11 :28:32

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Voir Dire - pass
Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Voir Dire - pass

11 :28:44

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Nothing further

11:28:51

Judge: Luster, John
counsel to approach

11:29:00

Starting Side Bar.
Starting Side Bar.

11 :30:45

Ending Side Bar.
Ending Side Bar.

11 :30:56

Judge: Luster, John
There are a couple of jurors we'd like to ask a
few questions of outside the
presence of the jury. Reynolds and Segorecess

11 :31 :08

11 :3 1:25

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

1 1:56:59
Recording Started:
II :56:59

Record
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TANKOYICH, FRANK JAMES
11 :57:01

11: 5 8:41
11 :59:01

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - excuse jurors not seleted in
original 32. WeIll recess to
chambers for challenges - recess
Stop Recording
(On Recess)

12:33:40
Recording Started:
12:33:40

Record
TANKOYICH, FRANK JAMES

12:33:40

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - the jury selected is as
follows: # 1 Andreasson # 15
Crook #22 Foster #34 Jones #2 Arhutick
#33 Hyslop #25 Givens #66
Starr #7 Billick #9 Boni #46 Michael #65
Standal #72 Widener #64
Stamsos
Thanks and excuses jurors not selected.
Explains trial procedure to jurors.

12:34: 16
12:34:40
12:35:15
12:36:45
12:38:32
12:40:34

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears jurors for try cause

12:40:48

Judge: Luster, John
Instructs jury
Recess for today - return tomorrow 8:30 am.
Admonishes jury.

12:59:36

13:01:04

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

13:01:14
Recording Started:
13:01:14

Record
TANKOYICH, FRANK JAMES

13:01:27

Stop Recording
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Court Minutes:
Session: LUSTER} 0251 OA
Session Date: 10/25/20} 0
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter: MacManus, Anne

Division: DIST
Session Time: 08: 15

Courtroom: Courtroom}

Clerk(s): Booth, Kathy
State Attorneys:
Public Defender(s):
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

Case ID: 0002
Case Number: CR2009-22548
Plaintiff: STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
Pers. Attorney:
Co-Defendant( s):
State Attorney:
Public Defender:
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0001.
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0003.
10/2612010
08:34:48
Recording Started:
08:34:48

08:34:55

Recall
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

Judge: Luster, John
. Back in session - counsel are present
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08:35:14

08:35:36
08:35:39

08:35 :51

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Ready - I'll use PL EX # 1 and #2 in my opening
statement - motion to exclude
witnesses
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I ask that my clients wife be allowed to remain
- she's on the witness list
but was not called at the last trial

08:36:00

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I'd like my investigator to remain

08:36:12

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
I have no objection to Mr. Durrant but I do
object to Mrs. Tankovich.

08:36:30

Judge: Luster, John
Hopefully the state has a good faith concern
about calling Ms. Tankovich.
Exclude witnesses but Mr. Durrant will be
allowed to remain.
The bailiff advised me of a comment by Juror
Jones

08:36:52
08:37:34

08:38:04

Other: Banks, Bailiff
Juror seat #4 Jones indicated to me that he knew
one ofMr. Tankovich's sons.

08:38:24

Judge: Luster, John
Bring juror Jones in - reminds Public TV
personnel not to tape juror. acknowledged by PTV - Juror Jones to come into
the courtroom

08:39: 12

08:39:23

08:39:45
08:39:57

Other: Jones, Juror
I went to school with Bill Tankovich - it's been
quite some years - we just
went to school together and may have hung out
once. This would not influence
me one way or another.

08:40:27

Judge: Luster, John
Juror to return to jury room

08:40:37

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
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08:40:57

08:41 :20

08:41 :35

I have concerns about the state's purported
expert and I ask that the opening
statements not contain info re: expert until we
address the issues

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
I'll not mention the expert but I do intend to
reference their tattoos and
that they are white supremacy tattoos

08:41:46

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

08:41:49

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Objection

08:41 :52

Judge: Luster, John
Opening statements are not evidence - just a
roadmap. I don't think the
court should barr the state from referencing
some information they think they
can make in their case.

08:42:44
08:43:01
08:43:40

08:43:54
08:44:06

08:44:22

08:44:35
08:44:53

08:45:44

08:46:01
08:46:07

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Part of the ruling re: tattoos was that he could
testifY as to what the
tattoos mean to him but not what they mean to
the Tankovich's and once PA
says they are white supremacy tattoos I can"t
unring that bell.
Judge: Luster, John
That's correct - if the witness is properly
qualified that witness can
testifY that the tattoos are commonly associated
with white supremacy but any
comment about what they mean to these 2
gentlemen is inappropriate.
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
PAIs opening statement that these are white
supremacy tattoos would directly
effect the Tankovich's.
Judge: Luster, John
I think I clarified myself.
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08:46:16

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
I have no questions

08:46:19

Judge: Luster, John
Return the jury - jury present and in place.

08:48:35

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Opening statement

09:01:08

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Opening statement

09:06:09

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Opening statement

09:09:37

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls #1

09:09:48

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears #1

09: 10:40

09:10:45
09: 10:59
09: 1 1:04
09: 11 :35
09: 11 :50
09: 12:01
09: 12:31
09: 12:49
09: 13 :07
09: 13 :23
09: 13 :36

Other: BRUNELLE, ROLAINE
35 years before we moved in. I know neighbor
Julie Oliver - I knew here
1917 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE, CDA ID I've lived
there for 14 years with my
husband a little bit better. She lives SE kitty corner across Pennsylvania
husband. I am familiar with the neighborhoQd as
it was my parents house for
from me. The Requenas are neighbors. I had
their child take care of our dog
when we went on vacation and I had Ken do some
electrical work for us. They
Iive across Penn from us. August 16 I was home
by myself - my husband came
home a little later. Afternoon - late afternoon
I was coming up the stairs
from down stairs. Our kitchen/dining look out
the front. I saw a truck
parked in the street near the Olivers like they
were going to turn on Penn.
there were a lot of people in the truck and I
thought it was people returning
from rafting the river. 3 persons jumped out.
and approached the Requenas
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09: 13:52
09: 14: J 6
09: 15:49
09: 16:15
09: 16:28
09: 16:41
09: 16:57
09: 1 7: 10

house. The 3 persons were adult males and went
toward the Requenas driveway.
On EX shows positioning of homes. The truck
looked like it was going to
pass the Requena driveway but them it stopped.
The truck was pointed
straight. When I saw the men jump out of the
truck the went toward the
driveway - I think they were at the edge of the
driveway. They were shouting
back and forth - I don't know what they said. I
couldn't distinguish words I was in the house. I couldn't see the Requenas
- I assumed they were in
their garage -they have chairs and sit there.

09:17:33

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Obj

09: 17:37

Judge: Luster, John
Comments

09:20:46

Other: BRUNELLE, ROLAINE
I heard different voices, I think one of the men
and Ken were shouting. I
think this went on for about 10 minutes. The
men got back in their truck and
left turning right on Penn. I next saw 2 men
walking from the East to West
on Penn S. side of the street walking a dog . pitbull - on a big chain - not
a leash. They stopped near the Requenas.
Police came before the men came
back. The police talked to Ken and Julie about
what happened - the officers
left and maybe 20 minutes later to 112 hour no later - the men returned.
When they got to the comer they stopped at Ken
- I didn't know if they were
the same men until they stopped and then I
called 911. The men stopped at
the comer. I heard them - conversations
between the men and Ken. I could
no distinguish the words.

09:21 :02

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

09: 17:43

09: 18:00
09: 18:20
09: 18:44
09: 19:06
09: 19:20
09: 19:35
09: 19:58
09:20:12
09:20:26
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Objection

09:21:05
09:21 :10
09:21 :40
09:21:52
09:22:12
09:22:31
09:23:21
09:23:35
09:24:12
09:24:33
09:24:54
09:25:13
09:25:37
09:26:37
09:26:45

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained
Other: BRUNELLE, ROLAINE
They walked like they knew where they were going
- they had a destnation.
They were walking fast and the dog was pulling
on the chain. I called 911
because they had returned and it looked like it
was a bad situation. This
made me nervous enough to call my husband and
have him come home. The police
came. I saw another man walking down 20th
street toward Pennsylvania. The
man turned on Pennsylvania and the police
stopped him when he was at the
Oliver's driveway. When he was at the Requena's
driveway the police were
right there on 20th. The police ran after the
man on Penn and knocked him
dow. I observed other police arrive. There was
a lot of arguing with the
police and Requenas. I think the police were
talking to the 2 men under the
tree. I could hear the 2 men yelling
XE BY PA WHITAKERJudge: Luster, John
Exhibit number?
Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART

PL EX #2
09:27:24
09:27:42
09:27:55
09:28:08
09:28:28

Other: BRUNELLE, ROLAINE
XE BY DA WHITAKER - I think it was the police
who probably asked them to get
on the property - they did not get on the
property until the police were
there. I couldn't make out any words that were
said when the truck
approached. I could hear yelling including Ken
yelling. The men left and
the police arrived. I didn't approach the
police. About 20 minutes later
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09:28:43
09:28:57
09:29:15
09:29:28
09:29:55
09:30:51
09:31 :28
09:31 :42
09:31 :50
09:32:12
09:32:33
09:32:59
09:33:16
09:33:36
09:34:09
09:34:29
09:34:44
09:35:05
. 09:35:28
09:35:50
09:36:07
09:36:36
09:36:52
09:37:19

they returned and I saw the 2 men walking on
Penn. I didn't notice anyone on
a cell phone. I heard the yelling including Ken
but couldn't make out what
anyone was saying. The first time there were 2
police and the second time I
think there were 3 or 4 officers. There was a
heated discussion with the
police. I don't know the Sateriy's. The dog
was not barking. Ken Requena
is an electrician. He parks his vans just south
of his house. The tree is
vey bushy and I couldn't see Ken through it. I
couldn't see Ken point a gun
at the men. I could hear a man yelling.
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - during the first incident
the men were at the end of the
driveway - 24' I guess They never approached
closer to the driveway - there
was some yelling going on. I was by my front
door and it was probably open my drive is about 25' and then the street and
their driveway - I was maybe
50' away. I could hear Ken so he was talking
pretty loud. When the 2 men
came back they were talking to Ken before the
police - the men were about 12'
closer to me when they were under the tree. I
heard a lot of people yelling
and talking and at some point I heard Requena
talking and yelling. They
were all pretty loud. The 2 men were talking to
police loudly. The men had
their backs to me facing the officers. The
officer probably had his back to
Requena. They were facing the police officer
and talking. I think they
looked over the police and talking. Someone
came and got the dog. I never
saw the dog try to bite anyone. I saw the end
ofthis confrontation. The 2
men under the tree left and the police talked to
neighbors and then left.
RD BY PA VERHAREN - I could see the 2 men with
the dog when confronted by the
police. This went on for quite a while - 15 -
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09:40:44

20 minutes. About 10 minutes
after the police got there someone came to get
the dog.
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - I heard the men being
aggitated but I'm not sure they
were talking to them or about them but they were
mad. They were talking to
the police officer. I think they were making
comments to the Requenas - I
couldn't hear what they were saying but they
were looking at them (Requenas)
They were also looking at the police and
Requenas were behind them. They
lookd like they were trying to calm them down.
r didn't see the police try
to keep the men from communicating with
Requenas.
EX BY DA WHITAKER - Ken's vans say AK Electric.

09:41:12

Judge: Luster,John

09:38:29
09:38:39
09:39:02
09:39:15
09:39:35
09:39:49
09:40:02
09:40:29

Witness excused
09:41 :26

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls #2

09:41 :33

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears

09:41 :55

09:42:38
09:42:52
09:43:24
09:44:07
09 :44: 19
09:44:31
09:44:47
09:45:14

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
1924 Pennsylvania Avenue, CDA. I live there
with my wife and 3 step children
and have lived there 7 years. My wife is
Kimberly Requena. I was born in
Manhattan NY and I am Puerto Rican. I gew up in
the Bronx unti I I went into
the Army. I was honorably discharged.
Describes home - my garage door
fronts20th street. My wife and I spend time in
the garage - she smokes
cigarettes and I smoke cigars. The vehicles
stay in the drivewy. I have a
business - AK Electric - describes business. I
am not involved in retail
sales. I do not sell electrical parts out of my
home or van. August 16,
'2009 my wife and I were home. At one point I
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09:45:29
09:45:44
09:46:03
09:46:20
09:46:33
09:46:55
09:47:08
09:47:26
09:47:48
09:48:05
09:48:22
09:48:52
09:49: 12
09:49:26
09:49:49
09:50: 11
09:50:24
09:50:45
09:51 :03
09:51 :28
09:51 :38
09:51 :50
09:52:24'

directed her to call 911. This
was about 4:00 pm. This was a hot summer
afternoon. I was in my bathing
suitand had a fidora on. My wife and I were
smoking as was my 20 year old
who was visiting. We were in the garage facing
20th sreet. I was right in
the garage and my wife was directly to my right.
My wife had shorts and a
T-sirt or summer top on. We were maybe 30' give
or take from 20th street. A
green truck was driving on 20th coming past my
house. There were
individuals looking at me with disgust and it
had a swastica on the rear left
back panel - drawn in on dirt. They kept
staring at me and I looked at my
wife and lifted my hands and said "what the
fuck." at my wife. They stopped
at the stop sign and threw it into reverse and
stopped in front of my garage.
They were 20-30' from my driveway. After they
parked one yelled "hey, come
over here." r did not approach - I felt afraid.
The next thing I observed
they were starting to charge toward me. I told
my wife to call 911 and give
me the gun. I took the gun and put a gun in the
chamber and cocked it. I
was in my garage facing 20th street when I did
.
this. The men stopped pretty
much before they came on my property line. I
kept the gun at my side and
never pointed it at them. They began to yell
that I "fucked up" and that
they were going to come back and take care of
it. Identifies defendants as 2
of the men - Frank and William Tankovich. I
recognize Frank as being the
drive and William as being the passenger. They
both got out of the vehicle.
There was a 3rd individual on the back of the
truck that jumped off - I don't
see him here today. PL EX #5 - photoofIra
Tankovich. He was the man on the
back of the truck that jumped off.
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09:52:32

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Motion to admit EX #5

09:53:09

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
No objeciton

09:53:13

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
No objeciton

09:53:15

Judge: Luster,John
ADMIT EX #5

09:53:25

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
The police came and talked to us and left after
about 5 minutes. Maybe 20
minutes give or take later we were standing in
the garage looking toward Penn
I saw Frank and William coming toward my house
iwth a pitbull and I told my
wife to call 911 and give me the gun.

09:53 :42
09:53:54
09:54:07
09:54:32

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Motion to admit #2 and # 1

09:54:42

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
No objection

09:54:45

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
No objection

09:54:48

Judge: Luster, John
ADMIT EX # 1 AND #2

09:55:09

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
DX CONT. - we were in the garage when we saw
them returning. They stood at
the tip of the driveway - they said I fucked up
and they were going to fuck
me up. I stood there in the garage watching
them and the dog waiting to see
what was going to happen. They seemed angry and
aggitated. I had concern
for my safety. When they came back the 2nd time
they came to the tip of my
property. As my wife was on the phone with 911
she started yelling

09:55:32
09:55:44
09:55:56
09: 56: 11
09: 5 7: 16
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09:57:55

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

09:57:58

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

09:58:01

09:58:21
09:58:44
09:59:33
10:00:15
10:00:32
10:00:53
10:01:07
10:01: 19
10:01:40
10:01:54
10:02: 13
10:05:59

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
When she yelled I saw Ira walking on 20th - he
had a little pep in his step
then he slowed - he continued on and threw a gun
into the grass. I was
watching him and it was nickle plated and
obvious that it was a gun. Ira was
placed into custody. My wife and I never left
the garage. Shows on EX the
location of Frank and William. When the police
arrived they were together
with the pitbull. I was within hearing of them
as they were contacted by the
police. They called me a fucking beaner and
fucking terrorist. They kept
saying it over and over and over. They were
saying they were going to take
care of things themselves. It felt like this
went on for a couple of hours it was quite a long time. My wife and I were
standing in the garage with a
police officer - we were basically watching the
incident take place. The
police made them leave - they didn't want to
leave (Frank and William) PL
EX #4 is my Glock 45 I used that day.

10:06:56

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Motion to admit

10:07:00

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
No objection

10:07:03

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
No objeciton

10:07:06

Judge: Luster, John
ADMIT EX #4

10:07:13

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
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10:08: 18

10:08:36

I heard sirens and it took me a few minutes to
see the police car. I did not
know the Tankovich brothers before August 16 - I
had never met them.

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Motion to publish EX #4 and #5 to the jury.

10:08:56

Judge: Luster, John
EX #4 and #5 to be published to the jury

10: 10:24

10: 10:43
10: 10:46
10: 10:59
10: 11 :01
10: 11: 18
10: 11 :34
10: 12:07
10: 12 :34
10: 12:47
10: 13 :08
10: 13:35
10: 13 :49
10: 14:03

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - August 16 in the garage I
was smoking and maybe had a
drink. I don't think my wife was drinking. My
driveway slants down to the
was looking at my wife when I did that and I
think they're backing might have
street. I made a hand gesture with both hands
and said "what the fuck". I
been a reaction to what I said/did. The gesture
may mean come and get some.
The truck stopped about 50' away and when it
stopped the gun wasi n the house
maybe 30' away. It took my wife maybe 10-20
seconds to go into the house,
get my gun, call 911 and give the gun to me.
They were walking fast charging is the same. From the truck to the
edge of the driveway they could
. have covered 20' give or take. This took
seconds - 5-10 seconds. They were
exiting the vehicle when my wife went to
retrieve the gun. When she returned
with the gun they were pretty close to the edge
of the driveway. If they
were running they may have reached me.

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10: 14:05

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

10:14:08

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
I don't know ifthey could have reached me prior
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10: 14:23
10: 14:40
10: 14:55
10: 15: 17
10: 15 :42
10: 16:03

to my wife giving me the gun
had they tried to reach me. My wife gets the
gun, I cock it and put a bullet
in it prior to anyone reaching me. No one had
threatened me by word or
movement at that time. I don't recall what
anybody was saying as they were
charging. r just recall hearing "hey, come over
here." I think that was
Frank. I don't recall either Frank or Bill
saying anything to me before I
have the gun with a bullet in the chamber.

10: 16:17

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10: 16:22

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

10: 16:27

10: 16:42
10: 16:54

10: 17:23
10: 17:53
10: 18: 15
10: 18:30
10: 19:00
10: 19: 13
10: 19:27

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
Once I pulled the gun it was less than 30
seconds before they left. There
were 2 other persons on the back of the truck.
I didn't see a young girl or
an older woman. I saw Bill and Frank walking on
Penn and didn't see Bill on
a phone. I only saw them and a pitbull. I
don't recall seeing anything in
Bills hand. They didn't step on my property.
It seemed like it was only a
couple of minutes before the police arrived. It
was simultaneously when the
police arrived and I saw Ira. I was inside the
garage and could see Frank
and Bill when they were talking to the police.
They were about 20' away from
each other. William was at the corner past the
tree. The tree does not
block the view of Brunelle's house.

10: 19:37

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10: 19:40

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained
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10: 19:44
10:20:02

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
I could hear Bill say to the police "he pulled a
gun on me." He was upset
and I heard him say "arrest that fucking beaner.

"
10:20:13

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:20:17

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

10:20:20

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
I could hear Williams words and he said I was "a
fucking terrorist." and to
"arrest that fucking beaner. I heard him say
that he'd just take care of it
himself - this was after he say "he pulled a gun
on me."

10:20:44
10:21 :00

II

10:21 :24

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:21 :27

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

10:21 :30

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - CONT - I am familiar with
what I found offensive to me.
I have talked to PA VerHaren to me. He didn't
help me with my testimony. I
have testified before. I cocked the gun in the
front of me (demonstrates) I
put it down to my right side. The gun was
pointed at an angle down pointed
toward the ground when I cocked it. In my
opinion I did nothing to instigate
this. I was standing in my drive and they may
have seen the hand
demonstration to my wife.

10:21:55
10:22:09
10:22:33
10:23 :03
10:23:23
10:23 :44
10:23:47

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:23:50

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained
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10:23:53

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:23:55

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

10:23:57

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:23:59

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

10:24:03

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
I could observe Bill talking to the officers.
He was never making steps to
my property and they didn't make attempts to
stop him from talking. The
police observed every comment he made and made
no attempts to keep him from
making the statements.

10:24:22
10:24:47
10:25 :00
10:25:04

Judge: Luster, John
Recess - admonishes jury.

10:25:27

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

10:50:40
Recording Started:
10:50:40

Record
T ANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

10:50:41

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - return the jury - jury present
and in place.

10:51:53

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
EX BY DA WHITAKER - DEF EX A - shows my house Pennsylvania and 20th street.
EX #4 - gun - owned by my wife.

10:53:32
10:54:13

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I need to address something outside presence of
the jury
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10:54:31

Starting Side Bar.
Starting Side Bar.

10;54:53

Ending Side Bar.
Ending Side Bar.

10:54:55

Judge: Luster, John
Let's take this up outside the presence of the
jury - excuses and admonishes
jury

10:55: 12
10:55:47

10:56: 12
10:56:32
10:56:45
10:56:51

10:57:09
10:58:08

10:58:23

10:58:38
10:58:55
10:59:15
10:59:30
10:59:46
10:59:52

11 :00:08

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I want to XE defendant on the fact that he is a
convicted felon. He said he
was honorably discharged from the army and that
goes to character. At the
last trial he testified it was his gun and now
we hear it's his wife's gun
and I want to be able to address that
Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
The court has addressed this issue earlier. As
far as the state opening the
door - I don't see how this has happened at all.
If questioning re: prior
testimony I ask that there be no reference to
"the other trial"
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
contrary to the last trial the state has
attempted to bolster his credibility
and character with prior military service.
That's what's different this time
and that's why the court needs to reevaluate it.
The issue re: whose gun it
is gives him reason to lie. I understand this
was litigated ·before but this
is a different trial and different evidence. We
need to explain why the lie
is relevant.
Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
March 3 2010 there was a DV between Ken and her
and the gun was used- ths
dispute arose from the gesture and the handgun
was used in that instance.
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11 :00:33

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART

11 :00:46

The court has already heard argument and ruled
on both issues - neither are
relevant. The prior ruling should apply

II :00:54

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

I 1 :0 I :26

We need ot use the report to show that he
changed his testimony to cover up
what really happened.

11 :0 I :36

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED

I 1 :0 I :48

His felony convictions are drugs and a weapons
charge and it is relevant and
should come in.

I 1 :01 :55

Judge: Luster, John

11 :02: II

11 :03:14
11 :03:25
11 :03:38
II :03:51
11 :04:06
II :04:23
11 :04:54

11:05:14
11 :05 :42
11 :06: 18

11 :06:31

If he's testified under oath previously that
should come in and is open
game. It is not relevant what the nature ofthe
prior proceeding was. The
prohibition is not ownership but felon in
possession and he could be
prosecuted by being in possession of a firearm.
The court is not persuaded
tht him telling us that this is not his gun is
prosecution - the conviction
could lie whether this is his or his wife's gun.
The domestic disturbance
is not probative - the issue is whether he
pulled a firearm - lawful self
defense or not. I am not satisfied that there
is any basis to get into the
subsequent domestic that may have resulted in
use of a firearm. Mr. Requena
volunteered the fact that he was honorably
discharged from the arm. I don't
think that this opens the door. The 2
convictions don't go toward
credibility.

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
clarifies ruling re: inquiry to be made

11 :07:00

Judge: Luster, John
explains - return the jury - jury present and in
place.
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I I :07:59

11 :08:22
11:08:42

11 :09:06

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
EX BY DA WHITAKER - CONT - I testified that the
gun was mine but my wife
legally owns it - she purchased it. My wife
handed me the gun and I cocked it
putting a gun in the chamber. That makes a
noise

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

11:09:10

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

11:09:13

11 :09:29
II :09:56
11: 10:23
11: I 0:46
11: 10:57
I 1: 10:58

11: II :06

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
Either when I cocked it or when they saw it they
stopped walking. I don't
recal the exact moment that they stopped. On
EX # I - shows where Ira threw
the gun. He threw the gun into the grass.
Bill and Frank were walking on
the sidewalk on Penn toward my house. The
police came and separated them.
When the police came they had not said a word to
me by them. The police
point Frank looked toward me.
brought them up on my yard. There were no
periods of calm. Only at one

Add'Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

11:11:10

Judge: Luster, John
reask

I 1: 11: 15

II :11:52
11:12:06
II :12:26
11:12:35
II :13:00

Other: REQUENA, KENNETH
It felt like he was yelling at me. The dog just
stood there. They were
saying "don't worry we'll take care of it."
They were saying this to each
other - trying to help each other out somehow.
As a result of this Frank
wasn't arrested and was allowed to go home.
RD BY PA VERHAREN - Frank looked at me when the
police were with him and he
said "don't worry about it we'll take care of
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1 I : ] 3: 13
11: I 3:30
11: 14:34

this fucking beaner ourselves."
He was looking at me - they were loud - I took
this as a threat.
RX BY DA SCHWARTZ - reads transcript of prior
testimony - he said "arrest
that fucking beaner, he pointed a gun at me,
arrest that fucking beaner.
This is a threat to my freedom. After reading
the transcript it refreshes my
memory - the first thing they said was "arrest
that fucking beaner".
II

I 1: 14:50
II: 15:27

II: 15:43

Judge: Luster, John
Step down

11:15:58

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
We ask he not be released

II : 16:06

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Agree

II: 16:08

Judge: Luster, John
Witness to step down subject to recall

II :16:21

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls #3

II: 16:42

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Swears

11: 16:47

11: 17:26
11: 17:42
II : 19: 19

11: 19:35
11 :20:03
II :20:21
II :20:41

Other: OLIVER, JULIE
714 N 20TH CDA, I have lived there with my
husband since 1976. PL EX #2 shows location of my house - SE corner of 20th
and Penn. Shows location of
Rolaine's house and Requena's house. August 16,
2009 appx 5:00 - late
afternoon I saw a pickup backing up from the
stop sign on 20th street. They
backed up in front of Ken's driveway and
stopped. They were backing up
slowly -3 men in the back and dog in the kennel
and on the dirt of the truck
were the words "born 2 kill) This was written in
the mud on the truck with a
finger. This was on the passenger side of the
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truck - I couldn't see the
drivers side. I saw the passenger get out and
walk around the truck to the
II :21 :09
neighbors. I stepped out on the porch and
another man got out of the truck.
II :21 :23
I hollered at them to leave. I felt
uncomfortable - I felt something bad was
II :21:37
going to happen. The man standing at the back
ofthe truck yelled to me to
11 :21 :51
shut up. I went inside and called 911 and
spoke to the dispatcher. There
II :22: 13
was yelling. Kim was yelling at the man
standing by the curb. I saw Ken II :22:30
he was at the top of his driveway - I couldn't
see anything else. I saw that
11 :22:45
Ken had a gun with it in front of him holding it
with both hands. I looked
11 :23:01
like he was pointing it down. They were just
yelling at each other. They
11 :23:24
both got back into the truck and left. I only
saw 2 people get out of the
1 I :23 :36
truck. The police came and were there 5-10
minutes. I was looking out the
II :24:05
kitchen window and saw 2 men standing by the
stop sign at 20th and Penn II :24: 17
they had a dog - they were talking to each
other. I recognized the dog as
II :24:31
the one in the back of the pickup. They walked
across the street and stood
11 :24:45
at Ken's driveway. There was a lot of yelling
going on. I couldn't hear the
II :25:01
words. I walked out into the middle of the
street to talk to my husband and
11 :25: 17
when walking back I saw another male walking
down 20th street toward
11 :25:31
Pennsylvania. I was walking across the street
to my driveway when I saw him.
II :25:49
I don't know why he caught my attention. I
went into the house and called
1] :26:05
911 and looked back outside and saw the police
coming - there was just a lot
11 :26: 17
of yelling. I didn't see anything after that.
Other police arrived and
II :26:56
talked to the 2 men standing on the street and
with Ken. This went on quite
II :27:07
some time. I couldn't hear clearly. They were
1 I :20:55
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II :27:24
II :27:51
11 :28:05
II :28:42
11 :28:54
11 :29:02

11 :29:43

yelling at the police - one
ofthe 2 men who approached with the dog. One
got into a red jeep with a
woman I assume was his wife, with the dog, and
left. Both men eventually
left - the police were still there. I didn't
hear any yelling coming from
the truck but only between Ken and the man who
walked around the truck to the
curb - it was constant.
XE BY DA WHITAKER - photo of neighborhood identifies house

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Motion to admit

11 :29:53

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
No objection

11 :29:56

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
None

11 :29:58

Judge: Luster, John
ADMIT DEF EX A

11 :30:07

II :30:26
II :30:47
11:31:01
11:31 :17
11 :31 :54
11:32:05
11 :32:28
11 :32:56
11:33:12

Other: OLIVER, JULIE
I just saw the truck backing up - the writing on
the truck was on the
opposite side from the Requenas house so they
couldn't see it. I saw 2 men
get out of the truck - one stood by the back of
the truck and the other
approached Requenas. I looked over and saw Ken
there - at first he didn't
have a pistol - he then had one. The pistol was
not at his side - it was in
front of him. I didn't see him cock the pistol
just holding it in front of
him. His house is higher in elevation than mine
and is elevated a little
from street leveL There were 2 cards in the
drive. The man stopped at the
curb. I couldn't see him well because the picku
pwas in the way - there was
a van there also. r saw Ken with the pistol and
there was yelling going on
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11 :33:26
II :33:43
II :33:59
11 :34:32
11 :34:48
11 :35:30
II :36:04
II :36:27
11 :36:33
11 :36:56
11 :37:26
11:37:40

11 :38:08
11:38:19
II :38:38
II :39:07
II :39:26
11 :40:34
I I :40:52
II :41:10
11:41:28
11 :41 :46
II :42:03
II :42:34

an the 2 guys got back into the truck and took
off. I then saw the 2 guys
come back about 1/2 hour later. I first noticed
them in front of my house on
the sidewalk. When I looked out next they had
crossed and were standing in
the street next to the property. I never saw
them on the phone. The dog was
the aquietest part of the whole thing. The dog
was very mellow. I don't
know if (Frank) was driving the truck. I first
saw him when they came back.
Ken came outside the garage. He appeared upset
- he was yelling and had a
pistol in his hands.
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - when I saw Requena with
the pistol I think that yelling
had commenced. I don't know who was yelling
before the gun. Maybe a minute
of yelling before the pistol came out - It was
fast. The second time - on
return of the men - they were talking. They
were not making threatening
gestures to myself or the Requenas. They were
stationary on the corner of
the street. Less than a minute later I looked
out and they had crossed the
street. 3-4 police arrived. One man was by the
light post talking to the
police - the other standing (here) talking and
they they moved over here
(demonstrates) The whole time they were on the
Requena side of the street.
More than 50% of the time the other individual
was moved to the other side of
the street. The police were also talking to the
Requenas. I didn't see the
police tackle the men, become more aggitated.
At first it was worse when the
police arrived but then they calmed down. The
police never tried to restrain
the men. I didn't see the police try to get
them to stop talking to
Requenas. I did see the men talking over the
police to Ken. I don't recall
seeing the police try to stop them front
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I 1:42:50
II :43:42
II :44:21

11 :44:47
11 :45:08
II :45:15

pointing to the Requenas.
RD BY PA VERHAREN - Frank's back was to me Williams was not. Frank was
calmer - William was the one doing the yelling
as far as I'm concerned. 2-3
times I saw either William or Frank gesture
beyond the police to Requenas.
RX BY DA SCHWARTZ - I appeared that Williams arm
waiving wasi n response to
the officers comments.

Judge: Luster, John
Excused

II :45:19

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls #4

II :45:26

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears

II :46:03

11 :46:20
I 1:46:37
II :47:04
I I :47:26

11 :47:40
11 :47:55
II :48:12
II :48:28
II :48:48

11 :49:00
I 1:49: 17
II :49:38'

Other: REQUENA, KIMBERLY
I live with husband Ken and my 3 children.
August 16, 2009 I called 911 in
the evening -3:00-4:00 pm. I was inside my
house. I had been outside in
the garage with my husband and step son. I was
wearing summer clothes. We
were hanging out enjoying the evening. A truck
was passing by with a bunch
of guys in it that looked mean. The truck was a
green dirty with things
written on it. There was a swastica on the back
left panel. The truck went
to the stop sign and squeeled the tires and
backed up to the driveway. They
started yelling and throwing their hands up in
the air jump"ing out of the
vehicle and approaching my house. 3 guys - they
were cursing and yelling. My
husband asked me to get the gun and call 911.
went into the house, called
911 and got my husband the gun. I recognize
Frank and William as 2 of those
men. EX #5 - photo - I recognize the person as
Ira. He was in the bakc of
the truck - got out and approached the drive. I
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II :57:07

went inside and called 911 looking outside and talking to the operator.
saw them approaching the
driveway and saw them yelling and throwing arms
up and got back into truck
and drive away. They were cursing and yelling
as they left saying they'd be
back. I spoke to officers when they arrived and
they were there 4-5 minutes.
About 20 minutes later I saw Frank and William
walking on the street coming
toward my house iwth a pitbull. I got scared and
called 911 again. I knew it
was the same people. They walked to the grass
area- not right in front of .
the drive this time. I was still right inside
the garage. I was outside in
the garage when I called 911 the 2nd time from
my cell phone. Frank said
"you fucked with the wrong people I'm going to
fuck you up." He yelled this.
William was next to him and the dog was in
front of them. I had already
called the police and they were on the way. I
saw Ira walking up. Frank and
William were there confronting my neighbor.
sawthe police arrive and I
yelled to him that Ira was with them. Ira
turned and was cut offby a police
officer. I saw him throw a gun and the officer
got out with a gun in his hand
and detained Ira and cuffed him. We talked to a
police officer in front of
th garage. The officers had split Frank and
William up. I heard William
yelling that we were in this with the officers
and they'd have to come back
and take care of it themselves. That they'd
have to come back and take care
of this beaner. He made this comment 6-] 0
times. I heard Frank -looking
directly at my husband and myself saying "yea,
we're going to come back and
take care of this f-ing beaner over and over

II :57: 19

General:

11:50: 17
II :50:31

11:50:44
11 :50:58
11 :51: 15
II :51 :35

11 :51:47
11 :52:02
11 :52:16
11 :52:33
11 :52:45
11 :53:12
11 :53 :40
11:53:57
II :54:52
II :55:03
II :55:25

11 :55:59
II :56: 10

11 :56:26
11 :56:52
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Time stamp
II :57:29

11: 58:06
II :58:57

Other: REQUENA, KIMBERLY
The 2nd time went on for 2 112 or 3 hours. They
eventually left - they were
refusing to leave. I don't remember hearing
sirens. I never heard anyone
inquire about electrical cord or cable.

II :59:05

Judge: Luster, John
Recess for lunch - witness to return at 1:00 admonishes jury.

I 1: 5 9:34

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

13:04:49
Recording Started:
13:04:49

Record
TANKOYICH, FRANK JAMES

l3 :04:52

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session

13:05:07

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
I had a reporter approach me during the recess
and asked me why I was going
foward on this a second time and I indicated I
don't-do that. She indicated
that one of opposing counsel did that. 1 ask
for an order prohibiting
counsel from discussing this with the press so
we don't have any inadvertent
reading of the case during the trial.

13:05:32
13 :05:48
13:06:00
13:06:14
13 :06:22

13:06:36

l3:07:01

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I gave the comment - the question was not about
evidence or procedure but a
policy comment. PA gives daily statements to
the press as to daily updates.
Judge: Luster, John
I don't gather that he was critical just that
he was asking for a gag order.
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13:07:15

13 :07:31

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I have no objection but I spoke to the reporter
after seeing PA McHugh giving
daily updates.

13:07:39

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I just don't talk to the press so I don't care.

13:07:53

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
There is a difference between updates and
quotes.

13:08:05

Judge: Luster, John
I gather there are some concerns that the
state is raising - given the fact
that this case has generated some degree of
press attention - this is evident
this is a noteworthy case and is pretty evident
that both defendant should
receive a fair trial and not be tried in the TV
or newspaper. I cannot limit
them from doing their job. ENTER A DIRECTIVE TO
ALL COUNSEL THAT NO PUBLIC
STATEMENTS SHALL BE MADE TO ANY REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE PRESS UNTIL VERDICT.

13 :08:29
13:08:47
13:08:58
13:09:13
13:09:46

13: 1 0:02

13: 1 0: II

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Off the record statements as well?
Judge: Luster, John
. DON'T MAKE ANY STATEMENTS AT ALL

13:10:34

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
No question.

13: 10 :44

Judge: Luster, John
Return the jury - jury present and in place.

13:11:10

Other: REQUENA, KIMBERLY
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - They were holding their
arms up in the air and they were
angry and yelling - my husband didn't make that
gesture to them. He made it
to me - now like that - hands not that far up in
the air. I have not
previously made statements that my husband made

13: 11 :56
13: 12: 13
13: 13 :21
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13:13:38

an aggressive gesture to the
defendants.

13:13:44

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I have an issue that needs to be taken up
outside the presence of the jury

13: 14:00

Judge: Luster, John
Excuses and admonishes jury.

13:14:17

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
She's testifed differently now than in the
previous trial and now she's
denied that she made a statement re: domestic.
I'll have to use the police
report from the subsequent incident. She's now
said that he didn't instigate
this and she said previously that she did.

13: 14:38
13: 14:51
13 :15 :06
13: 16:02

Judge: Luster, John
off the record - report to read last question
asked for PA VerHaren

13: 16:10

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

13:17:38
Recording Started:
13:17:38

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

13:17:41

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I found what I need - I'll have to recall Mr.
Requena to get what I need.

13: 17:57

Judge: Luster, John
Return jury - jury present and in place.

13:19:00

Other: REQUENA, KIMBERLY
EX BY DA SCHWARTZ - My husband made gestures to
me - touched my arm (one
hand) and said "what the fuck". The car backed
up so fast it squeeled its
tires. I didn't look for tire marks. I don't
know how fast it was going. I

13: 19:54
13 :20: 15
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13 :20:54
13 :21: I 0
13 :21 :42

don't know what tires squeeled - I have no idea
if I saw smoke. I couldn't
see all 4 tires. i don't know if any of the
tires had smoke on them. The
truck backed up from the stop sign to ...

13 :21 :52

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

13:21:55

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

13:21:58

13 :22:13
13 :22:26
13 :23:03
13 :24:34
13 :24:50
13 :25:00
13 :25:24
13:25:49
13:26:00
13 :26 :21
13:26:35
13:26:48
13:27:15
13:27:28
13:27:52
13 :28:22

Other: REQUENA, KIMBERLY
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ CONT - they stopped at the
stop sign at the corner and
revesed to right in front of the driveway and I
think they were closer to our
side of the road. We saw the truck and my
husband said nothing to me until
it backed up. Reviews portion oftranscript.
already said that. He told
me to go get the gun. The gun was inside on the
kitchen counter. It's
normal to keep the gun on the kitchen counter
when the kids are gone. The
kitchen counter is abou 4' inside from the
garage. He also asked me to call
911. I did this after I gave him the gun. I
remember making statements
abot what was going on. I didn't make any
statements that my husband was
bein bad or not behaving properly. I didn't
make any statements that my
husband did anything to instigate this. When I
was inside I couldn't hearing
voices or words. I don't know what was going on
outside when I was inside
calling 911. I was scared when this incident
occurred. After the incident we
went back to what we were doing. It didn't
make me change my day at all.
The 2 men were walking. I didn't see one on a
cell phone. I didn't see them
stop at the corner. I didn't see them stop
anywhere and have a discussion.
They ended up in the front of the drive. Prior
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to the police arriving none
of them had set foot on my property. I heard
them yelling during the second
13:29: 16
part of the incident. When the police were
there I heard yelling. Shows
13:29:45
where Frank and William were standing. When the
police were questioning him
13:30: I 0
they kept him right there (indicates on photo.)
I heard them asking the
13:30:29
police to arrest my husband. I own the gun.
call it my gun.The dog looked
13:31 :15
like it was waiting for a command. It didn't
bark or grow I or lunge that I
13 :31 :29
remember. re: view of Penn from garage. I saw
Ira throw the gun
13:32:58
EX BY DA WHITAKER - I saw a swastica on the
side of the truck. No and yes,
13:33:20
I previously testified it was a star. It is not
correct that it could have
13:34:12
been a star - despite my prior testimony. The
gun is my gun. I don't
13:34:44
remember if! previously testified that it was
my husband's gun. EX #4 13:36:10
it'smy gun, our gun, my gun, registered to me.
It's a 45 glock. It's a good
13:36:24
gun. They pulled up to the stop sign and the
backed up. 3 people got out
13:36:53
and charged toward the house. I have no idea
how fast they charged. I ran
13: 3 7 :06
inside the house, grabbed the 45 which was
sitting on the counter. There was
13:37:19
a clip already in it. A bullet wasn't in the
chamber - I wasn't out there
13:37:39
when it was cocked. For me to run inside, grab
the gun and come back out
13:37:55
took seconds. They weren't on my driveway.
There was not just one person
13:38:33
who approached my house the first time. They
left and the police came and
13:38:45
were there maybe 5-6 minutes. The police then
left. We didn't close our
13:39:03
garage. I don't remember who took the pistol
back inside - I think it was my
13:39:20
husband and he put in the same spot. About 20
minutes later the Tankoviches
13:39:38
returned. I don't remember if! immediately
13:28:46
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13 :40:05
13:40:14
13:40:26
13:40:57
13:41:20
13:41:33
13:42:04
13:42:22
13:42:28
13:42:40
13:42:53
13:43:50
13:44:09
13:44:28
13:44:49
13:45:08

13:45:41

went back inside to get the
gun. I did get the gun and handed it to my
husband, the police arrived and
the gun was put inside the cabinet. I don't
know why the gun was put inside
a cabinet. I have no idea where the police
retrieved the gun from. Frank
yelled 6-1 Otimes that Ken was an f-ing beaner
and they'd come back and take
care of things. The police were tehre the
seocnd time for 2 112 - 3 hours.
I never said first ting to Frank that he was
an "ugly mother fucker." I do not
know if Frank was arrested at the scene.
don't remember seeing him cuffed
and taken away.
RD BY PA VERHAREN - the police didn't take the
gun after the first incident.
I don't recall showing the gun to the police.
The second time the police
did take the gun - an officer gave it back to
us. I heard Frank saying he
was going to fuck up my husband.
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - once the police showed up
the incident took 2 112 - 3
hours. The police tried to keep them from
yelling racial slurs or threats.
They didn't arrest them or try to restrain them.
There were a couple (cops)
who tried to tell them to shut up but they
didn't listen to them.

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

13:45:45

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

13:45:47

13:46:09
13:46:25
13:46:41

Other: REQUENA, KIMBERLY
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - during that 2 112 - 3 hours
the police didn't tazer them.
The police never put them in police car or move
them out of ear show of us.
MOTION
XE BY DA WHITAKER - the police came pretty fast
and I think the first time I
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13:46:55

heard the word beaner the police were already
tehre.

13:47:06

Judge: Luster, John
You're free to leave today but remain available
for the remainder of the
case.

13:47:20
13:47:23

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls #5

13:47:35

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears

13:48:34

13 :49:04
13 :49:21
13 :49:58
13:50:12
13:50:29
13:50:49
13:51 :09
13 :51:27
13 :51 :53
13:54:04
13:54:18
13:54:33
13:56: 11
13:56:34
13:57:05

Other: DUNHAM, HENRY WILLIAM
CDA PD 8 years. Re: duties. I wear a uniform
and drive a patrol car with a
radio. August 16, 2009 I went to 1924
Pennsylvania Avenue 2 times. The
first time it was approximately 5 min to 7. A
vehicle had stopped in front
of a house and caused a disturbance enough that
a nieghbor called. I
responded to the location and contacted the
neighbor, Julie Oliver. I was
there 112 hour at the most. I believe that the
other officer contacted the
other party. About 35 minutes after that I went
back and I ran lights and
sirens to get there quickly. Several blocks
from the area I turned lights
and sirens off. There were other police
officers on the scene when I
arrived. Shows direction of travel on photo
exhibit. The individuals
contacted were beligerent and aggressive. I
focused my contact on one male
and another officer focused on the other. The
person I was focused on was
identified as William Tankovich. Identifies
William. When I was talking to
William I guess he was 30'-50' away from Requena
garage. I attempted to
speak with William - he interrupted me all the
time and was confrontational.
I wanted to find out what happened from him but
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13:57:38
13:57:51

he was being irrational.
William was uncooperative, confrontational.
was trying to find out what
happened. He yelled the word beaner.

13:59:44

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Objection

13 :59:48

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

13:59:50

14:00:30
14 :00:43
14:02:07
14:02:22
14:02:51
14:03: II
14:03:27
14:03:42
14:04: 10
14:04:25
14:04:5 I
14:05:04
14:06:55
14:07:08
14:07:26
14:08:40

Other: DUNHAM, HENRY WILLIAM
He said several times that he'd take care of the
situation himself. There
were times he directed his comments to Kenneth
Requena while I was there.
Kenneth was calm. I had interaction with
Kimberly - she was very scared.
The 2 Tankovich's were yelling that they were
going to take care ofthis
themselves - this was while I was at the garage
with the Requenas
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - I don't know how many actual
911 calls there were. I am
not aware that Mr. Tankovich called 911. When I
arrived William was standing
in the roadway of 20th - not in Requena's
proeprty. he gold me Requena
pulled a gun on him. I think he said he stopped
to see if he could buy some
cable and a gun got pulled on him. He didn't
tell me everything about the
event. He only told me those things. That's not
the whole story - it's 2
things that happened. He didn't give me the
other things that happened. He
did not tell meeverything that happened.
William did ask me to arrest
Requena for pullinga gun on him. He sometimes
spoke to Frank as well. I
recal William pointing to Requena. I remember
previously testifYing about
this. Reviews transcript of previous testimony
-this testimony was closer
to the event and my memory is refreshed about
when he pointed to Kenneth
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14:08:57
14:09:15
14:09:28

Requena. My mission is to prevent crime. I did
not arrest Mr. Tankovich for
yelling at Mr. Requena. He never threatened him
and I did not have to
restrain him.

14:10:07

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

14: 10: 10

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

14:10:16

Other: DUNHAM, HENRY WILLIAM
If I see a bank robbery part of my job is to
stop the bank robbery.

14:10:42

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

14:10:47

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

14:10:50
14: 11 :00
14:11:12
14:11:28
14: 12: 15
14: 12:36
14: 13:00
14: 13:06
14: 13:24
14: 13:39

Other: DUNHAM, HENRY WILLIAM
I did not arrest Mr. Tankovich that day. Often
times in cases we respond to
allowed a crime to happen. It depends on how
you define "allow." In this c
we don't take action that day we investigate
further. I wouldn't have
case a report was taken and followed up at a
. later time. I did not stand
by while the Tankovichs made threats to
Requenas. They never made physical
threats. They did not say anyting specific
thatwas a threat. William did
leave and was not arrested.
XE BY DA WHITAKER - I didn't have an in depth
conversation with Frank = may
have spoken briefly with him.
RD BY PA VERHAREN - The word beaner is a
derrogatory term.

14:14:06

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

14: 14:08

Judge: Luster, John
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Sustained

14:14:14

Other: DUNHAM, HENRY WILLIAM
r regarded the comments that they'd take care of
it themselves - my
perception was that they would return and beat
14:14:39
the guy up or cause him some
harm. This was made in the context of
14: 14:51
everything that was being said.
14:15:49
Reviews portion of transcript
14:17:13
RX BY DA SCHWARTZ - I believe this is the 3rd
time I've testified about
this case. re: prior testimony about pointing
14:17:34
to Requena. More than twice
14:20:00
William made a general threat. We made sure
that William and Frank Tankovich
didn't leave the area. 1 was talking to
14:21:02
Williiam about 112 hour. We were on
the scene less than 2 112 hours. I would
14:21:24
testifY what he said and what I
perceived it to mean. He did not make the
14:22:10
statement outright - hesaid it a
few times. I did not arrest William or put him
14:22:46
in a police car. A thread
14:23:31
of physical violence to Requenas - other factors
come into play - it's
possibl that just making a threat is against the
14:23:46
law. I did not keep him
14:24:08
from speaking
XE BY DA WHITAKER - I don't recall William
14:24:30
saying he would "come back" but
14:24:54
that he would "take care of it himself." A
citizen can file a complaint. I
cannot issue a restraining order but I can
14:25:29
trespass someone from the house.
14:25:56
I dont recall if! told defendants they were
trespassed from the house. I
14:26:24
can arrest someone for disturbing the peace.
did not arrest Frank or
14:26:43
William for disturbing the peace. Neither Frank
or William made any move
14:27:19
toward Kenneth. I don't know if I would have
arrested them if they would
14:27:36
have.

14:27:38

Judge: Luster, John
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Excused
14:27:41

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls #6

14:27:51

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Swears

14:29:05

14:29:38
14:30:10
14:30:42
14:30:58
14:31:22

Other: CANTRELL, JONATHAN
CDA PD- 4 years. On August 16, 2009 I was a
patrol officer and went to 1924
Pennsylvania Ave. 1 went there one time - 1930
hours. There were other
officers there when I arrived. I don't recall
the order we got there. I
went to where Officer Ayers was - he was
standing by and talking to a male
who was sitting on the sidewalk. The male was
in cuffs and I took him into
custody - he was identified as Ira Gino
Tankovich.

14:31:34

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objections

14:31:48

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Join

14:31:51

Judge: Luster, John
overruled

14:32:00

Other: CANTRELL, JONATHAN
EX #5 - photo of Ira. I got a look at his
calves from about 5-60'. EX #6
photo showing back of Ira's legs.
Voir Dire by DA Schwartz - I didn't take photo shows legs -no person

14:32:23
14:32:51

14:33:39

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

14:33:41

Judge: Luster, John
overruled EX #6 ADMITTED

14:33:47

Other: CANTRELL, JONATHAN
He smelled 1iek beer to me.
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14:34:20

Judge: Luster, John
Excused

14:34:23

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
calls #7

14 :34:34

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Swears

14:35:07

Other: RENEAU, JERRAD

CDA PD -August 16, 2009 I went to 1924 Penn
once in the early evening.
There were several officers there. I arrived in
14:35:30
patrol car by myself. Shows
on photo exhibit location of other officers. I
14:35:44
began speaking with persons
at
garage. Kimberly, Kenneth and Kord Requena.
14:36:24
Kenneth seemed pretty stoic
- there were a lot of officers talking ot a lot
14:36:56
of different people. He
seemed overly calm and emotionless. I retrieved
14:37:15
his handgun located in a
cabinet in the garage. EX #4 is the handgun.
14:37:39
At the end of my contact with
them I decided to return the handgun to them.
14:37:56
Kimberly was emotional, seemed
to be crying, eyes red and swollen. I did see
14:38:15
Officer Dunham talking to
William Tankovich at the time I arrived or
14:38:44
shortly thereafter. William was
extremely excited and yelling quite a bit. I
14:38:59
didn't pay much attention to
what he was saying but he was not calm.
14:39:12
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - the gun was in a cabinet in
14:39:21
the garage. I don't know if
the garage was cluttered. The cabinet opened
14:39:39
vertically and was mounted on
the wall. The cabinet may have been empty after
14:40:13
I removed the gun. The gun
was not inside when I got there. I was
14:40:30
immediately made aware that there was
a gun involved and I retrieved it.
14:40:44
XE BY DA WHITAKER - I responded within minutes.
14:40:53
Kenneth was standing near
14:41:12
the front of the garage. He was in the doorway
and I cannot say ifhe was
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14:41 :51
14:42:05
14:42:25
14:42:43
14:43:00
]4:43:15
14:43:34
14:43:55
14:44:01

insde or out. Kenneth was stoic - oddly, overly
calm. He seemed calmer to
me than he should have been given the
circumstances. I would say he was
frightened. I would have thought someone calm
would be more relaxed but he
was not relaxed at all. He was not flailing his
arms about or yelling. He
wasjust standing there. SOP is standard
operating procedures. I retrieved
the gun from the garage cabinet. I did not
run the gun - that's SOP. I
don't know who the gun is registered to.
cannot answer the question as to
why I didn'trun the gun.

Judge: Luster, John
Excused

14:44:12

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls #8

14:44:21

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears

14:45:12

14:46: 13
14:46:31
14:46:52
14:47:22
14:47:34
14:48:01
14:48:29
14:48:40
14 :48 :54

Other: WINSTEAD, ALAN
CDA PD since 12/2002. Re: duties August 16,
2009 I was supervising Pete
Tuffod - normal span of supervision is 4 weeks
and I don't know what week we
were on. We went to the Pennsylvania address 2
times after 4:00 pm. The
first time I don't recall ifthere were other
officers there. I observed
offier Tufford speak to the home owner at 1924
Penn. We were there a short
time and left. We returned within a couple of
hours. There were other
offices there when we returned. We responded to
a call in progress and got
out of the car. There was a reported dispute
going on. We walked toward the
parties. I saw a male walking down the sidewalk
and called for him to stop.
I had sgt Ayers respond to that person so I
could stay with officer Tufford.
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14:49:12
14:50:25
14: 51 :02
14:51: 19
14: 51 :36
14:52:06
14:52:34
14:52:49
14:53:25

The male was walking down Pennsylvania - to the
best of my recollections he
as walking east bound and this was before 20th.
I did not write a report and
I do not recall if he was east or west of 20th.
I asked him to stop but he
kept on walking. I asked officer Ayers to
contact that person. When I went
over to assist him the male was near a driveway
- I grabbed a gun off the
fence line- on the ground. I securred the gun
in the back of sgt Ayers car.
There were bullets in the magazine but I don't
know ifthere were bullets in
the chamber. I locked these in Sgt. Ayers
trunk. Protocol is to pull the
slide back and check the chamber -leaving the
slide back.

14:53:42

Judge: Luster, John
Witness excused - no XE

14:54:46

Stop Recording
(On Recess)
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Court Minutes:

Session: LUSTER102510A
Session Date: 10/25/2010
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter: MacManus, Anne

Division: DIST
Session Time: 08:15

Courtroom: Courtroom 1

Clerk(s): Booth, Kathy
State Attorneys:
Public Defender(s):
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

Case ID: 0003
Case Number: CR2009-22548
Plaintiff: STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
Pers. Attorney:
Co-Defendant(s):
State Attorney:
Public Defender:
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0002.
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0004.
10/27/2010
08:34:48
Recording Started:
08:34:48

Recall
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

08:34:56

Judge: Luster, John
In session - day 3
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08:35:12

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Ready

08:35:16
08:35:38

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Before we start I have a motion - when Officer
Cantrell came in he waived to
a juror and ajuror waived back - describes
juror.

08:36:29

Judge: Luster, John

08:37:07

Asks Juror Michael to return to courtroom
questions juror Michael

08:37:48

Other: MICHAEL, JUROR

08:38:06

I do not know Officer Cantrell - he did waive I thought it was a general
waive to the jury.

08:38:09

Judge: Luster, John

08:38:29

Thanks juror Michaels - return the balance of
the jury - jury present and in
place.

08:39:07

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls Sgt Ayers

08:39:16

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears

08:40:15
08:40:37
08:40:49
08:41 :05
08:41: 18
08:41 :30
08:41 :49
08:42:08

Other: AYERS, JASON
. CDA PD - RE: duties, training and experience. I
supervise other officers and
they are typically in other police cars. I've
been a Sgt. for 8 years.
August 16, 2009 I was working and went to 1924
Penn 2 times. The first
time was about 6:00 pm. I was not by myself.
was in a patrol car by
myself. When I arrived there were other
officers present. The first time I
think it was Officer Dunham, Tufford and
Winstead present. I think I was
there maybe 10 minutes. I didn't speak with
anyone. I went back about 112
hour later via dispatch call. It took me maybe
2 minutes to get there. When
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08:42:26
08:42:39
08:44:01
08:44:23
08:44:38
08:44:58
08:45: 16
08:4 5 :29
08:46: 12
08:46:25
08:4 7:00
08:47:15

I arrived the same 2 officers had already
arrived. We all basically arrived
about the same time - they were maybe a couple
100 yards ahead of me. I
first saw a male walking on Penn crossing 20th
street with Officer Winstead
behind following. The male continued to walk
east bound and as I was coming
up behind him he tossed a handgun into the
driveway. I stopped immediately
and contacted him by gunpoint order to the
ground. It took a few orders
before he went to the ground. I cuffed him, pat
searched and other officers
arrived to assist. I searched the man and found
a wallet and a knife. EX #5
- I recognize the person in the photo as Ira
Tankovich - the male I took down
in the street. I have EX 3A and #3B EX #3A
is the handgun that was tossed
by Ira. EX #3B is the knife and magazine I
booked into evidence. These are
in the same condition as when they were taken
into evidence.

08:47:45

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
no objection

08:48:27

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objections as previously noted

08:48:34

Judge: Luster, John
ADMIT EX #3a AND #3B

08:49:46

08:52:20

Other: AYERS, JASON
XE BY DA WHITAKER- he didn't offer physical
resistance. I was basically in
charge as the highest ranking police officer.
Reviews EX #4 - looks like a
Glock 45. The handgun I retrieved is a 22 - I
carry a 40 calibur. The 45 is
a bigger gun and is a semi-automatic. Describes
semi-automatic. The 45 was
not securred in my car.

08:53:05

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART

08:50:03
08:51: 11
08:51 :44
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Objection
08:53:09

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

08:53:14

08:53:27
08:53:45
08:55:00
08:55:37

08:55:52

Other: AYERS, JASON
As far as I know Officer Tufford is caucasion
and I didn't her any racial
comments made to him. If they were violating
the law I mayor may not have
arrested them. I did not witness a crime. I
don't believe that it's in our
policy to run a gun before returning it.
Running a person to see if they
should be in possession of a gun is one thing
and running a gun is another.

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

08:55:54

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

08:55:57

08:56:22
08:56:39
08:56:44

08:57:20

Other: AYERS, JASON
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - I recognize (William) didn't
witness him threaten anyone
- not police or Requenas. Nor Frank. I did not
witness either of them
commit a crime.
RD BY PA VERHAREN - the 22 pistol works the
same way as the 45.

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

. 08:57:24

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Join

08:57:26

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

08:57:32

08:58: 16

Other: AYERS, JASON
the 22 bullets are hollow point - the magazine
is maybe 1/2 way full.
EX BY DA WHITAKER - it takes a bigger bullet for
the Glock and you can get
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08:58:33

holIow points for that gun.

08:58:39

Judge: Luster, John
ExcusedCalls # 10

08: 58:52

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Swears

08:59:29

09:00:25
09:00:43
09:01:08
09: 01 :26
09:01:38
09:01:58
09:02:16
09:03:00
09:03:14
09:03:25
09:03:58
09:04:28
09:04:45
09:05:04
09:05:27
09:05:41
09:06:04
09:06: 19

Other: TUFFORD, PETER
CDA PD August of 2009 I was in part of a
training program - explains August
162009 I was riding with Officer Winstead - my
FTO. I went to 1924 E Penn
and spoke to both Kenneth and Kimberly Requena.
Ken seemed upset and
fearful. Kimberly appeared the same. I was
there for about 10 minutes and
left. About 15 minutes later I got another calI
for service from that same
address - I was about 2 miles from therepretty close. I turned lights and
siren on for about 30 seconds. When we approach
we turn lights/siren off for
officer safety. I turned my lights offat 15th
and Pennsylvania. There were
no other patrol cars ther when we arrived.
There were 2 people standing on
the street in front of the residence - 2 males.
A male and female by the
garage and another male walking east bound on
Penn. Identifies defendants as
persons at the scene. I spoke with the 2 males
standing on the street.
Officer Dunham assisted me. After J made
contact with the 2 males we
separated the 2 so we could talk to them <Jne-onone. I verbalIy identified
Frank Tankovich as the male I spoke to. He was
standing just north of the
driveway in the street. Officer Dunham was
talking to the other at Penn and
20th on the sidewalk. I was appx 15-20' away
from Frank. I have smelled the
odor of alcohol on someone's breath before. I
noticed the odor of alcoholic
beverage coming from his breath. When talking
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09:06:43
09:06:57
09:07: 13
09:07:32
09:08:05
09:08:25
09:09:00
09:09: 16
09:10:23
09:10:37
09:11:09
09: 11 :36
09:11:59
09:12:20
09: 12:52
09: 13:fJ
09:13:54
09:14:10
09: 14:35
09:14:46
09:14:57
09:15:13
09: 15:35

with Frank his demeanor was up
and down. He'd start to shout and I'd calm him
down and he'd talk like I am
now. He'd shout that he was going to take care
of it and shout the word
beaner. He did this numerous times and I'd
redirect his attention to me. He
was looking toward the other person he was
standing in the street with. He
said he'd come back and take care of it himself
numerous times. and He used
the word beaner many times. This was in the
same sentence. I was on scene
of that call for appx 90 minutes.
XE BY DA WHITAKER - I brought y police report
with me. (shows DA Whitaker)
I graduated from POST June 2009. In POST we're
trained to draft police
reports and I've drafted hundreds. I did not
put the odor of alcohol in my
police report. I was with Winstead who was my
FTO. He's there to observe
and see how I'm doing. When I arrived the first
time I saw the handgun #4 it was in the garage. I didn't run it. I
returned a second time and I
walked on foot- they saw me coming and didn't
flee. They were engaged in
conversation - didn't try to flee. They called
to me and after separated
them Frank explained to me what happened.
talked to Frank in the street may have had him sit down on the curb. The
Requenas are standing up toward
the garage area - not in the garage. Frank was
looking toward his brother
and saying they needed to come back. Ifhe
would have yelled at the Requenas
I would have redirected him to me. He didn't
yell at the Requenas when I was
there. From contact I was there the entire time
until they left and he
didn't yell toward the Requenas. I don't know
my heritage. There were no
racist statements made toward me.
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09:15:41

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

09: 15:45

Judge: Luster, John
Answer

Other: TUFFORD, PETER
No racist comments made toward me. Frank told
me I needed to secure Ken's
09: 16:07
firearm and to run a check. He told me there
was a gun involved & pulled on
09: 16:29
him at the prior incident. Frank was right
there in front of me the entire
09: 17:06
time. I felt that the incident didn't escalate.
I do recall smelling
09: 17:22
alcohol on both Kimberly and Ken. Ken said
that he did have a firearm and
that it was involved in the incident but didn't
09: 17:36
say he pointed it at them.
09: 17:50
The second time I was at the scene 90 minutes.
Frank and Bill were not
arrested - if they had committed a crime in
09: 18:04
front of me I would have arrested
09:18:15
them.
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - Ken didn't tell me that he
09: 18:20
specifically loaded the gun
09: 18:28
had it with him for protection and that he
didn't point it at them. The
09: 18:51
Tankovich's said they'd take care of it
themselves - didn't say they'd come
but that his wife retrieved the handgun and he
09: 18:54
had it with him. He said he
09: 19:10
back and take care of it themselves. I briefly
talked to Bill. I could see
09:19:51
him. I didn't see him look toward the Requenas
only heard him talk to
09:20:06
Officer Dunham. He was beyond my control and it
was up to the other officer.
09:20:17
I know that the Tankovich's made statements to
each other.
09:20:41
RD BY PA VERHAREN - Frank said "we'll take care
of it ourselves". He was
09:21 :34
shouting this very loudly. He was shouting the
racial slur very loudly as
09:21 :52
well.
09: 15:49
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09:22:) 6

Judge: Luster, John
excused

09:22:26

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
Calls Tiffany Tankovich

09:23:01

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears

09:23:25

09:24:07
09:25:21
09:26:04
09:27:25
09:27:42
09:28:04
09:28:34
09:29:17
09:29:43

Other: TANKOVICH, TIFFANY
August 16, 2009 I lived with my parents,
brothers and my uncle Frank was in
his motor home out front. Bill is my father.
Identifies Frank and Bill. EX
#5 - photo of my Uncle Ira. Ira was living with
my Aunt Connie's friend. EX
#1 - shows our residence. The easiest way to
our house is to take Penn all
the way and it turns into 23rd street - follow
it to the dead end. EX #6 photo of tattoos on ankles. I'm familiar with
the tattoos - I've seem these
on my Uncle Ira. EX #7 - photo of tattoo eagle - I'm seen this on my Uncle
Ira. EX #8 photograph. I've seem what is
photographed before - on my dad.
It looks like to S's. They are tattoos on his
inner arm - not sure which
arm.

09:29:46

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
Motion to admit EX 8

09:30:21

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection - as previously stated

09:30:30

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Ask for instruction that these are not against
Frank

09:30:40

Judge: Luster, John
ADMIT EX #8

09:30:47

Other: TANKOVICH, TIFFANY
EX #9 -PHOTO of tattoos - Dad has this on. his
chest
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09:31:08

Add Ins: MCHUGH,BARRY
Motion to admit #9

09:31:18

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Same objection

09 :31 :25

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Same

09:31 :27

Judge: Luster, John
ADMIT #9

09:31 :43

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
Motion to admit #9

09:31:54

Judge: Luster, John
Admit EX #9 - objections noted

09:32:02

09:32:36
09:33:47
09 :34:09
09:34:55
09:35: 17
09:35:46
09:36:01
09:37:11
09:37:27
09:37:52
09:38:14
09:38:59
09:39:36

Other: TANKOVICH, TIFFANY
We had some hound dogs and a house dog - the
house dog is a pitbull. I saw
Dad and Frank walk Son 23rd with the dog.
saw Ira and my brother leave
after Dad and Frank. I didn't hear any
conversation. Ira and brother left
wihin 5-10 minutes of Dad and Frank. I had been
gone with Dad, Ira, Frank,
brother Billy and Aunt Connie. When we got back
I didn't see a conversation.
Didn't see Dad and Frank talk before they left.
We stopped on Penn to ask
Kenneth ifhe had some cable wire - I believe it
was for the direct TV, line
that goes to the TV. Before Dad and Frank left
there was conversation about a
911 call. I heard Dad say he was going inside
to grab his cell phone and
call 911. The same people who had been in the
truck were there when he said
that. Dad said he was going to get his phone
and call 911. I went inside
with him. I think the others were still in the
front yard. Dad wasn't
inside maybe a minute - he went inside, grabbed
his phone and left. I have
previously testified. Reviews transcript.
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09:40:38

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

09:40:45

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Objection

09:40:49

Judge: Luster, John
proceed

09:41:02
09:41:15
09:41:41
09:41:47
09:42:03
09:42:22
09:42:36
09:42:39
09:43:11
09:43:34
09:43:48

Other: TANKOVICH, TIFFANY
Reviews transcript - I said Ira and Connie had
been living there for a couple
of weeks before this incident. There was some
sort of cable the boys needed
for fixing something.
EX BY DA SCHWARTZ - I hard Dad say he was going
to call 911 and he went
inside and got the phone. He had a Samsung flip
phone (provides phone
number) Our dogs name is Zena. She's well
behaved and has never bitten
anyone.
EX BY DA WHITAKER - reviews map (EX A) There
were 2 vans parked there saying
AK Electric. I had a pistol pointed at me that
day. I was sitting in the
cab of the truck. The pistol was pointed at my
Dad but I was right behind
him.

09:43:58

Judge: Luster, John
Witness Excused. Recess - admonishes jury

09:44:30

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

10: 12:18
Recording Started:

10:12:18

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

10: 12:20

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - return the jury - jury present
and in place
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10: 13:19

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Calls # 12

10: 13:30

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Swears

10:14:14

10: 14:42

10: 15:31
10: 15 :51
10: 17:24

10: 17:47
10: 18: 15
10: 18:33

10: 18:34

Other: RUTTER, CONNIE
CDA - on August 16, 2009 1 was living in CDA.
William is my fiance's brother
he lives at 1037 N 23rd Street. Reviews map.
Ira is my fiance. We were
living together on August 16 at 710 N 16th
Street Apt #6. I previously
testified in this case. Reviews transcript of
prior testimony - August 2009
We were staying, on occasion, at Bills house in
the trailer. Frank was
staying there in his motor home. I was with
them when they stopped at the
Requena house the first time. William needed
some sort of cable wire. I
don't know what type. Reviews transcript - I
said we were stopping for cable
wire. He needed some kind of cable wire that he
could run through the wall.

10: 19:06

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Objection

10: 19:09

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

10: 19: 13

Other: RUTTER, CONNIE
I know the wire had something to do with the TV
and the telephone.
Transcript reviewed - said telephone cable wire.
I don't know if it had
anything to do with an answering machine.
Reviews transcript - reads prior
answer. EX # 5- photo of my fiance, Ira. EX#6
- photo of calves - Ira's
calves and tattoos. EX #7 - back and tattoo of
Ira Tankovich. Back at the
Tankovich home Ira and I were talking abour our
upcoming marriage. Everyone
was talking.

10: 19:45
10: 19:58
10:20:21
10:21 :26
10:22: 11
10:22:30
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10:22:52

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Objection

10:22:55

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

10:23:16
10:24:01
10:24:13
10:24:36
10:24:49
10:25:07
10:25:24
10:25:37
10:25:48

Other: RUTTER, CONNIE
Reviews transcript. I know Frank and Bill were
saying they didn't know how
anyone could pull a gun on someone for no
reason. This was between Frank and
Bill - I don't know if Ira ever took part in
this conversation or not. This
conversation was in the front yard.
EX BY DA SCHWARTZ - I was with them when they
stopped the first time. I
never heard anyone say they wanted to hurt them
due to enthencity or any
threats to hurt. William only got out of the
vehicle. He first waived to
the guy and said something like how's it ..

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:25:51

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

10:25:56

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:26:00

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

10:26:03
10:26:26
10:26:45
10:27:03
10:27:33
10:27:49

Other: RUTTER, CONNIE
He said "Hi, buddy, how's it going?" He never
charged the guy. The guy
pulled a gun on Bill and pointed it at Bill the truck and Tiffany were
behind Bill - I was beside Tiffany. Bill said
he didn't want any trouble and
got back in the truck and left. At the house I
heard them say they didn't
know how a guy could pull a gun on someone for
no reason at all.
XE BY DA WHITAKER - NONE
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10:28:02
10:29:30
10:29:45
10:29:58

10:30:12

RD BY PA VERHAREN - I went back to the Requena
house later. I went down to
the corner where Ira was in the police car - I
sat in the car with Tiffany.
We sat there for quite a while because the
police told us not to leave.
Neither Tiffany or I gave the police our side of
the story.

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

10:30: 19

Judge: Luster, John
overruled

10:30:22

Other: RUTTER, CONNIE

10:31:35

I didn't later to to CDA PD and write out a
statement. I don't know if
Tiffany did.
RX BY SCHWARTZ - I never saw Bill or Frank yell
at the Requenas
EX BY DA WHITAKER - I believe EX #4 is the gun
pulled on Bill. Tiffany was
scared to death, I was pretty scared myself.

10:32:01

Judge: Luster, John

10:32:21

Witness excused. We need to take up some
preliminary issues before the next
witness - excuses and admonishes jury.

10:33:39

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH -

10:30:37
10:30:45
10:31:16

Swears
10:33:47

Judge: Luster, John

10:34:01

There are some foundational questions we need to
address with this witness
prior to testimony.

10:34:33

10:34:55
10:38:53
10:39:15·

Other: HIGGINS, TIM
Peace officer, IDOC Investigation Intelligence
Coordinator IDOC full time
sine 2007. Re: duties, training and experience.
It's important to monitor
anyone posing a threat to our facility. We do
this for safety and security
issues. Most violence in the prison system
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10:41 :26
10:42:58
10:44:02
10:44:31
10 :45: 17
10:45:31
10:46: 18
10:46:32
10:46:48
10:48:09

10:48:24

involves ganges. A large part of
what I do is identifying symbols/tattoos The
training I have re: in prison
groups transfers to out of prison groups. I
serve as technical advisor for
Idaho commission on gangs. I study gangs as a
whole - we get a lot of gang
migration so I attend training on gangs from
other areas. The white
supremacy groups are the 2nd larges threats to
our agency and I'm very
familiar with them. I have attended a number of
conferences with speakers
who are experts in the area. I've been
nationally published about aryan
groups. I teach at the POST academy as well as
correctional officer, P&P
offiers that go through the Meridan Academy.
Judge: Luster, John
So far your witness has not told me anything
about his ability to identify
the tattoos and identification.

10:48:44

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
He's testified a little about symbols

10:48:55

Judge: Luster, John
Lets get to it and talk about tattoos.

10:49:53

10:50:27
10:51: 14
10:51 :31
10:51 :45
10:52:02
10:52: 17
10:52:33

Other: HIGGINS, TIM
DX BY PA MCHUGH - All new offenders come though
our system and tattoos/scars
are photographed and 1get the photos and go
through them. I'm the creator of
the website Idahogrands.com and I publish 4
posters that are submitted state
wide to law enforcement to help in gang
identification. Most persons coming
through the system deny gang involvement and one
way we can identify them is
trough their tattoos. There are 3 basic
categories of white supremacists in
the system - names them. Each has their own set
of tattoos and identifiers.
The predominent tattoos are the fourteen
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10:53: 10
10:54:00
10:55:00
10:55: 14
10:55:29
10:55:59
10:56:23
10:56:50
10:57:20
10:57:41
10:58:26
10:58:42
10:59:04
10:59: 18

demoninating the 14 words. Another
is the 3 leaf clover, 88 is another, aryan
written out, nazi symbols, Nazi
war eagle, iron cross, initials SWP, WW, White
Power. EX #6 - based on
past experience and seeing this and similar
tattoos a number oftimes pentagram associated with satanic groups and
aryan pride over the top is
white supremacist group - or aryan neo-nazi
symbol. EX #7 - appear s to be
similar to nazi war eagles - neo-nazi - EX #6
and #7 being on the same person
would further solidifY this person as a neonazi. EX #8 - bolts - SS symbols
- traditional Neo-nazi symbols associated with
aryans. EX #9 embeded in the
tattoo is the 3 leaf clover, I also see in the
dog of the eye 3-dot for my
vita loca or my crazy life, EX #8 and #9 on
the same person -denotes an
aryan Neo-nazi. They are a traditional white
supremacy group believing
whites are racially superior. They look for
resurgence or recreation of the
nazi homeland from WW2. They tend to become
very violent and don't want to
associate with nonwhite races.

10:59:30

Add· Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I have argument priot to questioning

10:59:40

Judge: Luster, John
Lets proceed with your questioning first

10:59:48

Other: HIGGINS, TIM
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ - I identifY gang members and
security threat groups.
I was asked to determine what these symbols
represent and to which groups.
These tattoos are commonly associated with white
supremacy. 3 leaf clovers
have diffferent meanings. The origin of the 3
leaf clover and irish go back
to the shamrock. I've not studied the origin pf
the use of the 3 leaf

II :00:09
11 :01 :07
11 :01 :23
11:01:51
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11 :02:09
11 :02:32
II :02:51
II :03:25
11 :03:50
11 :04:40
11 :05:56
II :06:26
11 :06:45
11 :06:58
11 :07:26
11 :07:48
11 :08:02
11 :08:31
11 :09:36
11: 10:03
11:10:21
11: 10:36
11: 11 :00
11: 11 :49
11: 12:05
11: 12:29
11:12:48
11: 13:40

clover. I have had occasions to discuss
alternative meanings. I have heard
that S1. Patrick uses the 3 leaf clover, it's on
playing cards and is on the
flag of Montreal.
XE BY DA WHITAKER - my vida loca means my crazy
life - we have seen the
aryans using a mexican symbol. I can think of 3
times recently with this
tattoo on Aryans recently. We have 8 major
affiliations and lots of subsets
of gangs in the prison system. There are not
the same number of gang
classifications in each state. There are a
large number of gang sets in
Idaho - more than 100 - not more than 1000. I
have no idea how many in
Califonia. We find these same tattoos on Idaho
inmates - I have no idea
where these tattoos were done. If someone has a
bolt symbol they are not
automatically classified in a gang, not with a 3
leaf clover, not with the
word aryan, not with an eagle. There is very
little of the eagle tattoo that
makes it an aryan tattoo - but in relation to
the others. I have no
experience working in the CA prison system re:
gangs. I have not brought
similar tattoos re: gangs. I did correspond
. with my counterpart in Los
Angeles PD, John Williams, with relation to
these specific tattoos to make
sure I was on line. He's an intelligence
specialist. We do not classifY
people as gangs.
RD BY PA MCHUGH - I have been classified as an
expert for testimony 7 times
in the last year. I have provided evidence for
part II gang enhancement.
EX BY DA SCHWARTZ - my priot testimony has been
about "the defendant being
part of a gang" I have identified what the
symbols are connected with. We
establish what a gang is, where it is and
present what evidence we have to
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11: 13 :57
11: 14: 19
II :14:53

11: 15 :03

11: 15 :23
11: 15 :34
11: 15 :50
11: 16:03
11: 16:59
11: 17:26
11: 17:36

11: 17:55
11: 18: 12

11:18:31

validate the criteria and a person in it. I
have never been called to
testify that a person was not part of a gang.
Judge: Luster, John
argument

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
This testimony is only to infuriate the jury.
He has no doctorate or degree
- he said that he hasn't studied the other uses
for them. It seems that
what the state hopes to do is to have him
testify that the persons are in a
gang. There is no doubt that a racial slur was
used but the relevance is
lessened. There is no way that this witness
helps the jury with anything.
This is an attempt to simply polish a turd by
the state. There is no way
that this technically helps the jury.

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
There is all kinds of foundational issues - I
don't see it helping anything
in this trial. We have not objected to the
slurs - the testimony would be
undue prejudicial. I see all kinds of problems
with it.
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
addition to the prior objections this is a
discovery objection

11:18:47

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
We have begun to address the issues. We argue
that this testimony is

11: 18:58

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
We've not been provided anything in discovery
about what his basis is. In

II :20:09

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
relevant. The supplemental discovery response
is sufficient.
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11 :20:54

Judge: Luster, John
Recess

1 1 : 2 1:04

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

11 :48:20
Recording Started:
11 :48:20

11 :48:20

11 :49:04
11 :49: 18
11 :49:36

11 :49:53
11 :50:33

11 :50:43
11 : 51 : 15

11 :51 :25
11 :52:00

11 :52:29
11 :52:45

11 :52:56
II :53: 15
II :53:29
II :53:48
11 :53:58

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - This is a very problematic
issue for the court. The court
recognizes that the charges of malicious
harassment an element that needs to
be established is that the allegations were
raciaIly motivated. In luded in
teh evidence re: reasonable inferences is the
intent of symbols by way of
tattoos. The authority submitted has been
similarly reviewed. The authority
has been discussed and ruled on by the court.
It is problematic in this case
- others typically involve an act of violence or
property damage - in this
case the state has a situation where the
criminal offense alleged is one that
is demonstrative and done in front of others
including the CDA PD. It's not
as significant in this case as it is in others
to establish the beliefs. The
question is iftheir acts were motivated by
race. What is very difficult for
the court in terms of the issue to be presented
is one that I find to be
quite unusual - the foundation could be highly
prejudicial in terms of
exceeding boundaries that the state is entitled
to establish. They are not
on trial for being members ofa gang or
harboring specific attitudes. It is
very important that the court walk a very tight
line and that the jury not be
unduly prejuidiced to convict them because they
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11: 54: 11
11 :55:42
11: 5 5:57
11 :56: 17
11 :57:20
11 :57:32
11 :57:49
11 :58:04
11: 5 8 :41
11: 5 8:51
11 :59:00
11 :59:58
12:00:34
12:01:13
12:01:31
12:01:56
12:02: 14
12:02:24
12:02:45
12:03:32
12:03:46
12:03 :59
12:04:11

are bad people or because
they have specific views. It's not rocket
science to determine that certain
tattoos mean certain things. The court
struggles with Mr. Higgens
qualifications but the qualifications can draw
away from what is important
here. I don't think we need an expert to tell
us what a swastica means.
Ira's tattoos speak for themselves and I don't
think we need an expert to
tell us what they mean. At the last hearing the
court didn't feel it
approprite for PA to argue that the lightening
bolts mean the same as the
swastica. I don't think everyone recognizes it
as such. The problem the
court has is the background and qual ifications
Mr. Higgins brings to the
court. It's not that they are insufficient but
their qualifications can
dangeously mislead the jury. I'd feel a lot
more comfortable ifhe was
from BSU. We have these two gentlemen who are
charged with sterotyping an
individual and because of that engaged in
certain conduct. I think that the
court would limit the extend of Higgins
testimony - the tattoos of Ira speak
for themselves. The eagle does not stand alone
to represent any particu lar
racial group. Eagles are symbols of this
country, Harley Davidson
motorcycles and other things. We're not going
to hear about the meaning of
those tattoos. As far as the tattoos on William
the lightening bolts merit
some comments - the 3 leaf clover merits some
comments - the 3 dots should
not be inquired into by thestate - the defense
may do so at their own risk.
IfPA wants to inquire into Higgins re:
lightening bolts and 3 leaf
clover that would be appropriate. I caution the
state - I don't think
Higgins extensive background in IDOC is relevant
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12:04:33
12:04:56
12:05:07

12:05:42

12:06:00
12:06:11

12:06:24
12:06:45
12:07:32
12 :08: 15

12:08:35

12:08:56
12:09:-18
12:09:36
12:09:46
12: 10:29

to identifYing the tattoos
and to do so could be dangerous. I suggest the
photos be shown to him and
asked ifhe has any background in identifying
the tattoos - further down that
road re:extensive qualifications cause potential
issues.
Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
The ultimate question I view would be these
particular symbols are associated
with a specific group - that's where I'm going.
Jndge: Luster, John
Higgins went into some additonal detain hot
appropriate for this proceedings
as to beliefs of certain groups. The jury
should be given some idea as to
what they mean. I also point out that I've
previously ruled - the charge of
conspiracy the tattoos ofIra and William are
not admissible as to Frank
re: malicious harassment and some cautionary
instruction may be relevant.
Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I am concerned that he'll be able to testifY
that he classifies prison gangs.
Once he testifies to that immediately my client
is in a prison gang. I'm
asking the court to tell the PA how far they can
go. As far as I'm
concerned, subject to any inquiry he defense
intends to make, I don't think
Higgins needs to make extensive identification.
The state does not need to
go into great detailand if you go to far you
might get yourself into troyble.

12:10:48
12: I 0:50

12: II :00
12: 11: I I .

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
I want to raise the possibility that having
raised limited foundation that
the defense may open the door for additional
foundation - if they raise the
question as to his qualifications
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12: 11 :38
12: 11 :55
12:12:09
12: 12:36
12:12:53
12:13:24
12: 13:47
12:14:14
12:15:34

12: 15:56

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
In my motion in limine I tried to exclude the
terms prison and the like if
all he's trying to do is identify symbols I
don't see the need to use the
words prison at all. My biggest concern is if
he can ask if these symbols
mean they are part of an association. They can
only ask as to possible
meanmgs
Judge: Luster, John
There is a fine line that needs to be drawn explains. I'll excuse the
jury for now. Court reporter is excused - we
won't need her for that.
Returnthejury-jurypresentandinplace. We
have resolved our legal
question - recess for lunch - return at 1:15admonishes jury.
Stop Recording
(On Recess)

13:20:54
Recording Started:

13 :20:54

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

13:20:55

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session

13:21:01

Add Ins: MCHUGH,BARRY
I hope to publish exhibits #6 and #7 prior to
testimony of Mr. Higgins via
elmo.

13 :21:42
13:21 :54

Judge: Luster, John
That's up to you.

13 :22:00

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I ask for a limiting instruction after testimony
of Mr. Higgins - reads
proposed instruction.

13 :22: 17
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13 :22:21
13:22:34

Judge: Luster, John
I'll not rule on that now - lets wait until
after the testimony is presented.
Reserve ruling

13 :22:45

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I'd like the jury instructed prior to his
testimony.

13 :22:55

Judge: Luster, John
Intend to do that.
Return the jury - jury present and in place.

13 :23 :00
13:23:54
13:24:01
13:24:14
13 :24:30
13 :25 :06
13 :25 :21
13:25:32
13:25:45

Add Ins: MCHUGH,BARRY
My next witness is Tim Higgins
Judge: Luster, John
The next witness will provide some testimony to
attempt to educate you re:
possible meanings of tattoos - Frank has no
tattoos and you must not
consider any ofthe tattoos against Frank
Tankovich. One juror presented a
question requesting clarification. The case has
not been fully presented and
when it is done it will be submitted on the
evidence and final arguments one of the instructions will tell you when it is
appropriate to submit
questions.

13:25:50

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
I'd like to publish exhibit #6 and #7 prior to
calling my witness

13:26:04

Judge: Luster, John
They have been admitted and you may publish
Side bar

13 :26:32

Starting Side Bar.
Starting Side Bar.

13:27:37

Ending Side Bar.
Ending Side Bar.

13:28:39

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
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13 :28:58
13:31:25

Lighting condition makes it difficult to see we'll publish the old
fashioned way.

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears #13

13 :31 :44

13:32:07
13 :33:06

13:33:25

Other: HIGGINS, TIM
Boise, ID I'm employed by Idaho Dept of
corrections. Intelligence and
__ Coordinator. re: duties, experience I'm
involved in classification
appx 200 times per week. EX #8 - I see Nazi SS
bolts commonly worn by

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection - request this be taken up outside the
presence of the jury.

13:33:39

Judge: Luster, John
Excuses and admonishes jury

13:34:15

13 :34:33

13:34:50

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Motion for mistrial - within the first question
he stated the tattoos were
Nazi SS tattoos - given the court's prior ruling
- we cannot unring the bell

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I join in the motion

13:35:01

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY

13 :35 :26

The language he was using describes what he sees
briefly based on what the
courts admonishion he was allowed to.

13:35:38

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

13:35:51

He didn't say it was lightening bolts - he said
there was no other meaning that it was Nazi SS tattoo.

13:35:59

Judge: Luster, John
Deny mistrial - explains

13:37:00

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
He's testifYing that that is the meaning of the
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13:37:13
13:37:24
13:37:31

13:37:45
13:37:51

13 :38:08
13:38:23
13 :38:51

tattoo - to say it is one
meaning is one thing but to say that is the only
meaning says that Mr.
Tankovich is a member ofthat organization.

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
He directly said that that picture is Nazi - I
move for mistrial - you cannot
uming this bell once it is rung.
Judge: Luster, John
Deny the mootion - sustain objection re: more
foundation. He has not
testified what that tattoo means to Mr.
Tankovich only what it means to him.
DA approached the bench earlier re:
publication of EX #6 and #7 - the
timeliness of them being offered prior to
Higgins testimony was objected to

13:39:07

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
It was not coincidental- explains. I do object
to that.

13:39:26

Add Ins: MCHUGH,BARRY
But for the court's ruling right before lunch I
would have utilized it during
this witness testimony.

13:39:42
13 :39:50

13 :40:07
13 :40:21
13 :41 :29
13 :41 :35

13 :41 :59
13 :42: 13

13:42:33

Judge: Luster, John
Note objection. This could certainly be
construed both ways. They will not
hear testimony about the 2 published exhibits
but will as to the other 2.
Objection noted - return jury - jury present and
in place. I sustain the
objection re: foundation
Other: HIGGINS, TIM
Describes EX #8 - tattoos - 2 lightening bolds
running parallel to each other
appearing to be on a forearm. I have seen
similar tattoos before and have
had training re: nature of similar type tattoos.
On an annual basis I attend
a conference annually.
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13:42:38

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

13 :42:40

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

13:42:44

Other: HIGGINS, TIM
In the last years 3. Prior contact with similar
tattoos - I estimate 100
times in the last year. I have an opinion as to
what the symbol is
associated with. I have seen tattoos as this on
persons associated with
aryan neo-nazi association. EX #9 - describes

13:43:08
13 :43 :35
13 :43 :52

13:44:28

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection - move to strike

13 :44:34

Judge: Luster, John
overruled

13:44:37

Other: HIGGINS, TIM
The 3 leaf clover in the word comes to my
attention. I have had training re:
3 leaf clover training 3 times in the last year
- specific to that symbol and
other symbols associated with white supremacy.
I have specifically seen that
tattoo type 20 times in the last year and over
my career 600-700 times.
These are common tattoos worn by white
supremacists.

13 :44:55
13:45:13
13:45:41
13:46:03

13 :46:22

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
That's all my questions - motion to publish to
the jury.

13:47:12

Judge: Luster, John
Yes

13:48:57

Other: HIGGINS, TIM
XE BY DA SCHWARTZ AND WHITAKER - NONE

13:49:10

Judge: Luster, John
witness excused
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13:49: 17

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
The state rests

13:49:30

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
a short break may be appropriate.

13:49:37

Judge: Luster, John
Recess - admonishes jury

13:50:18

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

14:01:31
Recording Started:

14:01:31

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

14:01 :33

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session

14:01 :40

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER

14:03 :09

Motion - Rule 29 motion re: conspiracy testimony of Tiffany Tankovich at
the last hearing was the largest testimony used
re: conspiracy. She
testified that she saw a conversation. There
was no such testimony today there is no mention of the meeting of the minds
and no mention of Ira and
that removes the overt acts.

14:03:15

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED

14 :02: 18
14:02:36
14:02:50

I join in teh motion

14:03:23
. 14:04:58

14:05:l3
14:05:25

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
There is sufficient evidence to bring the
conspiracy count before the jury .
There is sufficient evidence to bring this
before the jury.

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
The state makes the same argument and asks that
you make an inference.
Withot the evidence that Tiffany saw a
conversation there is nothing. Now
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14:05:55

you have no conversation - no conversation you
can base an inference on.

14:06:10

Judge: Luster, John
The standard is for the court to draw all
reasonable inferences in favor of
the state. The inference can be drawn from all
information before the court.
There is some evidence re: timing between the 2
incidents at Requena
residence - regrouping at the Tankovich
residence - motion for acquittal
at this time is not appropriate. DENY MOTION
There was argument re: Higgins testimony - from
the court's standpoint the
state and Mr. Higgins complied with the court's
ruling.

t

14:06:46
14:07:06
14:07:39
14:08:04
14:08:28
14:08:47

14:09: 14

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I renew my request for limited instruction re:
Higgins testimony

14:09:41

Add Ins: 'WHITAKER, JED
I'll join in the request

14:09:49

Judge: Luster, John
I'll reserve ruling
Return the jury - jury present and in place

14:09:57
14:10:52

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Calls #14

14:11 :01

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Swears

14:11:42

Other: LANE, LINDA
KC 911 DISPATCH re: duties August 16,2009 I
was working. I'm not sure if
I was day or night shift. DEF EX D - audio CD.
I have reviewed tracks 1 & 3
- the first call is a 911 call I received and
it disconneced on its own.
Track #3 is me calling them back. I don't
remember what number first called
me and I called back. I know it was a long
distance number is all I can tell

14: 12:22
14: 12:45
14:13:08
14: 13:25
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14: 13:42
14: 14: 14

you (review transcript of prior testimony).
559-302-8979 - this is the
number that called me and that called back.

14:14:32

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Motion to admit

14:14:49

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

14: 14:52

Judge: Luster, John
OVERRULED - ADMIT EX D

14:17:44

Other: LANE, LINDA
CD played - we have a computer system that helps
us track phone calls. We
can identify a location - this phone call came
from the area of 19th and
Pennsylvania where we already had a phone call

14: 18:04
14: 18:22

at.

14: 18:26
14:20:08
14:20:24

XE BY PA VERHAREN - ex #10 AND #11 - (reviews
911 transcripts) # lOis a
transcription of tile first phone call. #11 is a
transcription of the second
phone call.

14:20:27

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Motion to admit EX #11

14:20:43

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
No objection

14:20:49

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
No objection

14:20:52

Judge: Luster, John
Admit EX #10 and #11.

14:21:27

Other: LANE, LINDA
XE by PA VERHAREN - I'm trained to get
information - having the name of the
person making the call can verify that what the
person is saying is happening
is actually happening. The first phone call was
short and we were
disconnected - they didn't give name or

14 :21 :59
14:22: 11
14:23: 16
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14:23:25
14:24:18
14:24:30
14:25:14
14:25:50
14:26:05
14:26:54
14:27:21

location. I cal1ed back iwthin
seconds. They disconnected a second time - I
didn't disconnect. It appears
that he's talking to someone else and that's
common when law enforcement get
there. There were other 911 cal1s relating to
this situation that day - I
know of at least 3 and could be 5.
Voire dire by DA Schwartz - I didn't take al1 of
the 911 calls.
XE by DA VERHAREN - I did not cal1 back another
time because offers were with
him.
XE BY DA WHITAKER - NONE

14:27:27

Judge: Luster, John
Excused

14:27:32

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I rest on behalf od William Tankovich

14:27:45

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
We have the jury view.

14:27:50

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Side bar?

14:27:54

Judge: Luster, John
yes

14:27:58

Starting Side Bar.
Starting Side Bar.

14:29:43

Ending Side Bar.
Ending Side Bar.

14:29:52

Judge: Luster, John
DA Whitaker evidence is subject to view?

14:30:04

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Correct and then I'll rest

14:30:17

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
I'll have no rebuttal evidence

14:30:25

Judge: Luster, John
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I have make arrangements for transport to the
area tomorrow at 9:00 am -

14:31:25

Stop Recording
(On Recess)
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Court Minutes:

Session: LUSTER 10251 OA
Session Date: 10/25/2010
Judge: Luster, John
Reporter: MacManus, Anne

Division: DIST
Session Time: 08: 15

Courtroom: Courtroom 1

Clerk(s): Booth, Kathy
State Attorneys:
Public Defender(s):
Prob. Officer(s):
Court interpreter(s):

Case 10: 0004
Case Number: CR2009-22548
Plaintiff: STATE OF IDAHO
Plaintiff Attorney:
Defendant: TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES
Pers. Attorney:
Co-Defendant(s):
State Attorney:
Public Defender:
Previous audio and annotations can be found in case: 0003.
Additional audio and annotations can be found in case: 0005.
10128/2010
09:07:29
Recording Started:
09:07:29

Recall
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

09:07:54

Stop Recording
(On Recess)
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09:08:22
Recording Started:

09:08:22

Record
T ANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

09:08:24

Judge: Luster, John
In session - jury only present in the courtroom

09:09:57
09: 10:57

- instructs jury re: view
Recess

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

09:58:14
Recording Started:

09:58:14

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

09:58: 14

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - we have completed the jury
view which was conducted re:
instruction #14. Everything went consistent
with the instruction

09:58:38

09:58:54

Other: BANKS, BAILIFF
There were no problems

09:59:04

Judge: Luster, John
INSTRUCTIONS?

09:59:16

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
No objection to instructions

. 09:59:25

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection as previously noted

09:59:48

Judge: Luster, John
Yes, for the record

09:59:55

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I don't recall resting but for the record we'll
rest now. No objections to
instructions 110t previously stated.

10:00: 14
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10:00:30

Judge: Luster, John
Return the jury

10:01:34

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

10:03:08
Recording Started:

10:03:08

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

10:03:10

Judge: Luster, John
jury present and in place - INSTRUCTS JURY

10:26:55

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Closing argument

10:30:21

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection - move to excuse the jury

10:30:29

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled

10:30:37

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Closing argument - cont

10:41:18

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection

10:41:22

Judge: Luster, John
Sustained

10:41 :40

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Closing argument cont.

10:53:02

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Closing argument

10:58:46

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
Objection

10:59:02

Judge: Luster, John
that's for the jury to decide - continue

10:59:23 . Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
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cont. closing argument

11:05:09
11: 10:47

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Closing argument
Rebuttal argument

I I: I I :52

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Objection - move to excuse the jury

I 1: 12:0 I

Judge: Luster, John
Overruled - admonishes state

I I :12:08

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
cont rebuttal argument

I I :20:24

Judge: Luster, John
case submitted

I 1:21: 13

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Draws alternate jurors #65 Standal and #64
Stamsos

1 I :22:28

Judge: Luster, John
Explains alternate juror process to jurors.
Admonishes alternate jurors.

1 t:23:21

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTHSwears Bailiff for deliberation

1 I :24:32

Judge: Luster, John
Jury out for deliberation

11:25:12

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
motion for mistrial based on PA VerHaren's
conduct during closing arguments.
Contrary to your ruling he said "they have white
supremacist tattoos" which
implies that that's what it means to the tattoos
- he also said that the
evidence was not in dispute and that is a
statement on silence - motion for
mistrial - I ask that you reserve ruling until
after the verdict.

11:25:55
1 I :26:27
1 I :26:48
I I :27: 1 I

11:27:28

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I join in the motion
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1 1 :27:37
1 1 :27:52
1 1 :27:57

1 I :28:37
] 1 :28:53
1 1:29:24
11:29:42
11:30:07
11:30:22
11 :30:35

Add Ins: VERHAREN, ART
The statement 1 made is permissible in light of
the courts ruling and there
is no grounds for mistrial.
Judge: Luster, John
The state is not permitted to make any argument
that infers to the jury that
the defense has an obligation to bring witnesses
or that the failure to do so
should be held against them. I'm not satisfied
that PA's comments support a
mistrial. Tattoos - I made a pretty clear
directive as to sttements of a
witness - PA may characterize it as such in
argument - the argument was in
the realm of appropriate argument based on the
courts ruling.
Recess awaiting word from the jury
Stop Recording
(On Recess)

14: 13:55
Recording Started:

14: 13:55

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

14: 14:02

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

14: 14:1 1
Recording Started:

14:14:11

Record
T ANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

14: 14: 14

Judge: Luster, John
Back on the record - I have received
communication from the jury which has
been shared with the attorneys - reads comments
sent to court signed by
presiding juror. I visited with counsel, not
sure there is a question, I
suggest we bring the presiding juror in and see

14: 14 :25
14: 14:49
14: 15 :03
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14: 15: 15
14: 15:21

if we can get some more
information as to the concerns.

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
I agree

14:15:24

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Agreed

14:15:30

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
Agreed - Frank waives appearance

14:15:42

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Waive

14: 15:44

14:16:01
14: 16:20
14:16:43
14:16:58

Judge: Luster, John
If after getting more information from the
presiding juror you change your
mind re: clients presence we can stop and have
them come in.
PA VerHaren is now present - reviews statement Bailiff to retrieve
presiding juror Crook

Other: CROOK, PRESIDING JUROR
explains concerns and comments of juror in
question.

14:19:27

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
No questions

14:19:34

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
none

14:19:37

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
none

14: 19:38

Judge: Luster, John

14: 19:56

presiding juror to return to jury room - with
that information advanced I'll
recess to let counsel discuss matter - recess

14:20: 18

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

14:31:22
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Recording Started:
14:31:22

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

14:31:44

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

14:33:23
Recording Started:
14:33:23

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

14:33:27

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - all counsel present. Does the
state have a position

14:33:45

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
Rule 24 (d)(3) we believe calling an alternate
juror is appropriate.
Perhaps there should be some questioning as to
his ability to be a fair and
impartial juror. Having failed to provide
information during the voir dire
process - this may even have lead to information
for a "for cause" challenge.

14:34:26
14:34:38
14:35:20
14:35:43
14:36:08

14:36:22
14:36:37
14:37:02
14:37:15
14:37:34
14:37:36

14:37:52

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
. Oppose the motion to strike - PA didn't ask a
specificquestion re: racist
ideologies. he asked vague questions - no
actual question about harboring
any racist beliefs. All we have here is that
he's expressed a personal
belief - I have more of a problem with the
presiding jurors response this taints the jury. They're fighting with
each other - motion for
mistrial.
Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
] join in the motion - the court should not just
remove him because he
doesn't agree with the state's position. My
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14:38:07

14:38:27

client has significant civil
liberties at issue - Motion for mistrial- join
in DA Schwartz comments

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
Nothing further.

14:38:49

Judge: Luster, John
Comments - if we have a juror who is unable to
continue in their duties we
14:39:08
have alternate jurors. The question becomes
whether or not Juror Hyslop is
14:39:21
disabled in continuing as a juror. The concern
came from the presiding juror
14:39:34
Anytime we enpannel as jury the panel has a
whole lot of personal experiences
14:39:51
- some positive and some negative. Therre can
be a whole mixture. the
14:40:07
critical question to the court is if he failed
to disclose information
14:40: 19
directed to him. Based on information from
Juror Crook he had been mudding
14:40:33
with friends and at time wrote inappropriate
comments on vehicles. The other
14:40:47
response is ifhe was a racist and he said not
really. There is nothing in
14:41:02
voir dire asking if they engaged in any activity
considered to be racist.
14: 41: 18
The questions were re: interracial marriage and
living here with minimal
14:41:32
racial diversity. There is nothing that shows
he lied during questioning in
14:41 :52
voir dire. His beliefs does not indicate that
he would be fair and
14:42:12
impartial. We all have beliefs and biases - we
ask if they can set those
14:42:25
aside for the purposes of being fair and
impartial juror. Ifhe is able to
14:42:39
set aside those racist beliefs - I can
appreciate that there might be some
14:43:04
concerns but I share the concerns that the
presiding juror who stops
14:43:20
deliberations when they come across something
that is different than they
14:43:31
believe in. I don't find that Juror Hyslop has
violated that duty. I don't
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14:43:44
14:43:56
14:44:13
14:44:39
14:45:00

want to bring him back and question him - to
single him our more than he
already has - this might put more leverage on
him. I'm not satisfied that
he has violated his oath or that he is incapable
of being a juror. We'I1
have the jury proceed including juror Hyslop's
participation. I don't want
to make any inquiry of Hyslop to taint the jury
one way or the other.

14:45:16

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
No questions

14:45:19

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
Nothihng

14:45:24

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
What are you going to communicate to the jury?

14:45:37

Judge: Luster, John
I haven't fully resolved that issue

14:45:46

Add Ins: WHITAKER, JED
I don't have anything to add - perhaps have the
bailiff indicate to them to
continue with their deliberations.

] 4:45:57
14 :46:02

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
I agree

14:47:30

Judge: Luster, John
I'II respond on the note from Juror Crook reads response - I think that's
the best way to proceed.

14:47:44
14:47:58

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
No questions

14:48:14

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I may wish to inquire of Hyslop and Crook if the
jury is able to reach a
verdict.

14:48:33
14:48:34

Judge: Luster, John
Yes, the door will remain open.
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14:49:20

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
I don't want our silence toindicate we agree

14:49:43

Judge: Luster, John
We still have a right to argue and have that
discussion
Recess

14:50:08
14:50:13

Stop Recording
(On Recess)
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15:58:44
Recording Started:

15:58:44

Recall
T ANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

15:58:50

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - counsel and the parties are
present - I have been advised
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15 :59:04
15:59:44
16:01:06

that the jury has reached a verdict. Admonishes
audience to remain calm with
no disturbance. Return the jury - jury present
and in place

Other: CLERK, KATHY BOOTH Reads verdicts - guilty - all counts

16:02:50

Judge: Luster, John
Polls jurors - the jury individually stated in
accordance with the verdicts.

16:07:31

Add Ins: MCHUGH, BARRY
Nothing additional

16:07:36

Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
I wish the inquiry that we requested earlier

16:07:46
16:08:01
16:08: 19
16:08:30

Judge: Luster, John
I'll permit that. Explains jury
question/statement to jurors - I'll permit
brief questioning from counsel on that issue - a
limited inquiry is
appropriate and we'll follow up
Add Ins: SCHWARTZ, CHRISTOPHER
To protect the privacy of jury this should be
done in camera in chambers

16:08:46

Judge: Luster, John
That's an excellent idea - recess.

16:09:05

Stop Recording
(On Recess)

16:32:03
Recording Started:

16:32:03

Record
TANKOVICH, FRANK JAMES

16:33:09
16:34:10

Judge: Luster, John
Back in session - jury now present - no longer
admonished Sentencing JANUARY 13,2011 3:00 PM CONTACT
P&P BY 111111 0
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16:36:44

Stop Recording
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